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FOREWORD
This Final Report describes the analyses performed and the results obtained
during the execution of the Payload Effects Follow-On Study. The study was
performed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc., (LMSC), Sunnyvale,
California, under, contract NAS W-2312, for NASA Headquarters. Study direc-
tion was provided by the combined activity of Mr. William F. Moore, Office of
Manned Space Flight, and Dr. Robert G. Wilson, Office of Space Sciences.
This study extended the premises initially developed in the previous Payload
Effects Analysis Study (Contract NAS W-2156). The low-cost, refurbishable
spacecraft concepts were applied to new spacecraft designs and detail cost
estimates were made to establish the feasibility and economic impact of stan-
dard space hardware in three categories:
• Standard Subsystems
• Standard Spacecraft
• Cluster Spacecraft
Separate, interim reports were prepared during the study and are referenced in
the text. These reports have been bound into a separate volume which will be
titled "Appendix to the Final Report". For those desiring more detail than
offered herein, the Appendix, LMSC-D157926, maybe useful.
Also, a "Design Guide for Low-Cost Standardized Payloads" has been prepared as
a separate document, LMSC-D15^ 696, dtd 30 April 1972. This guide includes
data of high-usage value to Program Managers, Planners, Designers and others
who will be responsible for future spacecraft. It places emphasis on space-
craft design, manufacturing, testing, and operations; and the relative cost
impacts.
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The study was conducted during the period of July 1971 through May 1972.
LMSC and NASA gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the following NASA
Centers and aerospace agencies/contractors for data and comments provided
during this study:
Ames Research Center Mathematica, Inc.
Goddard Space Flight Center Aerospace Corp.
Jet Propulsion Lab Planning Research Corp.
Kennedy Space Center
Langley Research Center
Manned Spacecraft Center
Marshall Space Flight Center
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Many of the terms used herein have various connotations within the Aerospace
community. Therefore, as a guide, some of the basic terms are defined below.
PAYLOAD describes collectively: (l) the payload; 2) the payload/
SYSTEM Shuttle adapters, and any deployment or separation devices
required to effect a separation of the payload from the launch
vehicle; (3) payload ground support equipment; (^ ) payload
flight support equipment including spare module support racks,
payload checkout equipment, and special payload umbilicals.
PAYLOAD the total operating entity, such as a satellite, that is
launched into orbit by the Shuttle; it comprises spacecraft
and experiments but excludes Shuttle related elements - such
as platforms or adapters - that are non-functional relevant
to the orbiting satellite.
BASELINE a current unmanned payload used to provide a basis for the
PAYLOAD development of low-cost or standard payloads and for cost
comparisons.
LOW-COST A payload designed for launch by the Space Shuttle or by a
PAYLOAD future large-expendable launch vehicle. Such a payload is
designed (l) without the traditional costly constraints on
weight and volume, and (2) for in-orbit repair or refurbish-
ment.
SUBSYSTEM A major functional group of equipment which is essential to
the operation of a spacecraft. Spacecraft subsystems include:
Structures & Mechanisms
Electrical Power
Stabilization & Control
Attitude Control
Communications, Data Processing & Instrumentation
Environmental Control
Propulsion
COMPONENT an assembly such as a star tracker, transmitter, or similar.
Components are assemblies of parts.
VI
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PART a piece of hardware, a quantity of which are assembled into a
single component; examples are: transistor, lens, shaft, etc.
STANDARD a major spacecraft subsystem (stabilization and control; commun-
SUBSYSTEM ication, data processing, and instrumentation; electrical power;,
attitude control) designed for application to a significant number
of mission-peculiar or standard spacecraft.
STANDARD a plug-in assembly of components forming a major segment of a
SUBSYSTEM standard subsystem, and having standard mechanical, electrical,
MODULE and thermal interfaces.
STANDARD a standard subsystem module modified by the addition, deletion,
SUBSYSTEM or substitution of a component.
MODULE VARIANT
STANDARD a small quantity of different types of spacecraft incorporating
SPACECRAFT standard subsystem modules, each type capable of replacing a
significant number of the mission-peculiar spacecraft defined in
the NASA mission model. The spaceframe, integral wiring harnesses,
and thermal control elements of each standard spacecraft type are
standardized.
CLUSTER a spacecraft incorporating standard subsystem modules and capable
SPACECRAFT of supporting concurrently the experiment/sensor packages of
several of the missions defined by the NASA Mission Model.
RELIABILITY
CONFIDENCE
LEVEL
REPAIR
the probability that a system, subsystem, component, or part
will satisfactorily perform its intended function without catas-
trophic failure for a prescribed period of time, within a pre-
scribed environment.
the probability that the reliability figure-of-merit predicted
for a system, subsystem, component, or part is correct.
an action taken to restore a failed system to an operating state,
The action may be scheduled or unscheduled, and consists of:
• Diagnosis of the failure condition
• Removal of the failed system element
• Replacement of the failed element with a similar element in
operating condition
• Checkout of the system post-maintenance to assure proper
operation within prescribed limits.
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PARTIAL
REFURBISHMENT
FULL
REFURBISHMENT
MAINTENANCE
LEVEL
(SPACECRAFT)
MAINTENANCE
INTERVAL
MEAN
MISSION
DURATION
A maintenance action expected to prevent future failure. In
this study it is assumed that when a repair visit to the sys-
tem becomes necessary to repair a failed system element, other
system elements which have not yet failed will be approaching
their theoretical point of first failure. These latter elements
will be removed also and replaced as assurance that the system
will be protected against failures occurring soon after a re-
pair visit.
A maintenance action (analogical to a complete overhaul) oc-
curring shortly prior to, or at the theoretical MMD point of
the system, where MMD denotes the useful operating life ter-
minal point as dictated by the limits of the design. The ac-
tion consists of removal and replacement of all dynamic sys-
tem elements, whether or not they have exhibited failure.
Following full refurbishment, the spacecraft is assumed to
be in the "as new" state and capable of operating another
period equal to the spacecraft MMD.
The hardware level at which maintenance action takes place.
Since the systems in question are modularized at the subsys-
tem level, all maintenance actions are confined to removal
and replacement of the module, or modules exhibiting failure,
or approaching a theoretical failure point.
That period of elapsed time between any one maintenance action
and the next, as scheduled in the overall maintenance program.
The interval is predicated upon expectable wearout rates, and
expected failure incidence.
The classic definition for this term is: that expected or
mean mission time that a system will perform satisfactorily
without resupply, or maintenance, considering all factors.
Mathematically, MMD is defined as the area under the relia-
bility curve from time zero, to mission truncation time, or
the end of the program, whichever-is first. Practically,
since the objectives of this study are to consider maintain-
able systems, MMD is considered in this context as expected
operating life without full refurbishment. The rationale
adopted is that the operating life of a system is a parameter
of design to the extent that the system is required to sus-
tain operations on orbit for n years, where n is 1, 2, 3
x years. However, during the life period, major
failure is expected before the n years point, and at the n
years point, or shortly before, the system will be fully re-
furbished whether failing or not. Maintenance actions thus
include repair (remedial maintenance), partial refurbishment
(preventive scheduled maintenance) and full refurbishment
(total preventive scheduled maintenance).
Vlll
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
For the past several years, NASA has been studying the economic merits of new
space transportation systems. Considerable reductions in space transportation
costs have been projected both for new low-cost expendable boosters and for
reusable Space Shuttle concepts.
As a result of the initial Payload Effects Analysis Study by IMSC for NASA/HQ,
it was established that savings in payload (or spacecraft) cost will signi-
ficantly augment and far exceed the transportation cost reductions. Detailed
cost estimates revealed that savings up to 50$ could be realized on payload
program costs by implementation of low-cost, refurbishable spacecraft designs
and Shuttle operational techniques. The results of the study were documented
in a Final Report, LMSC-A990556, dated 30 June 1971.
Using the previous study as a base, it was considered that further analysis of
spacecraft designs, tailored to operational concepts inherent in the Shuttle
capabilities, could improve the cost-effectiveness and scope of NASA/OSS and
NASA/OA future space operations.
The logical extension of using a Shuttle to maintain in orbit a large quantity
of different low-cost spacecraft (each designed for easy module replacement)
appeared to be the standardization of spacecraft subsystem or module hardware
and commonalization of the spacecraft orbits to allow the Shuttle more cost-
effective placements and revisits.
Further, in lieu of designing a large quantity of mission-peculiar spacecraft,
it seemed desirable to design a small quantity of multi-mission-usage standard
spacecraft to perform the majority of all science and applications missions.
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These premises formed the base for the Payload Effects Follow-On Study.
1.2 GENERAL STUDY OBJECTIVES
The overall study objectives comprise the following three areas :
a. In-depth design analyses and concept designs of low-cost, refurbish-
able, standardized hardware concepts, including a concept for a multi-
mission "Cluster" spacecraft (or small group of spacecraft) which can
perform the numerous science and application missions of the 1979-1990
time period.
b. Determination of specific interfaces of the newly-designed spacecraft/
payloads with the Shuttle system and analysis of hardware or opera-
tional constraints.
c. Estimating of economic benefits which can be derived from use of low-
cost, refurbishable, standard space hardware used with the Shuttle
transportation system.
1.3 SCOPE OF STUDY EFFORT
1.3.1 Limitations and Emphasis Areas
The overall economic impact was determined for the total NASA Mission Model
(91 programs). However, principal emphasis in design and detail cost estimating
was placed upon a group of ^5 programs representing NASA and non-NASA unmanned
satellite/orbiter missions for low-earth-orbit (LEO), high-energy and Syneq or-
bit, and near planet (Mars and Venus).
The detail analysis of Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Spacecraft was limited
to those missions wherein the Shuttle could place the payload directly into
LEO and subsequently revisit to perform repair, refurbishment, exchange of ex-
periments, and similar operations. However, investigation was made of Tug/
satellite launches to Syneq orbit and operational techniques and constraints
were determined.
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A rather thorough analysis was accomplished of interfaces between the pay-loads
and the Shuttle and concept designs, operational techniques, and basic require-
ments for some of the equipment and for the mating payload elements were devel-
oped.
Shuttle on-board checkout of payloads in-orbit was investigated in depth and the
equipment and techniques for orbit replacement of spacecraft and experiment
modules to effect repair and maintenance were developed. Additionally, in-
depth hardware and cost analyses were performed for ground refurbishment and
reuse of modules and components.
1.3.2 Broad Outline of Study Outputs
The following-listed items indicate the scope of the study in terms of outputs.
Descriptions of analyses and results in each area are contained in the main
body of this report.
• Classification and Commonality Grouping of Missions
• Analysis of Future Spacecraft and Experiments Requirements
• Point Designs of Future Subsystems, Spacecraft, and Clusters
• Design Guide for Future Payloads
• Space Program Cost-Optimization
• Analysis of Shuttle Characteristics and Impact on Future Payloads
• Detail Plans and Cost Estimates for Payload Programs
• Best-Mix of Spacecraft for Lowest-Cost Space Program
• Economic Impact of Low-Cost, Refurbishable, Standard Space Hardware
l.U ASSUMPTIONS AND GUIDELINES
The following are general assumptions and guidelines established in agreement
with NASA. Detailed assumptions and/or guidelines are presented at the begin-
ning of each section of the report.
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1.4.1' Spacecraft Design
a. The principles of low-cost and refurbishable/reusable spacecraft, developed
in the initial Payload Effects study, will be applied to standard hardware
design also.
b. Spacecraft designs shall be optimized for use with the Shuttle transporta-
tion system.
c. The mean-mission-duration (MMD) for all new spacecraft will be the same as
specified for equivalent expendable spacecraft in Aerospace Corp. Case A.
1.4.2 Cost Estimates and Economic Impact Analysis
a. Cost estimates of the point-design modules, subsystems, and spacecraft
shall be "bottom-up" type and not based upon broad application of historical
cost estimating (CER) relationships.
b. The new spacecraft cost estimates will be compared with the Aerospace Corp.
Case A, for expendable spacecraft.
1.4.3 Mission Model
a. The missions to be investigated are the ones listed in the "NASA Traffic
Model" dated March, 1971- (For this study primary attention was devoted to
45 NASA and non-NASA missions, including 11 Astronomy, 5 Physics, 7 Earth
Observations, 4 Meteorology, 7 Communications, 2 Navigation, 5 Applications
Development, and 4 Near Planetary missions [see Fig. 6-8, Page 6-7]. Cases
D and E evaluated these 45 missions for application of low cost/refurbish-
ment effects and standardized subsystem modules, respectively.)
b. Standard and Cluster Spacecraft applications are to be considered only for
LEO missions. (Of the preceding 45 missions, 15 Low Earth Orbit (LEO) mis-
sions were evaluated for standard spacecraft applications [Case F], of
which 11 were evaluated for cluster spacecraft application [Case G]. See
Pig. 3-1, page 3-3 for a listing of Baseline LEO missions.)
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c. The Syneq missions are to be evaluated to determine if any can be accommo-
dated by LEO Clusters.
1.4.4 Shuttle Reference
The latest data available from Phase B Shuttle contractors will be used, sup-
plemented by update data from NASA/HQ.
1.4.5 Technology State-of-Art
All hardware concepts to be based on 1971-1974 SOA. Future SOA hardware or
techniques will be considered and where significantly affecting economic bene-
fit or operational flexibility, will be identified.
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Section 2
SUMMARY
2.1 OVERALL STUDY CONCLUSION
The study has concluded that there are indeed very large space program cost
savings to be obtained by use of low-cost, refurbishable, and standard space-
craft in conjunction with the Shuttle Transportation system (as compared to the
expendable-spacecraft - Case A). Figure 2-1 shows in quantitative terms the
range of space program cost savings for three different groups of programs. **
The total savings for the 91 programs will range from $13-4 billion to $18.0
billion depending on the degree of hardware standardization desired. For a
more costly Shuttle user's cost ($10.5 million per flight), the savings are re-
duced but still sizable, ranging from $9.7 billion to $1^ .9 billion. These
savings, principally resulting from payload cost reductions, tangibly support
the development costs of the Shuttle system.
Program
Group
15 Programs
HASA + Non-HASA
1*5 Programs
HASA + Han-NASA
91 Programs
Total
Mission
Model
Orbit
Best.
ISO
LEO
H.E.
Syneq
Plan.
LEO
H.E.
Syneq
Plan.
Case A
Ref.
Cqqt
$ 9.10B
$19.78B
$46. OB
Program Savings - $ Billion by Case
$T.3M Shuttle
Low-Cost .
Refurbish
Case D
$ 3.59
$ 5.1?
$33.4
Standard
Subsystems
Case E
$ 3.89
$ 5.92
$15.0
Standard*
Spacecraft
Case F
$ 4.1*2
$6.1*9
$16.6
Cluster
Mix*
Case G
$ It .84
$ 6.87
$18.0
$10. 5M Shuttle
Lev-Cost
Refurbish
Case D
$ 3.10
$3.38
$ 9.7
Standard
Subsystems
Case E
$3.40
$ 4.10
$11.3
Standard*
Spacecraft
Case P
t 3.99
$4.72
$13.1
Cluster
Mix*
Case G
$ 4.53
$ 5.23
$lV-9
* Standard and Cluster Spacecraft applied to IEO missions only.
Fig. 2-1 Space Program Savings - Summary
** See Sect. 1.U.3 Mission Model, Page 1-4 for program groupings and case
descriptions.
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In terms of percentage of total space program costs, the ranges of savings are
shown in Fig. 2-2. For a $7.3 million Shuttle per-flight cost, the savings
range from 26% to 53$; for the $10.5 million Shuttle user's cost, the savings
remain a significant 17$ to 50$.
Type
Hardware
Low -Cost
Refurbishable
Standard
Subsystems
Standard
Spacecraft*
Cluster*
S pace craft
Percentage Saving
$ 7. 3M Shuttle
26 - 4o$
30 - 43$
33 - 48$
35 - 53$
$10. 5M Shuttle
17 - 34$
21 - 37$
24 - 44$
26 - 50$
^applied to LEO missions only.
Fig. 2-2 Percentage Savings with Various Spacecraft
Approaches
2.2 TASK DESCRIPTIONS AND RESULTS
2.2.1 Basic Task Breakdown
The study was divided into two "basic tasks with subtasks in each; these are
shown in Fig. 2-3 with inter-relationships designated by the interconnecting,
arrows.
2.2.1.1 Task 1. Task 1, comprising 9 sub-tasks, represents the majority of
effort expended in the study. The outline description of these sub-tasks is
provided in sub-section 2.2.2.
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— j — j Program Plans !
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i Spacecraft
1
 — * Designers
*• Guideline^ —
Fig. 2-3 Study Task Breakdown
2.2.1.2 Task 2. Task 2 included two basic efforts:
(l) Presentations on Payload Effects impact to Government agencies and
aerospace industry representatives. The former are listed following:
NASA/HQ-OSS
NASA/GSFC
NASA/JPL
WASA/KSC
NASA/Langley
NASA/Ames
NASA/MSC
NASA/MSFC
USAF/SAMSO .
DOD (Pentagon)
PSAC
Nat'l. Academy of Engineers
(2) Technical interfacing with Mathematica, Inc., Aerospace Corp., and
NASA agencies to provide characteristics and requirements of future
low-cost, standard spacecraft and to provide economic-impact data
on the spacecraft.
The Task 2 efforts, not contributing directly to the principal study results,
are not discussed further in this report.
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2.2.2 Mission Commonality Analysis (Task l.l)
2.2.2.1 Analyses Performed. This analysis included the following:
• Analyze mission requirements for spacecraft and experiments
• Determine the impact of the TDRS upon the future payloads
• Assess the feasibility of relocating certain missions from
Syneq orbit to elliptical orbit or LEO to allow direct access
by Shuttle
• Determine reasonable- combinations of LEO missions in terms of
orbit altitude and inclination
• Assess the economic benefits of mission commonalization.
2.2.2.2 Principal Results.
a. It is feasible and economically desirable to combine groups of LEO
missions into common orbits.Figure 2-4 shows three common-orbit groups
(A, B, and C) which are adequate for 13 different missions.
b. There are specific cost benefits resulting from orbit commonalization.
principally transportation savings. These accrue to the Cluster case
(Case G) described in other sections of the report.
Comb.
A
B
C
-
Composite Mission
Alt
(KM)
600
500
500
Incl.
30°
97.4°
SS
97.4°
SS
Orbit
Time
Noon/
Mid-
night
Dawn/
Dusk
Not
Combinable
Baseline Missions
Fleming
No.
1
6
13
15
17
19
21
25
26
75
77
26
77
3
7
23
30
32
Mission Name
Astronomy Explorer A
OSO
HEAO-C
LSI
LSO
l,Rp
Polar EOS
TIROS
Polar ERS
TOS Met.
Polar ERS
Polar ERS
POIar ERS
Magnetosphere - Low
Gravity/Relativity
Earth Physics
Small ATS
Co-op ATS
Alt.
(KM)
500
650
650
650
650
650
930
1300
930
1300
930
930
930
3520/
260
930
740
5550/
555
Incl.
28.5°
30°
28.5°
28.5°
300
300
99° SS
1010 SS
990 SS
101° SS
99° SS
99° SS
99° SS
28.50-
900
900
90°
90°
Fig. 2-4 LEO Mission Combinations
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2.2.3 Design of Future Spacecraft, Subsystems. Modules (Tasks 1.2. 1.4)
2.2.3.1 Designs and Analyses Accomplished.
• Determine detail functional support requirements for mission-
experiments
• Establish basic criteria for standard space hardware
• Concept design of typical Standard Spacecraft (2) and
Cluster Spacecraft (2)
• Design/analysis of standard subsystems (4 different types) and
replaceable modules thereof for 45 different programs.
• Parts lists
• Weight's /dimensions
• Functional descriptions, performance characteristics
and limits . .
2.2.3.2 Principal Results.
a. It was found that the same standard subsystem modules could be applied to
mission-peculiar spacecraft, Standard Spacecraft, or Cluster Spacecraft.
A typical listing of the basic modules and variants is shown in Fig. 2-6.
b. Modularization of all subsystems was accomplished by combining compatible
components within essentially uniform-size standard module packages. The
general configuration of a typical module is shown in Fig. 2-5.
Fig. 2-5 Typical Standard Module
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Module
No.
S&C 1
S&C-2
8*0-2-1
S&C-2-2
S4C-2-3
S&C-3
Module
Nine
Precision Sensing
Sensing
Sensing
Sensing
Sensing
Reaction Torque
(Max angular
momentum -
10 ft-lb-sec/wheel)
Equipment
Fixed Head Star Tracker (2)
PHST Electronics (2)
Three -Axis Rate Sensor
Precision Equipment Mount
Module Base & Cover
Cables and Connectors
Sun Aspect Sensor (5)
SAS Electronics
Rate Gyro Package
Control Electronics
Module Base and Cover
Cables and Connectors
84C-2
+ High Altitude
Horizon Sensor
+ HAHS Electronics
S&C-2
+ Low Altitude
Horizon Sensor (2)
+ IAHS Electronics (2)
S&C-2
+ Velocity Control Accel.
+ VGA Electronics
Reaction Wheel (3)
Reaction Wheel Electronics
Design
Lite
(yrs.)
Basic: 1
Redundant
(2 Modules):
3
5
5
5
3
5
Wheel Support & Safety Shield
Magnetic Torquer (3)
Magnetic Torquer Electronics
Module Base and Cover
Cables and Connectors
Wt.
(»)
105
6k
67
75
70
153
Point Design
Reference
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-122
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
Fig. 2-6 Typical Basic and Variant Standard Modules (Sample Sheet)
The designs of the Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Spacecraft for all mis-
sions except the large observatories (Mission Nos. 13f 15, 17» 19) can have
a very similar appearance and utilize common structural elements; the sizes
vill vary, dependent upon the mission. Typical configurations are shown in
Figs. 2-7 and 2-8.
The designs for the single-mission Standard Spacecraft and multi-mission
Cluster Spacecraft for the LEO large-observatory missions are quite similar;
the principal differences are in the Cluster Spacecraft:
(1) The length of spacecraft is increased atiout 2 ft to accept additional
spacecraft and experiment-peculiar modules.
(2) The average electrical pover requirements are higher and require ad-
ditional battery modules and large solar arrays.
,2-6
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DIRECTION
OF FLIGHT
Fig. 2-7 Future Earth Observatory Standard Spacecraft(LEO)
DIRECTION
OF FLIGHT
Fig. 2-8 Future Communications Standard Spacecraft
(Syneq Orbit)
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(3) Additional mounting adapter and articulation yoke is. required to allow
simultaneous pointing to two different targets. The configuration il-
lustrated in Fig. 2-9 is this type of Cluster, supporting the HEAD and
LST experiment packages simultaneously.
HEAD (Ref.)
\
•JOT (Iltf.)
Extendable/Retractable
Solar Arraye
(sun-orienting)
Fig. 2-9 HEAO/IST Cluster Spacecraft
2.2.4 Space Program Optimization Analysis (Task 1.3)
2.2.4.1 Analyses Performed.
• Determine the payload program and cost impacts, separately and . '
combined, of:
• Spacecraft reliability/failure-rate variants
• Spacecraft design life (MMD)
• Spacecraft orbit repair and maintenance cycles
• Analyze hardware and cost aspects of ground refurbishment of space- •'
craft modules and components.
• Select (separately) the standard subsystems, Standard Spacecraft, and
Cluster Spacecraft which have the maximum cost benefit to the NASA un-
manned missions.
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• Determine the best-mix of low-cost standard hardware to obtain the
lowest-cost space program.
2.2.4.2 Principal Results. .
a. Spacecraft design life (MMD) has a significant effect on total mission cost,
affecting not only the spacecraft RDT&E and Unit costs, but also the frequen-
cy at which new launches or Shuttle revisits would be required to replace.
repair« or refurb the spacecraft. The results of a typical analysis are
displayed on Fig. 2-10. With increasing MMD, both expendable and refurb is li-
able spacecraft program costs pass through a minimum at optimum MMD for each
mission or program durations.
Optimum MMD for lowest-cost varies with transportation cost but was found to
be about 2 years for LEO spacecraft, 1 year/for Cluster Spacecraft, and 5
years for mission-peculiar Syne.q orbit spacecraft.
s/c
MMD
(Yr.)
1
2
3
Cost
Category
RDT&E
Unit S/C
Spares
Transportation
Total
RDT&E
Unit S/C
Spares
Transportation
Total
RDT&E
Unit S/C
Spares
Trans po r tat 1 on
Total
Payload Program Cost ($ Million)
Expendable S/C ^
Mission Duration (Yra)
1
95
30
Cl_32 )
2
95
60
15
170
105
30
7
OO
3
95
90
22
207
105
^5
11
(JL61J
115
60
7
182
10
95
285
7*
k$k
105
150
37
292
115
1UO
26
dD
Refurbishable S/C ^
Mission Duration (Yre)
1
95
17
2
6
dD
2
95
17
9
11
| 133 |
107
17
5
6
(T35J
3 '
95
17
15
16
 1U3 |
107
17
9
9
Q5D
120
23
2
6
151
10
95
17
56
50
218
107
17
27
25
|_166J
120
23
19
18
180
(1) Shuttle-launched
Fig. 2-10 MMD vs Cost Tradeoff - LEO Mission ($7.3M Shuttle)
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b. The "Best-Mix" of hardware for the selected
termined to be as shown in Fig. 2-11.
NASA space progratrs vas de;-
Type Hardware
Cluster Spacecraft
Standard Spacecraft
Standard Subsystems
Qty.
Progs .
11 LEO
k LEO
30 LEO
SYNEQ
Plan.
NASA Mission Wos .
1,6,13,15,17,19,21,
25,26,75,77
7,23,30,32
Remaining missions
Fig. 2-11 Selections of Standard Hardware for 45-Program Best-Mix
The on-orbit failure-expectancy was determined for several types of space-
craft subsystems and modules with varying MMD's, allowing optimization of
repair/refurb revisits to spacecraft.An outline of data for a typical
spacecraft is shown in Fig. 2-12.
Optimum repair revisit was found to be at -^ MMD and optimum refurb at MMD.
The average cost of refurbishing a spacecraft has been reduced to about 20$
to 25$ of the spacecraft replacement cost (as compared to estimates in the
initial Payload Effects Study of 30$ to 39.5$)-* This reduction occurred
as a result of more detailed analyses of ground repair and refurbishment of
failed/spent modules and reuse of certain low-usage components and sub-assemblies
after ground test in lieu of full refurbishment with all-new parts.
Cost impact sensitivities were analyzed to determine the effects on cost
and selection of standardization mode (standard subsystems, Standard Space-
craft, Cluster); cost effects were varied but mode selection was unaffected
even with relatively large changes in program parameters.
are shown in Fig. 2-13.
Specific examples
Note : The refurbishment percentage should not be applied as a general number
to all programs. Each type of payload subsystem/module has a different
refurbishment requirement, ranging from about 10$ to over 50$. Specific
analyses for each mission and final summarization has resulted in the
"average" figure.
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Month
on
Orbit
1 - 2
2 - 3
3 - k
* - 5 .
5 - 6
6 - 7
T - 8
8 - 9
9 -10
10 -11
11 -12
Subsystem and type Failure
Expts
1st
V-lnnr-
2nd
Minor
GNSC
1st
Minor
1st
Major
2nd
Major
OJPI
1st
Minor
1st Major
(see
action)
2nd
Major
ACS
1st
Minor
Elec
Pwr
1st
Minor
1st Major
(see action]
2nd
Major
Maintenance Action
None
Repair GMSC, Partial Refurb CDPI
& Electrical Power
Partial Refurb action expected In
months 5-6, eliminates these
failures
None
Refurbish S/C,
All Modules
Fig. 2-12 On-Orbit Failure Expectancy for Apical EOS Spacecraft - 1-Yr MMD
Parameter and Variation
Increase Spacecraft Spares (for
orbit repair) cost by $0%
Double Oty. of Shuttle Revisit
Flights
Increase Shuttle Per-Fllght
Cost by 50#
Assume Zero Transportation Cost
Vary Ratio of RDT&E/Unit Cost
for Spaceframe (between extremes)
Vary Quantity of Clusters
Serviced on Single Shuttle Plight
Between |f and 1
Vary Quantity of Missions Sharing
Cluster Between k and 1
Impact on Cost
Mission-
Peculiar
Spacecraft
Negligible
Large
Increase
Large
Increase
Large
Reduction
Large
Impact
-
-
Standard
Spacecraft
Negligible
Moderate
Increase
Moderate
Increase
Moderate
Reduction
Negligible
-
-
Cluster
Spacecraft
Negligible
Small Increase
Small Increase
Small Reduction
Negligible
Very Noticeable.
Effect
Large increase
as mission qty.
decreases
Mode
Selection
Effect
None
None
None
None
None
-
-
Fig. 2-13 Sample Results of Sensitivity Analysis on Program Cost
Optimization
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2.2.5 jjost Estimates and Economic Benefits Analysis (Task 1.8)
2.2.5.1 Analyses Accomplished.
• Prepare development plans for typical point-design low-cost standard
spacecraft as a base for cost estimating
• Prepare detail, "bottom-up" cost estimates on design, manufacture,
and test of:
• Standard modules
• Standard spacecraft
• Cluster spacecraft
• Prepare cost estimates on mission-peculiar elements of the payload pro-
grams and on launch and flight operations costs
• Perform U5-program mission model capture analyses for various modes
• Accomplish computerized summary of costs for 8 different cases,
obtaining:
• Spacecraft RDT&E and Investment Costs
• Transportation costs
« Total cost for each program and groups of programs
• Funding requirements by year
2.2.5.2 Principal Results.
a. Space program savings ranging from $9*68 billion to $18.0 billion (compared
to a baseline cost of $^ 6.0 billion) can be obtained by implementation of
varying degrees of low-cost and standard spacecraft elements. The types of
hardware selected and the cost per flight of the Shuttle are primary variants,
These variants, with respective cost savings are shown in Fig. 2-l4.
b. In terms of percentages for various portions of the total mission model,
payload savings of 32% to 57% can be obtained for the selected 15 LEO
missions. 2.2.% to h^ % for 5^ programs, and 27% to 3^% for the total 91
programs. Figure 2-15 shows the matrix of the particular "payload effect"
versus % cost savings against the $35-8 billion baseline payload program
cost. .. _.
c. Funding spreads for a "best-mix" standard hardware program show a reduction
of about $750 million annually below the baseline cost for equivalent mis-
sions, netting approximately $6.9 billion savings on the 45 selected auto-
mated payload programs over a 12-year period.Figure 2-16 shows the com-
parative data.The use of the alternate $10.5 million Shuttle users cost
would reduce the annual saving to about $6lO million and the net 12-year
savings to $5'2 billion.
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m*
Hardware
Expendable
Payload
Low-Cost
Refurbishable
Standard
Subsystems
Standard
Spacecraft
Cluster-Mix
Case
A
D
E
F
0
$ Billion
Fay load
Cost
* 35.8
23.lt
21.8
20.7
20.3
Fay load
Saving
-
$ 12.4
14.0
15.1
15.5
$7.3M Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$•46.0
32.6
31.0
29.4
28.0
Total
Savings
-
$ 13.4
15.0
16.6
18.0
$10. 5M Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$ 46.0
36.32
34 .72
32.92
31.11
Total
Savings
-
* 9-68
11.28
13.08
14.89
Fig. 2-lk Summary of Savings for Total Mission Model
- 91 Programs
Sa
vi
ng
s
Payload
Effect
Baseline Case A Cost
Low-Cost
Low-Cost + Refurbishment
Low-Cost + Refurbishment
+ Standard Subsystems
Cluster Mix
Percentage of Baseline Case A
LEO
15 Programs
$ 8.21 B
32%
W
51%
57%
NASA +
Non-NASA
k-5 Programs
$16.17 B
22%
37%
k2%
±5%
Total
Mission
Model
_91 Programs
$ 35.8 B
27%
35%
39%
±3%.
Fig. 2-15 Payload Effects Savings
2.2.6 Shuttle/Payload Interfaces and Constraints (Tasks 1.5« 1«T)
2.2.6.1 Analyses Performed.
• Determine summation Shuttle-support requirements for payloads
representing ^5 NASA automated-spacecraft programs.
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8.5
2.0
•w-
o
CO
o
o
0.5
Hardware
Std. S/S
Std . S/C
Cluster S/C
Best Mix Tot.
Baseline
Savings
No. Prog.
30
1*
11
^5
"*?
.
Total $
8.6U7B
0.732 .
3.530
12.909B
19.777
6.868B
CSavinqs)
Baseline (per Aerospace)
^
Standard Hardware Best Mix\
72 71* 96
Fig. 2-l6 Cost Breakdown and Funding Spread for Best-Mix - ^ 5 Programs
e Determine the types and characteristics of various payload interface
equipment:
• Payload Displays/Controls (in Shuttle)
t Payload Ifest Set (for checkout)
• Module Support/Test Rack
• Deployment/Retrieval Devices
• Mechanical Supports
• Analyze constraints of Shuttle upon future payloads
• Analyze effect of future payloads upon Shuttle/Tug system
2.2.6.2 Principal Results.
a. It was determined that the planned Shuttle subsystem support (electrical,
GNSC, Data Processing, Communications) allocated for payloads is adequate
for the automated spacecraft.
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b. The Shuttle performance, based on the 65,000 Ib limit to LEO is a constraint
upon Space Tug optimization vhich in turn, applies a -weight constraint upon
Syneq payloads and/or causes large increases in transportation cost for
rather small increases in payload weight (use of tandem-Tug approach doubles
the single Tug round trip cost). Increasing the current Tug round trip capa-
bility from the current 2827 Ib to about k800 Ib up and 5^00 Ib back -would
effect a 50% transportation savings (approx. $11.1 million) for each payload
revisit.
2.3 SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
2.3-1 Conclusions
The following are generalized conclusions drawn from the study results,
2.3-1.1 Payload Effects Savings. It has been determined in quantitative terms
that significant payload savings can result from implementation of various pay-
load low-cost approaches in lieu of the historical expendable payload. For a
baseline group of ^5 NASA programs, wherein the expendable payload costs have
been estimated to be $16.17 billion, savings ranging from $5-99 billion (37$)
to $7.21 billion (^ 5$) can be attained with varying modes of alternate payloads,
This is shown on Fig. 2-17. The dominant effect is the low-cost spacecraft de-
sign, followed by the effects of refurbishment and reuse.
Type
Hardware
Expendable
Payload
Low-Coat
Rsfurblsaable
Standard
Subsystems
Standard
Spacecraft
Best-Mix
(Cluster-Mix)
Case
A
D
E
P
0
$ Billion
Fay load
Coat
$ 16.17
10.18
9M
9.06
8.96
Payload
Saving
-
$ 5-99
6.71
7.11
7.21
$7.3M Shuttle
Total
Program
Coat
$ 19.78
1 .^59
13.86
13.29
12.91
Total
Savings
-
$ 5-19
5.92
6.U9
6.87
$10. 5M Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$ 19.78
16.1*5
15 -.68
15.06
1 .^55
Total
Savings
-
$ 3.38
l».10
U.72
5.23
Fig. 2-17 Summary of Cost Savings - ^ 5 Programs
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2.3.1.2 Extrapolation of Savings to Total Space Program. The quantitative
savings recorded for the 45 programs analyzed in detail were extrapolated to
the total 91 programs on the NASA Mission Model. It has been conservatively
estimated that the aforementioned 45-program savings can be expanded to as
high as $18 billion (including effects of transportation costs) for the most
cost-effective payload approach.
2.3.1-3 Universal Application of Standard Subsystem Modules. It has been de-
termined, by detail examination of the specific requirements for 45 different
automated payload programs, that a specific inventory of standard modules can
be identified and applied, not only to mission-peculiar spacecraft, but to
Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Spacecraft.
It is apparent also that the inventory of standard modules is not dependent on
a specific mission model but can readily be applied, using the simple module
variants offered, to other mission models. In other words, a "universal" in-
ventory of standard modules appears readily attainable.
The standard subsystem contribution to payload cost reduction is significant,
as shown in Fig. 2-l8; however, the approach offers many other advantages in
simplification of spacecraft logistics, shuttle interface, and payload/Shuttle
operations.
Cost
Category
Payload
Transportation
Total
Base-
line
Case A
Costs
(Billion)
$16.17
100$
$ 3.6l
100$
$19-78
100$
Savings - $ Billion
$7-3M Shuttle
Low- Cost
Ref urb .
Case D
$ 5-99
37$
$ (.80)
-22$ .
$ 5.19
26$
Std.
Subsys .
Case E
$ 6.71
41$
$ (.80)
-22$
$ 5.92
30$
$10. 5M Shuttle
Low- Cost
Ref urb.
Case D
$ 5-99
37$
$(2.6l)
-72$
$ 3.38
17$
Std.
Subsys .
Case E
$ 6.71
41$
$(2. 61)
-72$
$ 4.10
21$
Fig. 2-18 Standard Subsystems Savings for 4-5 Programs
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2.3.1-1*- The Impact of Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Spacecraft. The Stan-
dard Spacecraft was found to be a rather simple extrapolation of the standard
subsystem module application to mission-peculiar spacecraft. The Cluster
spacecraft was found to be also a fairly straight-forward extrapolation of the
Standard Spacecraft. The significant difference is that the Cluster Spacecraft
offers a tangible decrease in transportation costs; the Shuttle visits only a
single orbit point to provide support to several missions. The comparative
savings for the 15 LEO missions investigated for Standard Spacecraft and Clus-
ter are shown in Fig. 2-19.
Type
Hardware
Expendable Payload
Low-Cost
Refurblshable
Standard
Subsystems
Standard
Spacecraft
Cluster 3 pace -
iraft Mix
Case
A
D
£
P
G
Pnvln-ri
Cost
$ 8.21
M5
U.05
3.65
3.55
$
Saving
-
$ 3.86
lv. 16
U.56
k.66
Billion
$T.3M E
Total
Program
Cost
$ 9-10
5.51
5.21
lf.68
if. 26
buttle
Total
Savings
-
$ 3-59
3.89
U.te
k.Qk
$10. 5M S
Total
Program
Cost
$ 9-10
6.00
5.70
5.11
U.57
luttlc
Total
Savings
-
$ 3.10
3.^0
3-99
U.53
Fig. 2-19 Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Spacecraft
Savings for 15 IEO Missions
The limitation of application of Standard Spacecraft and Clusters to HEO was a
study groundrule. Their usage extension to Syneq orbit and Planetary missions
certainly is feasible and desirable. In fact, with the anticipated grouping
of mission-peculiar spacecraft in "choice" Syneq orbit positions may create a
traffic problem which could be simplified by combining several separate space-
craft into a Cluster.
2.3.1.5 Best Mix of Future Spacecraft. For the ^5 programs investigated in
detail, the best-mix comprised 11 programs assigned to Clusters, 4 to Standard
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Spacecraft, and the remaining 30 to standard subsystems. The total cost savings
are tabulated in Fig. 2-20. The best-mix would probably be altered significant-
ly if (l) all 91 programs were considered and (2) if Standard Spacecraft and
Clusters usage were expanded to other than LEO missions.
Cost
Category
Payload
Transpor-
tation
Total
Base-
line
Case A
Costs
(Billions)
$16.17
1009&
$ 3.6l
100$
$19.78
100$
Savings - $ Billion
$7-3M Shuttle
Low-Cost
Refurb .
Case D
$ 5-99
37$
$ (.80)
-22$
$ 5.19
26$
Cluster
Mix
Case G
$ 7.21
45$
$ (.3^)
-10$
$ 6.87
35$
$10. 5M Shuttle
Low Cost
Refurb.
Case D
$ 5.99
37$
$(2. 61)
-72$
$ 3.38
17$
Cluster
Mix
Case G
$ 7.21
45$
$(1.98)
-55$
$ 5.23
26$
Fig. 2-20 Best-Mix Savings for ^5 Programs
2.3.1.6 Impact of Transportation Costs. Transportation costs are a significant
portion of total program. For the 45-program totals, the transportation costs
are 32$ or 4o$ of total program costs (respectively for $7.3 million and $10.5
million Shuttle per-flight cost). A typical cost percentage breakdown is shown
on Fig. 2-21.
Cost Category
Transportation
Payload Investment
Payload RDT&E
Operations
Total
$7-3M Shuttle
32$
31$
28$
— ^
100$
$10. 5M Shuttle
4o$
27$
25$
8$
100$
Fig. 2-21 Percentage Breakdown of Costs for 45 Programs
(Case E)
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The latest NASA figure on Shuttle users cost, $10.5 million per flight, still
allows a very large net program savings. A sensitivity analysis has concluded
that the Shuttle user cost could rise to $16.5 to $20-7 million before all esti-
mated payload savings would be saturated by increased Shuttle costs. A "break-
even point" tabulation is shown as Fig. 2-22.
Qty. Space Shuttle Flights
Total Cost of Shuttle
@. $10.5 per Flight
(Billions)
Program Savings with
$10. 5M Shuttle (Billions)
Program Savings Converted
to Additional Cost per
Shuttle Flight (Millions)
Break-even Shuttle Cost
nor* Tni crlrf ^Mi "I "1 i nr>Q ^
D
568
$ 5-96B
$ 3.38B
$ 5-95M
C$l6.i+5M)
Case
E
568
$ 5-96B
$ k.103
$ 7 .2111
C$ 17.71$
a
F
. 550
$ 5A8B
$ 4.72B
$ 8.58M
($19.08*4)
G
512
$ 5-78B
$ 5.23B
$10.21M
"$20.71$
Fig. 2-22 Break-Even Points for Shuttle Per-Flight Costs
- 45 Programs
2.3.1.7 Impact of Late Tug IOC. The late Tug IOC (1985 in lieu of 1979) is a
penalty and manifests itself as dissavings of about 7% in payload cost increase
and 5$> increase in total program costs including transportation. The late-Tug
IOC analysis was performed both on the mission-peculiar and Standard Subsystem
cases. The results indicate constant trends with minor variation due to more
expensive unit payload costs in the case of standard subsystem payloads which
are expended prior to 1985 reusable tug availability.
Figure 2-23 illustrates the overall funding differences for a ^ -program stan-
dard subsystem case. The early Tug IOC has definite economic payoffs and is
strongly recommended.
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1985
Tug IOC
>---t- 1985 *u« ioc i
 vlth BttlBterd
1979 Tug IOC J Subayiteos (Cue B)
Fig. 2-23 Cost Impact of Late Tug IOC
2.3.1.8 Effects of Spacecraft MMD and Reliability. Both design life (MMD) and
specified reliability/confidence level have significant influences on payload
costs. It was concluded that historical spacecraft MMD's are conservatively
high and, with use of the Shuttle system to provide inexpensive orbit repair/
maintenance, these MMD's can be lowered and thereby provide further cost-
savings. The baseline spacecraft MMD's were retained in this study (a ground-
rule); however, savings can be obtained by lowering of the MMD for each mission.
A specific example of spacecraft module cost variation with MMD is .shown in Fig.
2-24. In every case, the increased MMD dictates higher costs, particularly em-
phasized in R&D dollars.
Reliability and confidence level have even a more dramatic influence on payload
program costs because they influence not only the spacecraft hardware but the
development-tests and production test costs. An example of comparative test
costs with varying reliability/C.L. levels is shown as Fig. 2-25. The lower
level, .700 reliability and 50% C.L. is believed quite adequate for many of
the future Shuttle payloads subsystems.
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• MMD
Subsystem/Module "-~-— »^__^
•8to
M
RO
o
*4
|H
+>
O
a
8
• <!
Primary Sensing
Secondary Sensing
Reaction Wheels
K-Band Communication
S-Band Communication
Data Processing •
Antenna Module
Distribution Module
Battery Module
Solar Paddle
ACS Module
1 Yr
R£B$V
2664
2046
2251
3556
23^9
6135
2967
1650
1791
3533
1804
Unit $
805
452
656
754
513
1300
870
312
230
1044
275
2 Yr
ftKB $*
3150
2546
2671
5646
3053
9042
3371
2189
2437
4294
2410
Unit $
865
526
719
998
620
1493
903
357
290
1206
353
3 Yr
I&D $ *
3411
2901
2884
6073
3528
10140
3594
2473
27Y9
5336
2716
Unit $
910
566
753
1058
699
1479
934
381
382
1490
391*
Excluding Phase B Development.
Fig. 2-2k Variation of Module Cost with Spacecraft
MMD ($1000 - 1970)
Risk
5%
30*
5%
3m
50ft
Rel.
.845
..845
.700
.700
.700
C.L.
95%
70ft
95%
70%
50%
Tests Required
Hours
100
500
100
500
100
500
100
500
300
Qty. Items
58
11
36
7
19
7
9
4
2
Comparative Costs
Test Cost
$18M
$12M
$ 9M
$ 7M
4.5M
Repair Costs
$6.5M
$ 8.0M
$ 7.0M
$5.5M
2.5M
Total Costs
$ 24.5M
$ 20. OM
$ 16. OM
$ 12. 5M
* 7.0M
<1) As risk Increases, cost decreases when reliability is constant.
(2) If both risk Is Increased, and reliability decreased, further cost savings can be
realized
(3) Typical Subsystem: CDPI
(4) Test Items & hours are those required to demonstrate achieved reliability at cited
confidence level, risk level
(5) Unit costs for lower reliability are estimated values.'
Fig. 2-25 Typical Subsystem Test Cost Variations
with Reliability/C.L.
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2.3.1.9 Spacecraft Refurbishment Impact. Spacecraft refurbishment/reuse is
one of the most significant cost saving principles developed and applied. In
this study, the cost of refurbishment has been reduced in three ways :
(1) performing in-orbit refurbishment (module replacement) on LEO payloads
in lieu of total payload retrieval and return to earth allows multi-
pay load refurbishment on a single Shuttle flight, thereby reducing al-
located transportation cost per mission.
(2) performing in-orbit module replacement in Syneq orbit in lieu of re-
placement of total payload allows reduction of average payload carried
to Syneq (modules only) and use of single Shuttle/Tug for payload re-
pair/maintenance in lieu of dual Shuttle and Tandem-Tug (required for
payload exchange).
(3) Further statistical and hardware analysis of ground refurbishment of
modules has indicated it is feasible to retest and reuse some components/
parts in lieu of replacement each time with new hardware. The overall
result has been the reduction of average refurb cost per spacecraft from
an initial 32.5-39/0 to 20-25$. These cost effects have been factored
into the new cost summaries.
2.3.1.10 Common Mission Orbits. It has been concluded that it is both feasible
and desirable to commonalize orbits for various LEO missions. The rationale and
recommended orbits are discussed in Section 3 of the report.
2.3.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are offered relevant to additional effort required
by NASA and the aerospace industry to (l) actually obtain the space program cost
savings described herein, and (2) to pursue additional prime areas of space pro-
gram cost saving.
2.3.2.1 Low-Cost Experiments. This study was limited to investigation of
spacecraft elements only for cost reduction and standardization. Cursory
analyses indicate large cost savings potential in the mission experiments them-
selves, particularly in those elements which are not utilizing brand-new hard-
ware technology, but are reapplying proven hardware principles/approaches to
new or unique scientific applications or investigations.
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It is recommended that a sequel investigation into payload sensors and experi-
ments be initiated in the very near future to explore cost reduction of hard-
ware , which accounts for 30$ to 60% of the total payload cost.
2.3.2.2 Apply Payload Effects Cost-Reduction Analysis to Other Types of Pay-
loads. The current studies have limited the payloads studied to unmanned auto-
mated satellites and orbiters. There are a number of other types of payloads
which could benefit from application of payload-effects principles.
It is recommended that effort be initiated to perform payload effects analyses
on Space Tugs, Space Station, and other hardware elements of the future space
program.
2.3.2.3 Extension of Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Principles to Other
Missions. The investigation limited application of Standard Spacecraft and
Clusters to LEO missions. Very high additional cost benefits are attainable
if these hardware principles are applied to Syneq missions (Clusters) and
Planetary missions (Standard Spacecraft).
It is recommended that additional studies be implemented, particularly for
Syneq orbit Clusters.
2.3-2.4 Payload Risk Acceptance with Shuttle. Sufficient preliminary analysis
has been performed to indicate the dramatic impact upon payload costs of design
life (MMD) and reliability assignments and the function of the Shuttle system
in reducing the numerical v-ilue of both for most payloads. However, until
the traditionalists in spacecraft design, both in government agencies and in .
the aerospace industry, have more data (proof), the changeover to the innovative
new-look (and lower cost) spacecraft will be difficult, if not impossible.
It is recommended that follow-on studies be implemented to develop in-depth
analyses of additional Payload cost reductions attainable with the new risk-
acceptance approach - discussed in Section 5.
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2.3.2.5 Emphasis on Early Start-Up of Payload Effects Implementation. Most
of the development for Shuttle-era payloads will be started in the early or
middle TO's. Further, some payloads which will later be operating with the
Shuttle (1979 an^ beyond) will be developed and initially launched prior to
1979- It is imperative that these payload programs be initiated with a set
of procurement requirements which will implement the cost-reduction principles
from the outset of development. Once a payload has been committed in design
or prototype development, incorporation of payload effects changes may cost
more in redesign than the benefits to be derived.
It is recommended that the cost-reduction principles of the Payload Effects be
implemented as early as possible in all new payload procurements.
2.3.2.6 Shuttle Operations. The latest countdown timeline from NASA/KSC shows
two 8-hour shifts (l6 hours) assigned to payload out of a total of 1^ days (l6o
hours) total turn-around time for the Shuttle. This 16 hours is a very short
time for payload installation, checkout, and pre-launch preparations, particu-
larly where multiple-payload installations are to be utilized. The shorter
times will require more complex and costly payload ground support equipment
and payload/Shuttle simulators.
It is recommended that specific investigations in depth be accomplished of 'pay-
load operations and requirements at the launch base and that tradeoffs be ac-
complished between Shuttle time allocation to payload and comparative costs to
Shuttle versus costs for payload system equipment and operations.
2.3.2.7 Multi-Payload Placement and Revisit and Common Orbits. Preliminary
analyses have been made by DISC to prove the feasibility of revisiting three
or four payloads with a single Shuttle flight to LEO (presuming the payloads
are in essentially co-planar orbits at similar altitudes'). Cost of transporta-
tion is directly reduced by a factor of 2 to 4.
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It is recommended that strong emphasis be placed on implementing common orbits.
Farther,.it is recommended that additional in-depth analysis be initiated for
Shuttle orbit-maneuvering capability vs multi-payload revisit requirements to
assure that Shuttle QMS and/or ACPS provisions including auxiliary QMS tankage
in cargo bay, are adequate for this special usage.
2.3.2.8 Emphasis on In-Orbit Repair/Refurb for Syneq Orbit Satellites. Pre-
liminary IMSC analysis has indicated the feasibility of carrying sets of re-
placement modules to Syneq orbit on the Tug and with a fixed-mounted Teleoper-
ator device, perform repair and refurb of the previously-placed satellite. In
fact, because the total weight of modules plus Teleoperator device is consider-
ably less than the weight of a total satellite, two satellites can be serviced
on one Tug flight.
This approach results in a large transportation-cost impact: wherein a single
heavy-weight satellite would require a Tandem-Tug and two Shuttle launches,
the module-only round trip for two satellites would require a single Shuttle
and Tug. This is a transportation cost reduction by a factor of ^ and poten-
tially applicable to many Syneq orbit missions.
It is recommended that heavy emphasis be placed on initiating follow-on studies
in depth of the module-only round trip for repair/refurb of Syneq-orbit payloads;
the studies should include:
a. Shuttle/Tug performance analysis
b. Hardware studies for automated payload docking and module replacement
in Syneq orbit.
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Section 3
MISSION COMMONALIZATION ANALYSIS
This section of the report provides results of analyses to determine the feasi-
bility and desirability of combining missions and/or standardizing orbits for
future unmanned space payloads. Details of the analysis may be found in a sep-
arate LMSC report, LMSC-A999035, dtd 15 Nov 1971, "Task 1.1 - Mission Analysis".
3.1 TASK OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this analysis were to evaluate the feasibility of and bene-
fits derived from:
(a) Reassignment of certain missions from Synchronous Equatorial (Syneq)
orbit to elliptical or low-earth orbit (LEO) to allow direct access
to the orbiting payloads by the Shuttle or to reduce the energy level
of the Space Tug required to transfer a payload from LEO to its ter-
minal orbit position.
(b) Reassignment of payloads in different orbits to common orbits to
allow simplified payload placement and revisit by the Shuttle.
(c) Use of Standard Spacecraft or Cluster Spacecraft to replace mission-
peculiar spacecraft in LEO.
3.2 ASSUMPTIONS AND GRCUHDRULES
The basic assumptions and groundrules used for this task were:
(a) Communication Network
• TDRS (Mark 1C) to be used with all LEO payloads;
3 active TDRS in Syneq
• Combined MSFN and STADAN - both UHF and Unified S-Band
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• OTDA will operate ground stations all missions -
1978 planned capability
• No planetary relay satellite
(b) Weight/Volume
• For Syneq, Planetary, and other high-energy missions, assume
payload is carried in cargo bay with the Tug
• For Standard Spacecraft to LEO, the payload is to be delivered
.by a single shuttle flight (multiple payloads on a single
Shuttle flight are permissible).
• For Cluster Spacecraft to LEO, the total payload may be delivered
by multiple Shuttle flights, with simple orbit assembly permitted
(c) Technology
• Limit standard hardware concepts to 1971-197^  Hardware Technology
except for TDRS and spacecraft communications - 30 to 100 megabit
hardware technology will be 1980
(d) Shuttie/Tug Capability
• 65,000 Ib to 100 nm, 28.5° incl; 40,000 Ib to 100 nmj 90° incl.
Polar /q\
• Use LOp/LHp Reusable Tug (Aerospace OOS-C); Use Agena or Centaur
expendable Tug
(e) Mission Model (1979-1990)
• Use payload mix of the WASA/HQ Mission Model (revised March 1971)
• Consider Standard and Cluster Spacecraft for low-earth orbit only.
3.3 BASELINE MISSIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
3.3.1 NASA Unmanned Satellite Missions
The LEO missions used in the analysis, with their basic characteristics, are
listed in Fig. 3-1.
A NASA Baseline Shuttle.
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Fig. 3-1 Baseline LEO Missions - 1979-1990
3.3.2 Miss ion-Equipment Requirements
The mission and experiment/sensor requirements for the various NASA plus non-
NASA missions were consolidated into a listing, a sample page of which is shown
as Fig. 3-2. The data were assembled from three basic sources: future payload
data from NASA/HQ and NASA agencies, Aerospace Corp. baseline payload data, and
I2VISC internal 'data.
These data were used in detail analysis of the reassignment of missions to other
orbits and/or the combination of missions. The same data were later used in de-
veloping point-design spacecraft (discussed in Section 4).
3.1+ ANALYSIS OF TRACKING & DATA RELAY SATELLITE (TORS) IMPACT
Because of the dependency of future LEO spacecraft designs upon the decision to
use the TDRS, a brief analysis was made of the comparative space operations im-
pacts of the "with TDRS" and "without TDRS".
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3.14-.1 Reasons for Use of TDRS
The principal reasons for maintaining a set of TDRS's in Syneq orbit to provide
a continuous command and data link relay between LEO satellites and the ground
stations are :
• Reduces the quantity of ground stations required
• Allows essentially continuous real-time data transmission
from LEO satellites
• Relieves constraints on mission planning and operations imposed
by intermittent, short-duration contacts characteristic of current
ground station networks for LEO mission coverage
• Potential large savings in maintenance and operations cost for
NASA Tracking & Data Acquisition network.
3.4.2 Effects on LEO Spacecraft of TDRS Usage
3.4.2.1 Data Storage and Dump Rates. Without a TDRS network, satellites in
LEO would require varying degrees of on-board data storage capability. Also,
because of the relatively short duration of time for data-dump to ground sta-
tions, very high data rates would be required. Data-dump rates to ground would
range from 0.1 to approximately 100 MBP3. The equivalent lower data readout to
a TDRS is shown in Fig. 3-3-
Without TDRS
Tape Recorder
Readout to Ground
0.1 to 10 MBPS
30 to 100 MBPS
With TDRS
Realtime Readout
to TDRS
0.01 to 0.1 MBPS
0.1 to 30 MBPS
Fig. 3-3 Satellite Data Readout With & Without TDRS
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3.^ .2.2 Benefits of TORS. It was determined that use of the TORS is cost-
effective for support of LEO payload missions. Use of TDRS allows:
(1) Minimizing spacecraft on-board data storage by permitting
essentially continuous real-time data transmission to TDRS.
(2) Reducing readout data rates about one order of magnitude.
(3) Reducing spacecraft on-board programming for data dump.
3.^ .2.3 Spacecraft Requirements with TDRS. Some minor spacecraft capability-
increase will be required to accommodate the TDRS usage :
(1) Steerable high-gain antenna and control system loop for
pointing to TDRS.
(2) Nominal increase in electrical power to support data transmission
to Syneq orbit.
3.5 SYMEQ MISSION REASSIGNMENT TO LOW EARTH ORBIT
3-5-1 The Economic Reason for Orbit Reassignment
There has been a general trend toward placing payloads in geo-stationary orbits
to obtain ease of communication and to obtain the "continuous viewing" time
dimension for certain earth observation missions.
Prom an economic viewpoint, however, LEO payloads, if they could accomplish
the same mission objective as Syneq-orbit payloads, can result in:
(a) Simplified Space Transportation
placed in orbit and revisited more simply and cheaply
(b) Lower-Cost Fayloads i
designed with less constraints on weight/volume
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3.5-2 Disadvantages of Syneq Operations
The following are basic disadvantages of operating payloads in Syneq orbit:
o Space Tug, transporting payloads from LEO to Syneq, has limited weight
capability in the round-trip mode (deliver and return equal payload
weights on single LEO-Syneq-LEO trip)
• Some Payload Effects savings are potentially reduced because:
(a) Reduction in payload weight/volume savings
(b) Possible loss of payload refurbishment/reuse
• Average transportation cost increases in large increments of cost as
the payload delivery capability is increased (by use of tandem tug or
multiple tug flights and supporting multiple Shuttle flights.
3.5.3 Orbit Reassignment Potential
3.5.3.1 The Basic Requirements. The basic questions involving orbit reassign-
ment from Syneq are :
(1) Can the payload in the alternate orbit accomplish the same or
equivalent mission objective?
(2) How does the cost and operational aspects of payload placement
and revisit compare?
(3) How many equivalent payloads are required in the prospective
alternate orbits to obtain the same mission objective?
3.5.3.2 Elliptical Orbits vs Syneq. There are a group of elliptical orbits
which require considerably lower velocity increments (less Space Tug capability)
than the Syneq orbit, but still offer a reasonable degree of geo-stationary be-
havior (very low ground-track rates at apogee).
a. Comparison of Elliptical and Syneq. Figure 3-^ - contains summaries of
calculations made for elliptical orbits which might be candidates for
missions in lieu of Syneq orbit.
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Apogee
Syneq
•At apogee.
Aooqee Alt,- km
Aooqee Vel.-ni/sec
Satellite Ground Track, rate*
Periqee Alt.- km
Periqee Vel.-m/sec
Injection AV-m/sec
(from 555 km)
Elliptical
24-Hr.
71100
900
-12°/hr.
555
10330
2760
12-Hr.
39700
1500
-8°/hr.
555
10000
2430
8-Hr.
27400
2010
-3°/hr.
555
9750
2180
Syneq
35800
3075
0
35800
3075
4120
Fig. 3-^ - Comparative Injection Energy and Ground Track
Rate - Syneq vs Elliptical Orbit
The 12-hour elliptical orbit offers several hours of ground contact
twice daily from altitudes about the same as Syneq (35,800 km); this
orbit can be obtained with about 60% of the injection energy required
for Syneq orbit injection.
b. Characteristics of Elliptical Orbit.
• Elliptical orbits require less injection velocity; the 12-hour
orbit requires only 60$ of the Syneq.
• Ground-track can be made repetitive
• Elliptical orbits are quasi-stationary for a large fraction of
their orbital period.
c. Conclusions
(l) If truly continuous coverage of a ground target is required,
two or more satellites would be required in elliptical orbit
to replace a single satellite in Syneq. The program costs
would therefore be higher.
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(2) However, if less than continuous coverage is required, as with
an earth-observation satellite, a single satellite in elliptical
orbit can be substituted for a Syneq satellite with attendant
reduction in overall program cost.
(3) Because of the time-dimension effect (degree or percentage of
continuous-coverage), each specific new mission must be separate-
ly analyzed to make a cost-effective selection of orbit.
3.5.3.3 LEO Orbits vs Syneq.
a. Selection Factors. The following factors were reviewed relevant to
mission assignment to LEO or Syneq:
(1) Required Coverage at Minimum Cost
• Continuous vs intermittent or periodic target coverage
• Cost per satellite
• Quantity of satellites required for equal coverage
• Transportation cost
(2) Readout Requirements
• Real-time vs data storage
• Via relay satellite (TDRS) or direct to ground station
(latter requires on-board buffer storage)
(3) Accessibility in Space
• Maintenance, replacement of spacecraft
• Replenishment of consumables and/or recovery of film or tape
(4) Required Resolution of Data
b. Tradeoff Parameters. The principal pro and con tradeoff parameters
influencing selection of IEO or Syneq orbits are listed on Fig. 3-5.
c. Conclusions. The following conclusions were drawn regarding reassign-
ment of missions from Syneq to LEO.
(l) To cover the same ground area, particularly the swath width of
about 10,000 km, multiple quantities of satellites in multiple
adjacent orbit planes would be required to replace one satellite
in Syneq.
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(2) To provide continuous coverage, multiple LEO satellites in a
single orbit plane would have to fly over a particular ground
target in sequence.
(3) In general, moving satellite missions from Syneq to LEO,
although feasible, is not cost-effective because large quan-
tities (quantity dependent upon degree of continuous target
coverage) of LEO satellites are required for equivalent area/
time coverage.
LOW EARTH ORB IT SYNEQ ORB IT
• Global coverage with single spacecraft
• Good resolution
• Can be placed and revisited by Shuttle
t Manned checkout In orbit possible
• Continuous coverage of given area
(time dimension)
t Real time coverage
• Line-of-sight communication with
ground station (real time)
</>
z
o
• Covers one swath at a time
• Several satellites required to provide
continuous coverage of a given area
(multiple spacecraft In multiple
orbits)
• Relay satellite required for real-time
communications
• Multiple spacecraft required for
global coverage
• Space Tug required for placement and
revisit.
• Remote-automated payload acquisition
and docking required (in Syneq)
• Checkout in Syneq must be remote
• Less resolution than In LEO
• Oblique viewing angles at high
latitudes
Fig. 3-5 Orbit Assignment Tradeoff Parameters
- LEO vs Syneq
3.6 COMBINATION OF LOW-EARTH-OEBIT MISSIONS
3-6.1 Considerations for Mission Grouping
The following are the mission-combination considerations which were investi-
gated :
• Three mission parameters offer possibility of grouping:
• Orbit altitude
• Orbit inclination
t* " •
• Time-phasing of missions
® Combination of orbits allows combination of experiments and/or
spacecraft
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• Combination of different orbits into a lesser quantity of common
orbits offer reduced transportation cost, both in initial launch
and for revisit
• Combination of missions allows simplification of data links and
ground support
3.6.2 Common Orbit Altitude and Inclination
3.6.2.1 Mission Grouping. Analyses of mission parameters and constraints
owed that the LEO missions fall into two general categories as showr
g. 3-6:
(1) Low-inclination orbits: 28~.5° to 35°
(2) Sun- synchronous orbits: 97° to 99°
Fleming
No.
1
3
6
7
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
26
30
32
75
77
Mission Name
Astronomy - Expl. A
• Magnetosph. - Low
OSO
Gravity/Reldivity
HEAO-C
Large Stellar Tel.
Large Solar Obs.
Large Radio Obs.
Polar EOS
Earth Physics
TIROS
Polar ERS
Small ATS
Coop ATS
TOS-Met
Polar ERS
ALTITUDE - KM
INCLINATION -DEC
Altitude ESZ3 Inclination •§
— ^ rTj! — Bliptica,
kHJ f*f
(A)lncl. — «i r-j j •»• •
J"n '^ 1* ffi)AltM L"T^M^^ M WiUjfliit (Ref. )
Witn
 r'^ P^L- J SU" Sync'(SS)
?=-~r— *! ss|=.-.-.^ ga
 m 55
BCIZZiBWI
t=.-~t=^m • SS
— .
 l
 |=."--uuw» L S S ^ -^(ojAlt. * *~ "i*p ^  r^ j ind
2fo 5()0' ' lObO 2*0 5*0 10000
0 30 60 90 '20
Fig. 3-6 LEO Orbit Comparison
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It is significant that the use of the TDRS system makes possible the operation
of earth observation satellites at low altitudes, allowing movement of the
"common-altitude" minimum for the sun-synchronous missions from 750 km down to
the Shuttie-accessible 500 km.
3.6.2.2 The Common Orbits. It was determined therefore that with few excep-
tions, the LEO missions could be moved into three common orbits. These orbits,
identified as "A", "B", and "C", are shown on Fig. 3-7 together with the allo-
cation of the baseline LEO missions.
Comb.
A
B
C
-
Composite Mission
Ait
(KM)
600
500
500
Incl.
30°
97.4°
SS
97.4°
SS
OrbH
Time
Noon/
Mid-
night
Dawn/
Dusk
Not
Combinable
Baseline Missions
Fleming
No.
1
6
13
15
17
I921
25
26
75
77,
26
77
3
7
23
30
32
Mission Name
Astronomy Explorer A
OSO
HEAO-C
LSI
ISO
Rl
H>
p
ar EOS
TIROS
Polar ERS
TOS Met.
Polar
'o|8i
ER^S
;RS
Polar ERS
Magnetosphere - Low
Gravitv/Relativitv
Earth Physics
Small ATS
Co-op ATS
Alt
(KM)
500
650
650
650
650
fift
93<
1300
930
1300
930
930
930
3520/
260
930
740
5550/
555
Incl.
28,5°
30°
28.5°
28.5"
30°
300
990 SS
1010 SS
990 SS
101° SS
99° SS
99° SS
99° SS
28.5°-
90°
90»
90°
90°
Fig. 3-7 LEO Mission Combinations into Common Orbits
3-7 BENEFITS OF MISSION COMMONALITY
3-7-1 General Mission Impact
Because the Shuttle has the capability to deliver and/or service multiple pay-
loads in low-earth orbit, the consolidation of missions into "common" orbits
becomes the prerequisite for cost-effective space operations.
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3.7.2 Direct Accessibility by Shuttle
Although the three orbits have been selected based upon only preliminary analy-
sis, it is significant that all are easily accessible to the Shuttle and do
not require use of the Space Tug. This fact not only lowers the transporta-
tion costs, but simplifies all orbit operations.
3.7.3 Cluster Spacecraft
The grouping of many satellite missions into a very fev common orbits allows
the implementation of cost-effective Cluster Spacecraft upon which can be
mounted experiment packages from several different missions.
3.7A Multi-Mission Placement and Revisit
With satellite missions grouped into common orbits multi-payload placement and
revisit becomes possible and the average Shuttle transportation cost per pay-
load can be reduced 50$ (for two payloads) or 75$ (for four payloads).
3.7.5 Cost Savings Resulting from Mission Combinations
The following list summarizes the types of cost saving realizable with imple-
mentation of commonalized missions.
(a) Sharing of Transportation System
• Initial placement in orbit
• Orbital maintenance/adjustment flights
• Refurbishment flights
(b) Sharing of Spacecraft Spares for In-Orbit Repair/Refurbishment
(c) Operations
• More multi-payload flights
• Simplified Shuttle flight scheduling
• Simplified orbit-ground communications (TDRS, etc.)
(d) Sharing of Spacecraft Functions - Cluster Missions
• Smaller experiments can be piggy-back
• Common-usage spacecraft subsystems
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Section 4
DESIGN OF LOW-COST STANDARD SPACE HARDWARE
This section of the report discusses the LMSC development of designs for future
low-cost, refurbishable and standard space hardware to be utilized with the
Shuttle system. The data herein represents the results from Task 1.2 and 1.4
of the study.
Details of the designs and general design philosophy, not covered in this re-
port, are included in a separate LMSC document, LMSC-D154696, "Design Guide
for Low-Cost Standardized Payloads".
4.1 TASK OBJECTIVE AND WORK OUTLINE
4.1.1 Basic Objective
The basic objective of the design Tasks 1.2 and 1.4 was to create point de-
signs of typical low-cost, standard space hardware which could (l) be used as
a basis for preparation of program plans and cost estimates, and (2) be used
in determining operational interfaces with the Shuttle system, requirements
placed by the future payloads against the Shuttle, and constraints of the
proposed baseline Shuttle on the future payloads.
The space hardware to be designed comprised three types :
e Standard Subsystems
• Standard Spacecraft
• Cluster Spacecraft
4.1.2 Task Outline
The effort on initial Task 1.2 was directed toward point design of candidate
standard subsystems and modules. Following tradeoff and selection of pre-
ferred hardware approaches in Task 1.3 (described in Section 5 of this report),
point designs of Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Spacecraft were created.
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The basic outline of the task effort follows :
(a) Establish Mission-Equipment Characteristics
(b) Establish Subsystem Requirements for Baseline Missions
(c) Prepare Preliminary Design Criteria for
• Typical Standard Subsystem Variant (one for each subsystem class)
• Typical Standard Spacecraft
• Typical Cluster Spacecraft
(d) Establish A Standard Experiment Interface Concept
• Functional: Electrical, Data Processing (including computer),
Command/Control
• Physical: Structural, size, type/quantity connectors, etc.
(e) Create Point Designs for Standard Subsystems
Block Diagrams
Functional Description (including primary component level)
Modularization
Components list
Input/Output Functions
(f) Create Point Designs for Typical Standard Spacecraft and Cluster
Spacecraft
• Overall Configuration (volume)
• Weight Estimate
• Component/Module Lists
• Functional Description
4.2 DESIGN RETIREMENTS FOR HJTURE PAYLOADS
4.2.1 Mission and Sensor/Experiment Requirements
To establish designs for future spacecraft/subsystems, it is first necessary
to establish firmly the mission requirements, the characteristics of the
mission-equipment (sensors/experiments) including the specific support re-
quirements therefore. Figure 4-1 is a listing of the types of data which were
collected by IM3C as a base for the spacecraft/subsystem designs. A sample of
the actual sensor/experiment data sheets prepared is discussed in par. 3.3-2.
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MISSION DATA
Payioad Weight
Payload Dimensions
Terminal Orbit ± Tolerance
Functional Design Life
Orbital Environment
Contamination Sources
Mission Start, Duration,
and Window Constraint
Mission Data Type/Format
(Film, Tape, TV, etc.)
SENSOR/EXPERIMENT DATA
Weight
Size
View Angles)
Target Coverage Req'd. & Resolution
Time of Day
Data Rates
Duty Cycle - Outage permitted
Critical EMI Susceptibility
Magnetic Cleanliness
Critical contaminants
EXPERIMENT SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
Elec. power (dormant, warm up, active)
Data Storage
Data processing
Data transmission (In and out)
Pointing (accuracy and duration)
Fig. 4-1 Required Mission & Sensor/Experiment Data
4.2.2 Basic Design Criteria
A set of design criteria was established for the various spacecraft equip-
ment to be designed. The detail of these criteria, with their specific re-
lationship to program cost impact, is provided in the aforementioned Design
Guide (see first paragraph, Section 4). Listed following are the basic
design criteria which were applied:
• Optimize for low program cost (low-cost payload design guidelines)
• Utilize modular-packaged equipment to allow internal modifications
without changing module interfaces
• Provide for on-orbit replacement of equipment modules with maximum
accessibility
• Provide for equipment module replacement without need for
spacecraft recalibration
• Provide for minimum on-orbit checkout utilizing Shuttle on-board
checkout
• Provide simple interfaces with Shuttle systems
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• Eliminate deployment mechanisms or provide for deployment
prior to orbit-release from Shuttle
• Provide for growth in all module packaging and at all
interfaces
• Provide multi-mission interface compatibility for experiment
packages
o Provide for space docking and orbit retrieval by Shuttle, Tug,
or Teleoperator
• Provide for man-safety (not man-rating)
If.2.3 Selected Mew Point Designs
Following initial concept design of candidate approaches, the required new
point designs were selected; they are listed on Fig. k-2. The mean-mission
duration (MMD) or design life of the hardware was determined in conjunction
with reliability and repair/refurbishment (see discussion in Section 5)-
Ref . S/C
Type
EOS*
COMSAT
Planetary
IAOS**
EOS*
CAOS
CEOS
Standard Hardware
Point Design
Standard
Subsystem
Modules
Standard
Spacecraft
Cluster
Spacecraft
MMD
1-Yr.
5-Yr.
2-Yr.
1-Yr.
2-Yr.
1-Yr.
1-Yr.
Pay load
Reliability
.60
.75
.75
.60
.60
.60
.60
Potential
Application
LEO,
Planetary
LEO, Syneq
Planetary
LEO-LOW inci
LEO-Sun Sync
LEO- Low Incl
LEO-Sun Sync
* ECS - Earth Observatory Satellite
** LAOS - Large Astronomical Observatory Satellite
Fig. 4-2 New Point Designs Required
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4.3 DESIGN OF STANDARD SUBSYSTEMS AMD MODULES
4.3-1 Selected Baseline Reference Designs
For a set of baseline references, it was determined to select reasonably well-
defined future missions, for which the supporting spacecraft would comprise
typical subsystem elements which could be generally applicable to the NASA
Mission Model. Two basic designs were selected:
(1) Earth Observatory Satellite - NASA/GSFC growth version*
(2) U.S. Domestic COMSAT - MCI/Lockheed
U.3.2 Characteristics of Standard Subsystems
General characteristics for the subsystems of the two selected satellites,
EOS and COMSAT, were established. The principal subsystems were analyzed,
performance and design requirements were determined, and major equipment ele-
ments were selected for each subsystem.
Figures 4-3 through 4-6 list the characteristics and major equipment for each
of the subsystems:
» Stabilization and Control (S&C)
• Communications, Data Processing, & Instrumentation (CDPl)
• Electrical Power (EPS)
• Attitude Control (ACS)
In addition, two special standard subsystems were designed for use with plane-
tary spacecraft (Mars and Venus Orbiters); these were the CDPI and propulsion
subsystems.
* Note : Data from direct contact with NASA/GSFC and from their report "Earth
Observatory Satellite-Definition Phase" dated Aug 1971-
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Earth Observatory Satellite Oonmun teat Ion Satellite
Characteristics:
o Earth-oriented; one-year lift
• * 0.5-dag attitude pointing, iO.006 deg
attitude determination (3")
No earth-sensing provided
Attitude rate control to ±0.005 deg/sec
Magnetic torque vheel unloading
Characteristic!) :
• Earth-oritntedj flw-year llf»
• *0.l6-d«g narrow beam pointing accuracy
Mass expulsion used only for backup
attitude hold
• 100 ft-lb-seo pitch momentum blaa
• No yav sensing required except during
North-South statlonkeeplng
• Mass expulsion for statlonkeeplng,
vheel unloading and for backup
attitude hold
Major Equipment:
• 2 Fixed-head star trackers
• Three-axis precision rate sensor
(redundant)
• On-board attitude and attitude control
computations In CDPI computer
• Three single-axis reaction wheels
• Three single-axis magnetic torquers
•
 lK)-50m ephemerls every 20 mln via TDRS
• Sun sensors + rate gyros for backup modes
Major Equipment:
• Long-life earth horizon sensor
(redundant)
• Dual glmbal twin pitch momentum wheels
• On-board attitude control computations
In CDPI software
• Solar Aspect Sensors for yaw attitude
during stationkeeping
• Same sun sensors + rate gyros for
backup
Fig. 4-3 Features of [typical Standard Subsystem - Stabilization & Control
Earth Observatory Satellite Communication Satellite
Characteristics:
Communications via TDRS system
No on-board Maes Data Storage
On-Board Computer Control
Command Control via Link
CDPI components included in Mission
Equipment Data Path
Characteristics:
• Communication to Ground Stations
• No On-Board Mass Data Storage
• On-Board Computer Control
• Command Control via Link
• CDPI Components not in Mission
Equipment Data Path
Major Equipment:
• Communlcat ion Section :
K-Band Transmitter & Receiver
3-Band Transmitter & Receiver
VHF Transmitter & Receiver
Ranger
Antennas-Qlmballed & Omni
• Interface Section:
Ultra High Data Rate Unit -
logic, registers
High Data Rate Unit -
logic, registers, counters
Low Data Rate'Unit -
logic', registers, counters, timer
A to D converters, multiplexers
• Data Processing Section:
Digital Computer - 4th generation,
16K memory
• Instrumentation Section:
Analog, Digital, Bl-level Transducers
Major Equipment:
• Communication Section:
8-Band Transmitter & Receiver
Ranger
Antennas - Omni
Inte.rf«.ee Section:
"^~Low Data Rate Unit -
Logic, registers, counters,
timer, A to D converters,
multiplexers
• Data Processing Section:
Digital Computer - 4th generation,
l6K memory
• Instrumentation Section:
Analog, Digital, Bl-level Transducers
Fig. k-k Features of Typical Standard Subsystem - CDPI
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Earth Ob««rvatory Satellite Coomunlcatlon Satellite
ChaniLCterlstica:
• 1000 watts ave. - end of life
• Fixed solar array, pre-launch
beta adjust
• Unreg. Bus: 25 to 28 VDC
• Regulated Bus: 28 ± 2^ VDC
• Array Switching
Charaeteriatlca:
• 1750 watts ave. - end of life
• Tracking array - single axis
• Unreg. Bus : 25 to 28 VDC
• Regulated Bus: 28 ± 2# VDC
• No Array Switching
Major Equipment:
• 380 sq ft Solar Array
• 6 1*0 amp-hr batteries
• 6 Charge Controllers
• 1 DC-DC Regulator
Major Equipment;
• 263 sq ft Solar Array
• k 4o amp-hr batteries
• U Charge Controllers
• 1 DC-DC Regulator
• Solar Array Drive Assy
• Solar Array Regulator
Fig. ^-5 Features of Typical Standard Subsystem - Electrical Power
Earth Observatory Satellite Communication Satellite
Characteristics,:
• Freon I1* Propellant
• Provides control with any 3 of
modules
• Qualified hardware
• Module wet weight - iko Ibs
• Module size 22" x 32" x 2k"
• 2 yr orbital life
Characteristics:
• Hydrazine Monopropellant
• Simple Slowdown Feed System
• Dual Series Ihruster Valves for
Leakage Redundancy
• Module wet weight' « 267 Ibs
• Module size 28" x 28" x W
• Provides control with any Single
Thruster Failure
• 5 yr orbital life
Ma.lor Equlgnent;
• 16" D. stainless steel storage tank
• Pressure Regulator & Solenoid Valve
Assy.
• k Clusters of four 1.75 li thrusters
• Fill valve
Ma.lor BouUroont:
• 27" D. stainless steel storage
• . Propellant managecervt screen Inside
tank
• U Clusters of six C.5 li thrusters
• Fill valve
Fig. k-6 Features of Typical Standard Subsystem - Attitude Control
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4.3«3 Design/Analysis of Standard Subsystems
Each new subsystem vas analyzed in considerable depth to determine the func-
tional performance, physical characteristics, reliability, and power require-
ments. Typical of the data generated for each subsystem and each type of
spacecraft are Figs. 4-7 and 4-8, respectively showing a block diagram and
a complete equipment list for the EOS S&C Subsystem.
4.3.4 Point-Design Documentation for Standard Subsystems
The data on each of the newly-designed standard subsystems was documented in
a separate IMSC Engineering Memo. These are listed in Fig. 4-9; copies are
included for general reference in Vol. II of the aforementioned Design Guide.
Engineering Memos
Type
Application
EOS
COMSAT
Planetary
Subsystems
S&C
PE-102
PE-122
-
CDPI
PE-103
PE-123
PE-133
EPS
PE-104
PE-124
-
ACS
PE-105
PE-125
-
ProjDuls .
_
_
PE-137
Fig. 4-9 Engineering Memos for Standard Subsystem Designs
4.3-5 Subsystem Standard Modules
4.3.5-1 Module Requirements. Basic guidelines were established for grouping
of equipment into modules:
(l) Divide subsystem into the minimum quantity of modules consistent
with:
• Maximum weight/size of module limited to that which can be in-
stalled or removed readily by a Shuttle crewman
• Maximum cost of a single module limited to that which will allow
replacement in the spacecraft at a reasonably low percentage of
total spacecraft cost (to allow minimal average cost of space-
craft in-orbit repair)
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FDCED HEADl
STAR 1 m
TRACKER 1
(^
THREE-AXIS
RAffi
SENSOR
(1)
SOLAR
ASPECT
SENSOR
(5)
USER
CORNER
CUBES
Fill
2LECTRONICS
(2)
TARS
ELECTRONICS
(1)
SAS
ELECTRONICS
(5)
CO
.GROUND/SHUTTLE
BIT
VALUES
PULSES
BIT
VALUES
 t
CDPI SUBSYSTEM DATA PROCESS Jflg
• Guide Star Selection/Reference
Angles (U)
• Measured Star Angles (U)
• Inertlal Attitude
• TARS Attitude Sums (3)
• TARS Attitude Rates (3)
• Gyro Drift, Scale, Factor
Alignment Error Estimation
• Star Tracker Null Bias/
Alignment Error Estimation
• Ephemerls Extrapolation(short arc)
• Local attitude (star tracker)
• Attitude control errors (3)
• Control loop compensation (3)
• Wheel drive modulators (3)
• ACP thruster drive modulators
(<•)
• Wheel speed counter (3)
• Earth magnetic field vector
components (3)
• Magnetic torquer commands (3)
• High gain antenna pointing
vector
• EOS Experiment Pointing vector
• Sun aspect angles
• Mode selection
PULSES
PULSES
RUSES
REACTION
WHEEL
DRIVE
U) (3)
MAGNETIC
ronqjER
ELECTRONICS
(3)
ACP
THRUSTER
DRIVE
ELECTRONIC
(^
SINGLE
AXIS
• MAGNETIC
TORC^EPS
(3)
ACP ».
Fig. I*.-7 Topical Block Diagram - Standard (EOS-type)
Stabilization & Control Subsystem
Item
Three Axis Rate Senior/
Electronics
Fixed Head Star Tracker/
Electronics
Sun Aspect Sensor/
Electronics
Reaction Wheels/
Electronics
Magnetic Torquers/
Electronics
Laser Corner Cubes
ACP Drive Electronics
Rate Gyro Package (Backup)
Secondary S&C Electronics
(Backup)
* Including redundancy, If req
** Hot Including module veights
pads, electrical connectors,
<Jty.
1/1
2*/2»
5/5
3/2"
3/3
k
It
1
1
uired.
or coop
cables,
Unit
Weight
(U>)#*
15
13
1/8
18/9
2/1
2
r
2
5
onent moun
etc. •
Unit
Power
(watts)
30
11
0/1
U/9
1/30
(Pulse;
Passive
12
15
5
ting bases,
Est. Failure Hates
(hr x 106) & Duty
Cycles (ln *)
10 (100)
5 (100) .
3 (1)
2/6 (100)
1(100/1)
Passive
3(25)
10(1)
10(1)
brackets,
Total
Weight
(lb)**
15
26
15
72
9
8
28
2
5
180 lb
Total Avg.
Power (watts]
30
22*
5
21
ll
Passive
12
15
5
llU W
Fig. k-Q Typical Equipment List - Standard (EOS-type)
Stabilization & Control Subsystem
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(2) Segregate components into logical module groupings with similar func-
tional requirements and predicted life.
(3) Establish operating tolerances on individual modules so that module
replacement will not require spacecraft recalibration.
(4) Provide simple functional and mechanical interfaces between module,
spaceframe, and other modules.
(5) Provide for easy access to and removal/installation of modules
(without need for special tools) by crewman in EVA or by automated
teleoperator or manipulator.
4.3.5.2 Typical Standard Modules. The subsystem equipment was grouped into
standard-size modules. Each module, in addition to the enclosed functional
equipment, included a base, removable cover (for ground repair/refurb), and in-
ternal interconnecting cabling and connectors.
Topical modules, representing the point-design for the EOS are listed on Fig.
4-10. A typical module configuration is shown on Fig. 4-11.
Subsystem
Stabilization
& Control
Stabilization
fc Control
Stabilization
b Control
Oomunlcatlon
D»ta Process Ing
& Instrumentation
Module
Primary
Sensing Module
No- 1
Secondary
Sensing Module
Mo, 2
Reaction Torque
Module
Ho, 3
K 'Band
Communication
Module
Equipment In Module
Fixed Head Star Trackers (2)
FUST Electronics (2)
Three-Axis Rate Sensor
Precision Equipment Mount
Module Base
Module Cover
Cables and Connectors
Sun Aspect Sensor (5)
Sun Aspect Sensor Electronics
Rate Gyro Package
Secondary Stabilization
& Control Electronics
Module Base
Module Cover
Cables & Connectors
Reaction Wheel (3)
Wheel Support and Safety Shield
Wheel Drive Electronics
Magnetic Torquer (3)
Mag. Torquer Electronics (3)
HoduVe Base
Module Cover
Cables It Connectors
K-band TWTA (50 vatts out) (2)
K-band PLL Receiver
K-band QPSK Modulator/Driver
K-band Multlcoupler
Interface Unit (High Rate)
Module Base
Module Cover
Waveguide, Cables, Connectors
Module Weight (Ib)
Basic 91 U>
1556 contingency lU
Total 105 Ib
Basic 56 Ibs
1556 contingency 9
Total 6U its
Basic 133 Ibs
15$ contlnRency 20,
Total 153 Ib
Basic . 7>* Ibi
15$ contingency 11
Total 85 Ibi
Fig. 4-10 Typical Standard Subsystem Modules for EOS-type
Mission.(Partial List Only)
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Fig. 4-11 Typical Standard Module -
Attitude Control Subsystem
4.3-6 Typical Spacecraft Incorporating Standard Modules
To assure that the modules could be arranged in a satisfactory manner within a
spaceframe, considering module-to-module compatibility, experiment/sensor loca-
tions, etc., a spacecraft layout was made. Conceptual integrated designs were
developed for an Earth Observatory Satellite and a Communication Satellite in-
corporating standard subsystem modules.
4.3.6.1 Earth Observatory Satellite (Future Version for Shuttle Era).
a. The Mission for the EOS. The Earth Observatory Satellite (EOS) is to be
launched by the Space Shuttle and is designed to be checked out and re-
paired, if necessary, in the Shuttle prior to being placed into the mis-
sion orbit; to be repaired in orbit by the Shuttle during its design life-
time of one year; and to be recovered from orbit by the Shuttle after one
year or longer for complete refurbishment and subsequent return to orbit.
All communication with the EOS is assumed to be via a Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite system of three equally-spaced synchronous equatorial
satellites. Wo on-board data storage is provided in the EOS design.
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The nominal orbit of the EOS is near-polar circular and sun-synchronous,
vith altitude = 485 nm and inclination = 97 degrees. The number of orbits
per day is l4.
b. Configuration of the Future EOS. The general configuration of the future
EOS incorporating standard modules is illustrated in Fig. 4-12.
DIRECTION
OF FLIGHT
Fig. 4-12 Future Earth Observatory Satellite
c. Standard Module Installation. Figure 4-13 shows the actual installation of
standard modules in the spacecraft. It may be observed that the spaceframe
has been designed with spare volume (empty module compartments) to allow
for growth and/or future modifications. Although not obvious from the il-
lustration, considerable spare volume has also been provided for the mission
equipment. The mission equipment can be packaged in replaceable modules
similar to the spacecraft modules.
4.3-6.2 gommunications Satellite (Future Version for Shuttle Era).
a. The Mission for the COMSAT. The Communication Satellite is to be placed
into geosynchronous orbit by the Space Shuttle and Space Tug. The satellite
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Mission Equipment Spacecraft Subsystem Modules
D-l Passive Microwave Eadiometer
(X = 0.81 cm)
D-2 Thematic Mapper
D-3 Passive Microwave Radiometer
(X = 2.81 cm)
E-l Passive Microwave Radiometer
(X = 6.01 cm)
E-2 Ocean Scanning Spectrophotometer
Atmospheric Pollution Sensor
Upper Atmosphere Sounder
E-3 Cloud Physics Radiometer
Sea Surface Temp. Radiometer
Passive MW Radiometer
(X = 1.67 cm)
Passive MW Radiometer
(X = 1.1*0 cm)
A-l Attitude Control Module No. 1
A-2. S & VHP Band Communication Moc
A-3 Battery Module No. 1
A~k Power Control Module
A-5 Empty
A-6 Attitude Control Module No. 2
B-l K-Band Communication Module
B-2 S&C Secondary Reference Module
B-3 S&C Primary Reference Module
B-4 Empty
B-5 Empty
B-6 Reaction Torque Module
C-l _Attitude Control Module No.
C-2 Data Processing Module
C-3 Battery Module No. 2
C-k Battery Module No. 3
C-5 Empty
C-6 Attitude Control Module No.
Fig. 4-13 Module Installation in EOS
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and the Space Tug are mated at the launch base and installed in the cargo
bay of the Space Shuttle, which is then launched into a low-earth parking
orbit. The satellite is designed to be checked out in the Shuttle and re-
paired, if necessary, by the replacement of equipment modules prior to
being transported to geosynchronous orbit by the Space Tug. The. satellite
may be recovered from its operational orbit and returned to earth for re-
pair, refurbishment and reuse; or it may be repaired in geosynchronous or-
bit if a Space Tug/Teleoperator system is developed.
Configuration of the Future COMSAT. The general configuration of the future
COMSAT in flight is shovn in Fig. k-lk. The direction of flight is east-
ward and the single-axis tracking solar arrays are extended to the north
and south of the spacecraft.
DIRECTION
OF FLIGHT
Fig. 4-lU Future Communications Satellite
k-lk
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c . Standard Module Installation. Figure 4-15 shows installation of the space-
craft modules in the COMSAT spaceframe. There are also four mission-
equipment modules, Transponder Modules 1 through 4; they are installed in
spaceframe locations F-2, F-4, G-2, and G-4, respectively.
A-l
A-3
B-l
B-2
C-l
D-l
D-3
E-2
E-4
H-2
H-4
F-2
F-4
G-2
G-4
Spacecraft Subsystem Modules
Attitude Control Module Wo. 1
Attitude Control Module No. 2
Battery Module No. 1
Battery Module No. 2
Solar Array Drive Module
Power Distribution Module
CDPI Module
S&C Sensing Module
Momentum Wheel Module
Attitude Control Module No. 3
Attitude Control Module No. 4
Mission Equipment
Transponder Module No. 1
" No. 2
" No. 3
" No. 4
Fig. 4-15 Module Installations in Communications Satellite
4.3.7 Standard Modules and Application to Various Mission-Peculiar Spacecraft
4.3.7.1 Extrapolation of Point Designs to Mission Model. Following the point-
design of typical standard modules, the specific spacecraft subsystem require-
ments for each mission were analyzed individually and collectively. Direct
application of the point-design modules was made where the module could accom-
modate the mission-peculiar requirement. Design extrapolations of the modules
were made for special mission-peculiar performance or design life. This re-
sulted in a relatively large array of different standard modules, each requir-
ing separate development (RDT&E $). This large quantity of modules was then
reduced by applying a basic/variant module technique.
4.3.7.2 Basic and Variant Modules. To further reduce the total RDT&E costs
required, some of the modules were combined into a basic standard module
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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representing the largest capability of the several modules being combined.
Variants to the basic module were then applied by:
(1) adding components to the module
(2) subtracting components from the module
(3) substituting components within the module
Using this module-plus-variant approach, the development of a basic module
will amortize the RDT&E cost over several programs and require only a small
increment of additional cost to develop the additional component(s) for the
variant. In this way, the summation KDT&E cost for the mission model coverage
can be reduced; also, the module variant will more closely match the. particular
mission requirement, reducing the standard-variant module Unit cost to equal or
be very near the mission-peculiar module Unit cost.
4.3-7-3 Typical Example of Module Variant. The most impressive example of the
application of the aforementioned IM3C concept of module variants occurs in the
Solar Array standard modules. A basic module design was developed for a boom-
extendable solar array package; it comprises a structural enclosure, a motor-
ized extendable-retractable boom, a reel for stowage of retracted solar cell
panels, and a set of interconnected standard solar cell panels.
The solar cell panels can be added in increments to provide the total power re-
quired for a particular mission. The variants of the basic module comprise
the variable quantity of solar cell panels required to obtain the specified
square footage of displayed solar cells. A single KDT&E cost would support de-
velopment of the basic module and a typical set of solar-cell, panels (maximum
quantity). Testing of the largest-size variant would assure functional and
mechanical capability of any smaller variant.
4.3.7-^  The Complete Inventory of Standard Modules. A set of basic and variant
standard modules has been developed for each of the four.subsystems : S&C, CDPI,
EPS, and ACS. :A total listing is contained in the separate-IMSC report, IMSC-
D15^ 6it-9, dtd 31 January 1972, "Task 1.3 - Parametric Analysis of Standard Space
Hardware". A sample of the total listing is shown as Fig. k-l6.
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Module
No.
8&C 1
S&C-2
8*0-2-1
S&C-2-2
S&C-2-3
S&C-3
. Module
. Hane
Precision Sensing
Sensing
Sensing
Sensing
Sensing
Reaction Torque
(Max angular
momentum -
10 ft-lb-sec/wheel)
Equipment
Fixed Head Star Tracker (2)
FHST Electronics (2)
Three-Axis tote Sensor
Precision Equipment Mount
Module Base & Cover
Cables and Connectors
Sun Aspect Sensor (5)
SAS Electronics
Rate Gyro Package
Control Electronics
Module Base and Cover
Cables and Connectors
S&C-2
+ High Altitude
Horizon Sensor
+ HAHS Electronics
S&C-2
+ Low Altitude
Horizon Sensor (2)
* IAHS Electronics (2)
S&C-2
+ Velocity Control Accel.
+ VGA Electronics
Reaction Wheel (3)
Reaction Wheel Electronics
Design
Life
(vrs.>
Basic: 1
Redundant
(2 Modules):
3
5
5
5
3
5
Wheel Support & Safety Shield
Magnetic Torquer (3)
Magnetic Torquer Electronics
Module Base and Cover
Cables and Connectors
wt.
(U>)
105
6U
67
75
70
153
Point Design
Reference
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-122
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
IMSC PE-102
IMSC PE-106
Fig. 4-l6 Typical Basic and Variant Standard Modules
(Sample Data Sheet)
4.3-7-5 Assignment of Standard Modules to Mission-Peculiar Spacecraft. Prom
the inventory of standard modules described in the previous paragraphs, a set
of modules vas selected for each mission-spacecraft in the NASA Mission Model.
A complete tabulation of this selection is contained in the aforementioned De-
sign Guide, IMSC-D154696. A sample of the listing is shown on Fig. 4-1?.
4.4 DESIGN OF TYPICAL STANDARD SPACECRAFT
4.4.1 Basic Types of Standard Spacecraft
Standard Spacecraft are multi-mission spacecraft; they are able to support
several different mission-experiment packages, one package on any particular
mission.
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MiMlon
1
a
3
k
5
6
Actronooy Explorer
DBS. Life - 3 yr
ICO
200 W
Astronomy Explorer B
Des. Life - 3 yr
HE
200 V
Magneto* phe re-Low
D«8. Life - 1 yr
120
200 W
Magnetosphere -Mldd Le
Deo. Life * 1 yr
HE
100 W
Magnetosphere -Upper
DBS. Life - 1 yr
HE
100 W
080
DOS. Life
ISO
500 W jy
SfcC
MM • HO •
84C-1
81C-2
S&C-3
S4C-2-1
8&C-U
S8.C-5
S4C-5
StC-5
34,0-1
S&C-2 •
S4C-3
v
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-A*.
CDPI
Hod • Ho •
CDPI-1
CDPI -2-1
CDPI-3-1
CDPI-6
CDPI-2
CDPI-3-1
CDPI-6
CDPI-2
CDPI- 3
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
EPS
MM • no •
EPS-l-l
EPS-5
EPB-6
EPB-7
EP8-1
SF8-5
EPB-6
EPS -7
EPS-3
EPS-6
EPS-7:
EPS -3
EPS -6-1
EPS-7
EP8-3
EPS-6-1
EP8-7
EP8-1-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
A>r "• v
<jcy.
2
2
l
i
2
2
1
1
32
1
1
8
1
1
8
1
1
2
2
1
ACS
MOO . no .
AOS-l
ACB-1
NA
HA
NA
ACB-1
ST'
k
k
k
75
76
77
78
TIROS Op. KJt. V
Dee Life - 1* yr
LEO
300 W
Sync. Met.
Des. Life - 2 yr
Syneq
J»00 W
Polar ER
Deo. Life » 2 yr
LEO
1000 W
Sync. ER
Des. Life « 3 JT
Syneq
1*00 W
SJ.C-2-2
8&C-1*
S4C-1
S4C-2
8&C-3
S&C-l
S&C-2
S&C-3
S&C-l
8&C-2
8&C-3
T"^i
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
CDPI-2-1
CDPI-3-2
CDPI-6
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
CDPI-1
CDPI-1*-!
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
ffepB-1-5
EPS-6
EPS-7-1
EPS-1-2
EPS-5
EPS-6-1
EPS-7
EPS-2-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
EPS-1-2
EPS-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
3
1
2
2
1
1
ACS-1
ACS -2
ACS -1-1
ACS -2
1+
U
1*
1*
Fig. 4-17 Assignment of Standard Modules to Mission-Peculiar Spacecraft
(Partial Listing)
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As a result of the Task 1.3 analysis, three basic Standard Spacecraft were se-
lected to cover the various LEO missions.
(1) SSC-1 - a spacecraft supporting relatively small experiment
packages from six planned NASA programs
(2) SSC-2 - a spacecraft operating in low-inclination orbits and
supporting four large-observatory missions
(3) SSC-3 - a spacecraft operation in sun-synchronous orbit and
supporting five NASA planned programs
The basic Standard Spacecraft and variants are shown with the corresponding
NASA mission supported in the matrix on Fig. 4-18.
Standard
Spacecraft
SSC-1 (Basic)
SSC-1-1
SSC-1-2
SSC-1-3
SSO1-4
SSC-1-5
SSC-2 (Basic)
SSC-2-1
SSC-2-2
SSC-3 (Basic)
SSC-3-1
NASA Mission Supported
6
1
7
23
30
32
13
15
17
19
21
26
77
25
75
OSO
Astronomy Explorer A
Gravity /Re lat ivity
Earth Physics
Small ATS
Coop ATS
HEAD
1ST
LSO
LRO
Polar EOS
Polar ERS
Polar ERS
TIROS
TOS Met
Basic
Type
Spacecraft
Small
Orbiter -
(Variants
of CDPI
and EPS)
i
Large
Astronomical
Observatory
EOS
Fig. k-I& Standard Spacecraft & Mission Assignments
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In this study, only LEO missions are considered for the application of Standard
Spacecraft. Riture applications, however, may be expanded readily to cover syn-
chronous orbit and other high energy orbit missions. For example, the IMSC-
designed future Communications Satellite (described in Par. 4.3.6.2) may be
adapted with minor changes to handle a variety of communications missions in
Syneq orbit.
4.4.2 Typical Standard Spacecraft Designs
Preliminary point designs of three Standard Spacecraft have been created and
are documented in LMSC Engineering Memos (copies are.in Volume II of the Design
Guide, IMSC-D154696):
Standard Spacecraft Engineering Memo
Standard Earth Observatory
Spacecraft
Standard Astronomical
Observatory Spacecraft
Standard Communication
Spacecraft
PE-156
PE-146
PE-126
The following paragraphs provide the principal features of these spacecraft.
4.4.2.1 Standard Earth Observatory Spacecraft. This single spacecraft, .SSC-3,
can support 5 basic programs and 4o separate mission flights. The potential
for RDT&E cost saving is quite significant.
The basic spacecraft is configured to support earth resources missions; the
variant will support meteorological missions. The configuration and descrip-
tion of the typical EOS presented in par. 4.3.6.1 is pertinent also to the
SSC-3 Standard Spacecraft with the following minor modifications:
a. A second Precision Sensing module, S&C-l, is added to the Stabilization
and Control Subsystem to increase the ultimate accuracy of the subsys-
tem.
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The rigid-panel solar array installation is replaced by tvo flexible
solar array modules, EPS-2-5- Modularization of the solar array
facilitates the substitution of other flexible solar array modules
such as EPS-2-6 or EPS-1-5 as the total average power requirement
of the spacecraft varies from mission to mission.
The four Attitude Control modules, type ACS-1 are replaced by four
ACS-1-1 modules, each of which has a 22" diameter gas storage tank
rather than the l6" diameter storage tank of the ACS-1 module. The
quantity of cold gas propellant (Freon l4) per module is increased
from 35 Ibs to 100 Ibs to provide for drag makeup in a 270 run cir-
cular orbit. (The point-design Earth Observatory Satellite described
by PE-126 (Volume II) was designed initially to operate in a 485 nm
circular orbit with attendant lower drag).
4.4.2.2 Standard Astronomical Observatory. A single basic Standard Spacecraft,
identified SSC-2, with two minor variants for the electrical power subsystem;
can accommodate all of the large-observatory missions. The general configura-
tion of the spacecraft is illustrated in Fig. 4-19. A multi-purpose adapter
Typical large
Observatory Experiment
(IflT, HEAD, UtO, ISO)
TUBS Tracking
Antenna
Extendable-Retractable
Sun-Orienting Solar
Fig. 4-19 Large Astronomical Observatory
Standard Spacecraft
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is provided on the end of the spacecraft to provide mechanical and functional
interfaces with any of the four experiment packages. The following paragraphs
provide a brief description of the Standard Spacecraft.
a. General Description. The Standard Astronomical Observatory Satellite, which
includes spacecraft and experiment package, is expected to be flown in a
standard circular orbit at 32k nm altitude and 30° inclination to facilitate
the revisit of several observatories by a single Shuttle flight.
b. Solar Array Orientation. In-flight the +X axis is pointed at a target star
and the payload is rolled about the X axis until the center line of the so-
lar array is normal to the satellite/sun line. The solar array is then ro-
tated about its center line until the surface of the array is normal to the
sun-line. For every pointing direction of the 1ST an appropriate combina-
tion of satellite roll and solar array rotation maintain the array surface
normal to the solar radiation.
c. Communication Link to TDRS. The gimballed antenna provides communication
with the Tracking and Data Eelay Satellite (TDRS) network. Rotation of the
antenna about the X-axis and about an axis parallel to the Y axis ensure
access to one TDRS for every pointing direction of the I£T, thus providing
real-time communication and eliminating any requirement for bulk data
storage on-board the observatory spacecraft. The antenna mount is hinged
to permit access to the large central payload compartment.
d. Standard Module Installation. The spacecraft structure is designed with
2k peripheral compartments into which are mounted standard modules. The
internal cavity of the space frame will accommodate major additional ex-
periment modules such as the 1ST on-axis instrument modules. Servicing
is provided through a large accordion-pleat door on the end of the space-
craft opposite the experiment mount. The modules and their locations are
shown in Fig. 4-20. As may be noted, several of the compartments are
"empty"; this allows for later modifications or updating or addition of
special experiment-support modules for add-on experiment packages.
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Location Module Location Module
A-l
A-2
A-3
A-k
B-l
B-2
B-3
B-U
C-l
C-2
C-3
C-l*
D-i
D-2
D-3
Secondary Sensing
Empty
S-Band/VHP Communication
K Band Communication
Empty
Empty
Reaction Torque
Attitude Control
Empty
Solar Array Drive
Empty
Empty
Precision Sensing
Battery Power
Battery Power
Attitude Control
E-l
E-2
E-3
E-4
F-l
F-2
F-3
F-^
G-l
G-2
G-3
G-k
E-l
E-2
E-3
E-k
Empty
Empty
Power Distribution
Battery Power
Precision Sensing
Battery Power
Battery Power
Attitude Control
Empty
Solar Array Drive
Empty
Empty
Empty
Data Processing
Reaction Torque
Attitude Control
Fig. ^ -20 Subsystem Module Locations - Standard Large Astronomical Spacecraft
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4.4.2.3 Standard Spacecraft for Miscellaneous IEO Missions. A third basic
Standard Spacecraft, designated SSC-1, with five variants, SSC-1-1 through
SSC-1-5, can support six basic programs.
A common set of Stabilization & Control modules is used in all variants. The
Sensing Module S&G-l is made redundant for missions 1, 23, and 32. All variants
are created by alternate sets of CDPI and EPS modules.
This spacecraft represents a single RDT&E cost to accommodate 6 different pro-
grams and, if all missions were accomplished with expendable spacecraft; rep-
resents a total of 39 spacecraft.
4.5 DESIGH OF TYPICAL CLUSTER SPACECRAFT
4.5.1 Concept of the Cluster Spacecraft
It has been shown previously (par. 3-6.2.2) that LEO missions can be combined
into two basic orbits: a 30° inclination orbit at 600 km and a 97-4 inclina-
tion orbit at 500 km. The latter is subdivided into noon-midnight and dawn-
dusk sub-orbits. This combination lays the base for application of Cluster
Spacecraft.
The cost benefits of Cluster Spacecraft, which are in addition to the potential
savings due to equipment module standardization, are derived from the sharing
of Shuttle transportation costs for the placement and servicing of multiple pay-
loads. With the sharing of transportation costs among missions, the cost of
in-orbit payload repair and refurbishment also is reduced.
These special advantages for the Cluster Spacecraft result from: (l) no maneu-
vering is required by the Shuttle to visit a number of experiments simultaneous-
ly, (2) the number of spacecraft placement launches are reduced, and (3) the
total subsystem support requirements per Cluster mission are smaller than the
sum of those for the equivalent mission-peculiar spacecraft.
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4.5.2 Types of Cluster Spacecraft
As a result of the Task 1.3 analysis, two basic Cluster Spacecraft were selec-
ted to cover the various LEO missions
(1) CSC-1 - a spacecraft to support the large astronomical observatory
missions (HEAO and 1ST) simultaneously and have additional capability
to support Astronomy Explorer or OSO missions. A variant of the same
basic design (but another spacecraft unit) will also support the LSO
and LRO missions simultaneously.
(2) CSC-2 - a spacecraft for assignment to polar orbit to support a number
of earth observatory missions.
The Cluster Spacecraft and the variant are shown in Fig. 4-21 with the corres-
ponding NASA missions which are supported.
Cluster
Spacecraft
CSC-1 (Basic)
CSC- 1-1
CSC-2 (Basic)
NASA Mission Supported
1
6
13
15
17
19
21
25
26
75
77
Astronomy Explorer A
OSO
HEAO
1ST
ISO
LRO
Polar EOS
TIROS
Polar ERS
TOS-Met.
Polar ERS
Basic
Type
Spacecraft
Large
Astronomical
Observatory
EOS
Fig. 4-21 Cluster Spacecraft and LEO Mission Assignments
4.5.3 Typical Cluster Spacecraft Designs
Preliminary conceptual designs of typical Cluster Spacecraft have been prepared
and are documented in LMSC Engineering Memos (copies are in Volume II of the
Design Guide, IMSC-D154696) :
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Cluster Spacecraft
Cluster Astronomical
Observatory Spacecraft
Cluster Earth
Observatory Spacecraft
Engineering
Memo
EE-186
PE-166
Principal characteristics of these spacecraft are outlined in the following
paragraphs .
4. 5 -3.1 Cluster Astronomical Observatory.
a. General Configuration. The single Cluster Spacecraft, CSC-1, supports the
HEAO and 1ST large experiment packages simultaneously. Two smaller experiment
packages for Astronomy Explorer and 030- type satellites are also accommodated .
The general configuration of the pay load assembly is shown in Fig. 4-22.
Extendable/Retractable
Solar Arrayi
(eun -orienting)
Fig. U-22 Cluster Astronomical Observatory
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The basic spacecraft is a derivation from the Standard Astronomical Obser-
vatory Spacecraft (LAOS) described in par. k.k.2.2. The length of the
spacecraft structure is increased by 2.5 ft to provide six more compart-
ments for subsystem modules or for auxiliary experiment sensors.
b. Tracking Solar Array and Antennas. The solar array is larger than that of
the LAOS to generate the higher average power required. It tracks the sun
similarly. Two tracking antennas are installed rather than one, one on
the sunlit side and one on the side opposite, to provide continuous com-
munication with the TDRS network regardless of satellite attitude. The
switching of signals from one antenna to the other is under control of the
spacecraft computer.
c. Dual Experiment Mounts and Pointing Concept. The HEAO is supported by a
two-degree-of-freedom yoke assembly which permits the HEAO sensors to be
pointed to any point in the celestial hemisphere opposite to the pointing
direction of the LST. The LST is pointed to a target star, and then the
Cluster is rolled about the LST line-of-sight until the solar array is
normal to the Cluster-sunline. This attitude is held while the HEAO is
rotated (gear driven) about the LST pointing axis and is tilted in its yoke
until the desired HEAO pointing direction is attained. The Cluster is then
held in the fine-pointing mode under the control of the LST fine attitude
control system while LST and HEAO observations proceed simultaneously.
Reconciliation of the pointing programs of the two observatories is re-
quired, but that is a minor concession to make to attain the cost-savings
that clustering affords.
d. Launch and On-Orbit Assembly
The rotation ring assembly (for HEAO support yokes) is attached to the
spacecraft structure prior to its placement by the Shuttle into orbit (with
the LST attached). Docking cones and probes are installed on the face of
the rotation ring to accept mating probes and cones on the yoke assembly.
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The HEAD is mounted in the yoke assembly on the ground and electrical con-
nections made betveen the yoke assembly and the HEAO; integral electrical
wiring on the yoke connects this interface with a spacecraft umbilical
connector on the base of the yoke. The assembly is launched by the Shuttle
and docked with the Spacecraft/LST (using Teleoperator, manipulator, or
other orb it-assembly assist) to form the Cluster. An umbilical, engaged
automatically at the time of docking the yoke 'assembly to the spacecraft,
provides electrical connection of the HEAO to the Spacecraft subsystems.
e. Alternate Cluster Arrangement. The Cluster Astronomical Observatory Space-
craft is also capable of similarly supporting the ISO and LRO payloads sim-
ultaneously. The LRO is launched separately and is mounted on the yoke in
lieu of the HEAO. The Cluster is stabilized with the LSO pointed to the
sun. In order that the LRO may point to any point in the celestial sphere
the base of the yoke assembly must be modified to incorporate a hinge and
actuation to provide approximately 90 of tilt about an axis parallel to
the axis through the LRO support pivots.
f. Location of Modules in Cluster Spacecraft. The locations of the standard
modules in the CAOS are shown in Fig. 4-23. The empty compartments iden-
tified may be used for: (l) the installation of auxiliary sensor modules,
designed to be compatible with the standard mechanical and electrical in-
terface provisions of the compartments, or (2) additional spacecraft mod-
ules to accommodate altered or increased experiment-support requirements.
4.5.3.2 Cluster Earth Observatory.
a. General Configuration. A typical Cluster Earth Observatory Spacecraft,
shown in Fig. 4-24, can support a composite of earth-facing experiment
packages.
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Location
A-l
A-2
A-3
A-4
A- 5
B-l
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
C-l
C-2
c-3
C-lf.
C-5
D-l
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
Module
Secondary Sensing
Empty
Empty
Empty
K -Band Communication
Empty
Battery Power
Reaction Torque
Battery Power
Attitude Control
Empty
Empty .
Solar Array Drive
Empty
Empty
Primary Sensing
Battery Power
Reaction Torque
Battery Power
Attitude Control
Location
E-l
E-2
E-3
E-4
E-5
F-l
F-2
F-3
F-l|
F-5
G-l
G-2
G-3
G-k
G-5
H-l
H-2
H-3
H-^
H-5
Module
Empty
Data Processing
Power Distribution
Empty
S-Band/VHF Communication
Primary Sensing
Battery Power
Reaction Torque
Battery Power
Attitude Control
Empty
Empty
Solar Array Drive
Empty
Empty
Empty
Battery Power
Empty
Battery Power
Attitude Control
Fig. 4-23 Subsystem Module Locations - Cluster
Astronomical Observatory Spacecraft
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TDFS Tracking Antenna ^ g
Extendable/Hetractable
Solar Array
Fig. 4-24 Cluster for Earth Observatory Missions
b. Extrapolation of Standard Spacecraft to the Cluster. The principal physical
differences between the Cluster EOS and the Standard EOS are summarized in
the following table :
Physical Characteristic
Length (ft)
Cross Section (ft)
Subsystem Compartments
Earth Viewing Surface (ft2)
Weight (ibs)
Flexible Solar Array Area (ft )
Standard
EOS
20
6 x 8
18
160
624o
4i6
Cluster
EOS
30
6 x 8
27
240
10960
io4o
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c. Electrical Power . The large flexible solar array generates 2600 watts aver-
age, the highest estimated pover requirement of the CEOS. Eight EPS-6 stan-
dard Battery modules are required to maintain the depth of discharge of the
NiCd batteries at' 15$ or less.
d . S&C and CDPI Subsystem Variants. Other minor increases in the subsystem
module complement of the Standard EOS required to meet the requirements of
the CEOS involve adding tvo modules :
• Module S&C-l Precision Sensing
• Module CDPI-1 K Band Communications
e. Module Installations. The locations of the standard modules for the Cluster
Spacecraft and a representative set of experiments /sensors are shown in Fig.
4.6 WEIGHOB/VOmMES OF FJTJRE PAYLOADS
Two sets of weight and volume data have been developed in the Payload Effects
studies :
(1) Detail weight/volume estimates on a large quantity of standard sub-
system modules (see par. 4.3.5.2)
(2) Detail weight estimates on point design spacecraft (a sample is
shown in Fig. 4-26)
Using the aforementioned data as a base, the weights and sizes of future space-
craft for the NASA Mission Model were estimated. Because both standard modules
and mission-peculiar modules include the attributes of low-cost, refurbishable
design, the weight of future low-cost spacecraft, whether inclusive of standard
modules or totally mission-peculiar modules will be approximately the. same.
The following provides a brief outline of the derivation of the new weight and
volume estimates .
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Loc, Experiment/Sensor Loc. Spacecraft Subsystem Mod,
D-l Surface Composition Mapping
Radiometer; Imaging Radiometer;
Radar Cloud Top Ranger
D-2 Passive Microwave Radiometer
(\ = 0.8l cm)
D-3 Synthetic Aperture Radar
D-U Passive Microwave Radiometer
(A. = 2.81 cm)
D-5 Radar Altimeter;Temperature
Profile Radiometer
Multispectral TV Camera (2)
E-l Empty
E-2 Passive Microwave Radiometer
(X = 6.01 cm)
E-3 Thematic Mapper
Cloud Physics Radiometer
Sea Surface Temperature
Rad iome te r; Pas s ive Mi crowave
Radiometer (X = 1.67 cm)
Passive Microwave Radiometer
(\ = 1.1*0 cm)
E-5 Ocean Scanning Spectrophotometer
Atmospheric Pollution Sensor
Upper Atmosphere Sounder
A-l
A-2
A-3
A-k
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
B-l
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7
B-8
B-9
C-l
C-2
C-3
C-k
C-5
c-6
C-7
C-8
C-9
Attitude Control
S-Band/VHF Communications
Battery Power
Battery Power
Solar Power
Battery Power
Battery Power
Empty
Attitude Control
K -Band Communications
Empty
Data Processing
Primary Sensing
Secondary Sensing
Primary Sensing
Power Distribution
Empty
Reaction Torque
Attitude Control
K -Band Communications
Battery Power
Battery Power
Solar Power
Battery Power
Battery Power
Empty
Attitude Control
Fig. 4-25 Modules Installation in Earth Observatory Cluster
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Subsystem
Structure & Mechanisms
Environmental Control
Stabilization & Control
Common icat ions , Data
Processing & Instrumentation
Electrical Power
Attitude Control
Mission Equipment
(Experiments)
Dry Weight
Prope llant
Gross Weight
1-Yr EOS Weights (ib)
Estimated
Baseline -
865
110
255
360
830
230
1192
3842
26
3868
Stan-
dard
1660
150
374
329
2132
4o4
1192 (3)
6241
15*W
6395
5-Yr COMSAT Weights
Estimated
Baseline
450
75
125
60
775
150<2>
690
2325
52(2)
2377
Stan-
dard
904
100
305
67
1245
388
966^
3975
692(5>
4667
(1) Repackaged into modules
(2) Combined electric propulsion plus hydrazine thrusters
(3) Includes 1024 Ib equipment and l68 Ib supports, elec. cabling.
(4) Freon l4
(5) Hydrazine
Fig. 4-26 Payload Weight Summaries for Typical Point Designs
4.6.1 Weight Estimating Methodology
a. Module Weight. The veight of each module was obtained from the module
listing (see par. 4.4.7.5). The module weight is a major factor in the
total payload weight.
b. Spacecraft Weight. The weight of mission-peculiar spacecraft elements
were estimated, using low-cost point designs as data points from which to
extrapolate. Included are weights of the structural spaceframe and
mechanisms, the integral electrical wiring, and the Environmental Control
subsystem.
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c
- Total Dry Weight. This weight is the sum of the modules (exclusive of ACS
propellant) and the spaceframe.
d. Expendables. The approximate total impulse for performing the particular
mission was estimated. This was converted to propellant weight, allowing
reasonable overages.
e. ex-Experiment/Sensor Weight. The baseline (NASA-supplied) weight of the
periment/sensor package was extrapolated, assuming a low-cost design has
been implemented. Additional specific analysis should be done to isolate
those hardware elements which can show a cost benefit from weight
increase.)
f. Weight Summary. The aforementioned weights were summarized on a chart for
each mission. Figure 4-27 is an example of the summary. The numbers oh
the left margin identify the mission.
Pbture Payload Weights
1
2
3
k
5
Total
Module
Weight
1900
1665
781
571
571
Spaceframe,
ECS, etc.
Weight
2090
1080
860
370
370
Total
Dry
Weight
3990
27"*5
' 161*0
9'*0
A9*°
Expen-
dables
iko
lUO
-
-
-
Total
S/C
Weight
1*130
2890
161*0
9**0
9UO
Ex per.
Weight
U25
1*25
3!*0
310
260
\.
Fay load
Weight
1*560
3320
I960
1250
1200
V
Fig. 4-27 Future Payload Weight Summary (Partial)
4.6.2 Volume (Size) Estimates
A significant result of application of standard modules to many different mis-
sions has been the emergence of what appears to be a potential standardization
of spacecraft structures and attached payload overall dimensions. With the
exception of the large astronomical observatories and a few very specialized
mission configurations, the mission payloads can be "standardized" into
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rectangular arrangements, approximately 8 ft vide and 6 ft high with length
varying from 7 ft to 20 ft.
The estimates for the dimensions of the future payloads were influenced prin-
cipally by two factors :
(1) The cumulative volume of the spacecraft equipment modules, allow-
ing extra volume for later changes to module-set complement or
addition of modules for expanded or updated experiment support.
(2) The probable volume of a low-cost, modularized experiment package.
4.6.3 Future Pay load Weights and Dimensions
4.6.3.1 Low-Cost, Refurbishable Mission-Peculiar Payloads. Figure 4-29 is a
listing of estimated weights and dimensions of future payloads for the 45 pro-
grams of the NASA Mission Model.
4.6.3.2 Standard Spacecraft. Figure 4-28 is a similar listing for the weights
and dimensions of payloads comprising the Standard Spacecraft and the mission-
peculiar experiment packages.
Standard
Space-
craft
3SC-1
3SC-1-1
3SC-1-2
33C-1-3
SSC-l-l*.
SSC-1-5
SSC-2
SSC-2-1
SSC-2-2
SSC-2-2
BSC-3
SSC-3
SSC-3
SSC-3-1
SSC-3-1
.Mission
6 080
1 Astron. Explor.
7 Grav. Rel.
23 Earth Phys.
30 Small AE
32 Coop ATS
13 HEAO
15 1ST
17 ISO
19 IBO
26 Polar EPS
77 Polar EH
21 Polar EOS
25 TIROS
75 TIROS
Juture Payload Weight
(») (2)
Exper.
970
14-25
680
1*00
600
500
18000
14000
12000
13000
1600
1600
1600600
600
s/c
5311*
U886
5622
5233
5271
5W1
7726
757^
7560
7560
5670
5670
5670
5313
5313
Payload
Total
"6281*'
6838
6302
5633
5871
5981
25726
2157^
19560
20560
7270
7270
7270
5913
5913
Future Payload
Size (Ft)
(D(2)
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 22L
1DW x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 22L
ik Dia x 14OL
Ik Dia x 1*5 L
lU Dia x 55L
ll* Dia x 45L
'10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 22L
(1) Size inclusive of spacecraft plus experiment packages
(2) Future payload incorporates low-cost and refurblshable features
Fig. 4-28 Standard Spacecraft Weights & Dimensions
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1
2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
17
19
21
22
23
2k
25
26
27
28
29
30
3132
33
31*
35
36
50
51
52
53
5^
55
56
57
58
59
60
70
71
72
73jk
75
76
77
78
Mission
Astronomy Explorer
Astronomy Expl. B
Magnetosphere-Lov
Magnetosphere-Mld .
Magnetosphere -Upper
060
Gravity Relativity
Gravity Relativity
Radio Interferometer
Solar Orbit Pair-A
Solar Orbit Balr-B
Optical Interferom.
HEAD
1ST
ISO
LRO
Polar KOS
SEO
Earth Physics
Sync. Met.
TIROS
Polar ERS
Sync. ER
ATS
Small ATS-B
Small ATS -A
Coop ATS -A
Coop ATS-B
Medical Network
Educ. Broadcast
F.O. Sys. Demonst.
TDRS
Mars Viking
Mars Sample Ret.
Venus Expl.-Orb.
Venus Radar Map.
Venus Explor.-Ldr.
Jup. Pioneer Orb.
Grand Tour (JUN)
Jup. TOPS Orb.
Uranus TOPS Orb.
Asteroid Survey
Comet Rendezvous
COMSAT
US Dom. Comm.
Foreign Dom. Comm.
NAV/Traf.Contr. B
HAV/Traf.Contr. A
TIROS Op. Met.
Sync. Met.
Polar ER
Sync. ER
Des.
Life(yr)
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
2
2
5
1
1
2
2
5
5
5
3
1
3
1
2
1
2
9
3
7
1*
U
5
7
5
5
5
k
2
2
3
NASA
Baseline
Pay load
fib}
860
860
Il6o
965
580
1900
ll*50
485
10350
1820
2kko
30l*0
20750
21300
26810
19300
2500
1000
5&0
1000
1000
2500
1000
7950
600
600
820
820
2000
31*00
2000
2300
7570
10290
970
7630
7260
900
ll*80
3180
3580
1&1*0
1200
ll*20
31*25
1000
700
700
1000
1000
2500
1000
Future Payload Weight^db)
Ex per.
1*30
U30
3kQ
310
260
970
680
koo6630
1280
1280
1280
18000
lUooo
12000
13000
1600
600koo
1*50
600
1600
520
3000
600
.600
500
500
1000
1700
1000
1200
1*200
600
800
21*00
600
1700
500
500
500
600
1*50
1600
520
S/C
1*130
2890
161*0
9l*0
9l*0
1*110
1*1*00
2820
311*0
2990
3600
3220
8090
8260
79VO
8880
• 5820
31*90
3660
3560
1*190
5820
31*90
1*000
3370
1*020
35^*0
1*21*0
3720
1*380
361*0
3230
21800
9380
10980
15970
3210
1*070
2900
2730
2600
1*190
3l*l*0
5820
3"*90
Payload
Total
1*560
3320
I960
1250
1200
5080
5080
3220
9770
1*270
1*880
1*500
26090
22260
1991*0
21880
71*20
1*090
1*060
1*010
1*790
7^20
1*010
7000
3970
1*620
i*oUo
1*71*0
1*720
6080
1*61*0
1*1*30
26000
NA
9980
11780
18370
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
3810
5770
31*00
3230
3100
1*790
3890
71*20
1*010
Future Payload
Size (ft)
(1) (2)
8W x 6H x 17L
10W x 6H x 12L
6 Dla x 8L
5 Dla x 6L
5 Dla x 6L
10W x 6H x 17L
10W x 6H x 17L
10W x 6H x 12L
ll* Dia x 12L
10W x 6H x ll*L
10W x 6H x ll*L
10W x 6H x ll*L
Ik Dla x 1*OL
ll* Dla x 1*5L
ll* Dla x 55L
ll* Dla x 1*5L
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 8H x 8L
10W x 6H x 15L
10W x 8H x 8L
10W x 6H x 17L
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 6H x 8L
10W x 8H x ll*L
10W x 8H x 8L
10W x 6H x ITL
10W x 8H x 8L
10W x 6H x 17L
10W x 8H x 10L
10W x 6H x 12L
10W x 8H x 10L
10W x 8H x 10L
Ik Dla x 20L
NA
8W x 6H x 20L
8W x 8H x 20L
ll* Dia x 12L
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
10W x 8H x 8L
10W x 8H x 12L
10W x 8H x 7L
10W x 8H x 7L
10W x 8H x 7L
10W x 6H x 17L
10W x 8H x 8L
10W x 6H x 22L
10W x 8H x 8L
(1) Size inclusive of spacecraft plus experiment packages
(2; Future payload incorporates low-cost and refurbishable features
Fig. 4-29 Future Payload Weights & Dimensions
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^.6.3-3 Cluster Spacecraft. Figure ^-30 is a list of weights and dimensions
for Clusters and Cluster-element launch packages.
Hie HEAD package and the LRO package are carried to orbit separately by the
Shuttle and attached (by orbit mating) respectively to the Cluster CSC-1 and
Cluster CSC-1-1.
Cluster
Space-
craft
GBCrl
(3)
CSC-1-1
(3)
CBC-2
GSC-2
Mission
1 Astron. Explor.
- 6 060
15 1ST
13 HEAD
17 ISO
19 1*0
21 Polar EOS
25 TIROS
26 Polar BBS
75 TIHOS Op
77 Polar ER
Future Pay load Weight
(li) (2)
Exper.
15395
18000
12000
13000
2310
2310
S/C
10376
j^O)
10376,^
12t2t3;
8587
8587
Launch
Weight
25771
19242
22376
Ik2k2
10897
10897
Future Payload
Size (Ft)(l)(2)
(Launch Package)
\k Dia x 55
Ik Dia x 30
it Dia x 55
Ik Dia x 35
6 x K> x 36
6 x 10 x 36
(1) Size inclusive of spacecraft plus experiment packages
(2) Cluster incorporates low-cost and refurbishable features
(3) Adapter only
Fig. ^-30 Cluster Spacecraft and Cluster-Element
Weights/Dimensions
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Section 5
SPACE PROGRAM OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS
This section of the report provides the results of parametric analyses performed
to determine a cost-optimized mix of low-cost, refurbishable, and standard space-
craft to support the NASA unmanned missions in the 1979-1990 time period. De-
tails of the analysis may be found in a separate IMSC report, LMSC-D15^ 649, dtd
31 January 1972, "Task 1.3 - Parametric Analysis of Standard Space Hardware."
Additional data on "Cost Effective Application of Payload Reliability/MMD/Repair/
Refurbishment" can be found in Section 5 of the Design Guide, IMSC-D15^ 696.
5.1 TASK OBJECTIVES. ASSUMPTIONS. TRADEOFF PARAMETERS
5.1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this analysis, combining Tasks 1.3 and 1.6 of the study,
were :
(1) Determine the cost impacts and optimum combinations of spacecraft
design life (MMD), reliability, and repair/refurbishment
(2) Select the standard subsystems/modules, Standard Spacecraft, and
Cluster Spacecraft which provide the maximum cost benefit to the
HASA unmanned missions
(3) Determine the best mix of low-cost standard hardware to obtain a
lowest-cost space program.
5-1.2 Assumptions
To provide a base for analyses and tradeoffs in this task, the following special
assumptions have been made relevant to orbit operations.
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5.1.2.1 General.
.a. Transportation System Reliability. To simplify calculations, the Shuttle,
Tug, and Teleoperator/Manipulators have been considered failure-free; i.e.,
100$ reliability.
b. Spacecraft Design Life.
(1) LEO Spacecraft. Alternatives of 1, 2, and 3-year MMD for missions of
1 to 10 years duration
(2) Syneq Spacecraft-COMSAT-Type
• Alternatives of 1, 2, 3, ^, or 5-year MMD for a 5-year
mission duration
• Alternatives of 5-year MMD for 5, 7, and 10-year mission
duration
c. Payloads in Orbit
(1) LEO Spacecraft grouped in common orbit altitudes and inclinations
(2) For Syneq COMSAT mission, k payloads in orbit simultaneously on
orbit, spaced at 90°
5.1.2.2 Orbit-Peculiar Requirements.
a. LEO Missions.
(1) Shuttle Capability on Single Flight
• Place 2 payloads
• Revisit 2 or more payloads; direct access to payload for
repair/refurb.
(2) Repair/Refurb
' Repair and refurbishment in LEO by spacecraft module
replacement
• Failed/used modules returned to earth for refurb/reuse.
b. Syneq Orbit Missions.
(l) Shuttle/Tug Capability (Alternatives)
• Revisit k payloads with one Shuttle/Tug flight
• Revisit k spacecraft with Tandem Tug (2 Shuttles, 2 Tugs)
• Revisit 2 spacecraft with Tandem .Tug (2 Shuttles, 2 Tugs)
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(2) Repair/Refurb
• Repair/refurb in Syneq orbit by replacement of spacecraft
modules. Payload not returned to LEO.
• Requires use of reusable Tug with fixed-mounted automated
(programmable) teleoperator device.
• Failed/used modules returned to earth for refurb/reuse
c. Planetary Missions.
(l) Repair/Refurb
• Payload checked out in LEO and repaired prior to planet launch
• All payload expendable; no repair/refurb following LEO planet
launch.
5.1.3 Tradeoff Parameters
The tradeoff parameters affecting program cost are listed in Fig. 5-1. The
general impact of these parameters are outlined in the following paragraphs.
• Orbit Commonality
• MISSION COMMONALITY /
\» Right Schedule Commonality
• Common Experiments
t HARDWARE COMMONALITY / ^» Standard Subsystems
\« Common Spacecraft <^j — • Standard Spacecraft
^~~"~- • Cluster Spacecraft
• Multi -Payload Launches
• TRANSPORTATION SHARING /
S Multi-Mission Revisits
RDT&E* SHARING
MMD/REPAIR/REFURB OPTIMIZATION
Fig. 5-1 Cost-Affecting Tradeoff Parameters
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5.1.3-1 Orb it Comb inat i on s. The effects of orbit combinations evaluated in
Task 1.1 were reviewed with respect to the suitability of the selected common
orbits. The principal concern was with the sensitivity of the baseline mission
requirements to any change in orbital position.
5.1.3.2 Multi-Mission Deployment and Revisits. The maneuvering capability of
the Space Shuttle for multiple-payload placement and revisit was explored in
separate Task 1.5 (see IWSC Report D-154600, dtd 24 Dec 1971), with particular
emphasis on the multipayload orbit constellation. In order to evaluate the im-
pact of low cost payload design, including the various implications of standard-
ization, on Shuttle traffic; the Shuttle orbit maneuvering capability in the
projected common orbits is a critical consideration.
5.1.3.3 Multi-Mission Usage of Standard Subsystems Modules and Standard Space-
craft . Considerable savings can be realized if subsystem R&D costs are shared
by several programs. However, the provision of a limited spectrum of standard
subsystems options may lead to an "overkill" of the spacecraft requirements;
e.g., application of a standard subsystem to a particular mission could provide
an excess of capability over the mission-peculiar spacecraft requirement,
thereby increasing the unit cost of the spacecraft. To avoid this potential
unit cost increase, the newly-developed subsystems have been standardized at
the module level and even provide for variants at the major component level
within the module.
Further, additional benefits can be derived from sharing of spacecraft R&D
costs by configuration of a small quantity of multi-purpose Standard Spacecraft
(each able to support several missions, one at a time).
5.1.3.4 Combination of Payloads Into a Cluster. In cases where payloads can
operate in common orbits, and where schedules for placement and support func-
tions can be made compatible, the logical next higher level of spacecraft com-
monality can be employed; this is the Cluster Spacecraft. Theoretically, this
concept can be implemented with or without the benefit of standardized subsys-
tems .
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5.1.3-5 Influence of Payload Repair/Refurbishment/MMD. The availability of
low-cost space transportation with excess payload capability in the form of
the Shuttle/Tug makes payload revisit for orbital repair/refurb possible. In
addition, on-orbit checkout following launch/ascent or following repair/refurb
becomes feasible with the Shuttle. Both of these factors impact heavily upon
the MMD and reliability values assigned to each payload and upon the associated
space program costs.
5.2 IMPACT OF SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY. MMD. REPAIR. REFURBISHMENT
For a space program to achieve some given level of success, a series of com-
promise decisions must be made in order that the mission success required may
be achieved in a cost-effective manner. This sub-section considers the means
by which reliability, maintenance, MMD, and confidence levels may be optimized
with respect to program costs. All of these major variables have significant
separate and combined effects upon payload RDT&E, payload unit, and on-orbit
operations costs; therefore, each'variable was analyzed separately, as well as
in terms of its inter-relationships with the other variables involved.
5-2.1 Enpact of Reliability and Confidence Level
5.2.1.1 Historical Payload Reliability and Its Impact.
a. Lack of Orbit Maintenance. Essentially all US unmanned payloads flown to
date have been inaccessible and hence unmaintainable after launch. Such
payloads have been termed "Expendable", and once the first major orbital
failure occurs, the payload has little or no further utility.
b. Hardware Redundancy. Payloads historically have been designed to obviate
failure as far as possible, and where failure is anticipated, each poten-
tially failing component is offset by another identical component using
the techniques of redundancy. The penalty paid for redundancy is addi-
tional weight and system complexity, as well as additional cost. In many
cases, additional electrical power to support the additional componentry
also is needed.
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c. High-Density Packaging. These weight-increase influences, coupled with the
limited weight and volume capability of the conventional expendable booster
vehicles, has forced the designer to use high-density equipment packaging
approaches. Because the densely packaged small units tended to fail more
rapidly than larger, less densely packaged hardware of similar function,
the booster weight and volume constraints resulted in costly national pro-
grams to improve the reliability of unit parts.
d. Pre-Flight Testing Costs. Customarily, the space program manager has issued
a requirement for a space vehicle in which (l) the chance of success (relia-
bility) is the maximum possible within the program budget, and (2) there is
the strongest possible guarantee (confidence level) that the failure estimate
is within the actual capability of the vehicle hardware.
As an example of the cost effects of reliability and confidence level, a
typical Communications, Data Processing, and Instrumentation subsystem was
analyzed to determine comparative testing and test costs for reliability
levels of .TOO and .8^ 5 and confidence levels of 95$, 70$, and 50$. Figure
5-2 shows the results; the program costs vary from $7 million to $2^ .5
million for the same subsystem hardware function.
Risk
5%
30%
5*
30*
50%
Rel.
.845
.845
.700
.700
.700
C.L.
95%
70%
95%
70%
50%
Tests Required
Hours
100
500
100
500
100
500
100
500
300
Qty. Items
58
11
36
7
19
7
9
4
2
Comparative Costs
Test Cost
$18M
$12M.
$ 9M
$ 7M
4.5M
Repair Costs
$6.5M
$8. DM
$7.QM
$5.5M
2.5M
Total Costs
$ 24. 5M
$ 20. OM
$ 16. OM
$ 12.5M
$ 7.0M
(1) As risk increases, cost decreases when reliability is constant.
(2) If both risk is Increased, and reliability decreased, further cost savings can be
realized
(3) Typical Subsystem: CDPI
(4) Test Items & hours are those required to demonstrate achieved reliability at cited
confidence level, risk level
(5) Unit costs for lower reliability are estimated values.'
Fig. 5-2 Comparative Costs for Variable Reliability and Confidence level
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e. General Historical Reliability Pattern. The following listing summarizes
the cost impact of reliability upon payload costs.
(1) Traditional Design Practice to Achieve High-Reliability is Costly.
• Very costly parts, materials, fab processes, testing
• Redundancy employed (multiple levels)
• Extensive mission simulation and life testing
(2) Provide Assurance Against Any and All Failures
(IMSC detail analysis of historical failure data indicate as fev as
15$ of all recorded failures are "major" and contribute to mission
failure.)
(3) Cost of Assuring Reliability is High
• Number of test articles
• Duration of tests
• Types and quantity of tests required
• Commitment of test facilities, equipment, and manpower
5.2.1.2 Change of Reliability Impact With the Shuttle.
a. General Effects of Shuttle. The cost-aggravating historical constraints
will change markedly when the Space Shuttle becomes available as the launch/
service transportation vehicle for space pay loads; for example:
• Space hardware will no longer be so severely weight- and volume-limited;
decreased-density packaging will improve inherent reliability
• Designs will not be required to be secured against any, and all, failures.
Minor and catastrophic failure influences will be segregated.
• Space hardware lifetimes without failure can be foreshortened and the
costs of high reliability can be avoided.
• Failed hardware can be returned from space for diagnosis. Failure-cause
and failure-rate data will be made valid.
Therefore, in the late 1970's with the Shuttle available, and in-orbit
maintenance possible, reliability values and associated confidence levels
can be lower.
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b. New Reliability/CL factors for LEO Payloads. It does not seem desirable
to assign reliability values and confidence levels as low as R = 0.50 C.L.
= 50$ since such assignments would permit equal chance for failure and suc-
cess, and predictions would have as much chance of being incorrect as cor-
rect (although programs designed to such criteria would be relatively in-
expensive). It does appear attractive, however, to assign reliabilities
of a slightly higher order, and confidence levels which bias the odds more
toward success. Accordingly, for low-earth-orbit LEO type spacecraft, re-
liabilities of R = 0.6o and confidence levels of C.L. = 60$ were assigned
to provide the lowest cost approach to potentially effective systems.
c. New Reliability/CL Factors for Syneq Orbit Payloads. Communication and
other satellites in Syneq orbits are somewhat more difficult to emplace
and revisit and require the services of a Space Tug for movement between
LEO and Syneq orbit. Because orbit lifetimes tend to be longer and on-
board subsystems tend to be more sophisticated for these Syneq orbit space-
craft, their reliabilities and confidence levels must be further biased
toward success. After considerable examination, the cost-effective values
were assigned: R = 0.75, C.L. = 70$.
d. Mew Reliability/CL Factors for Cluster Spacecraft. Cluster spacecraft will
require regular visits for maintenance and experiment updating. A visit
schedule of twice per annum during the orbital period seems feasible, and
during such visits maintenance to offset on-orbit failures can be under-
taken, as well as routine experiment updating. For Cluster spacecraft, the
reliability and confidence levels can be about the same as for other LEO
types of spacecraft.
e. New Reliability/CL Factors for Planetary Spacecraft. Planetary spacecraft
benefit from the Shuttle in that they can be checked out and necessary re-
pairs made after the launch/ascent phase and prior to final dispatch from
earth orbit to the planetary destination. Thereafter, no further atten-
dance is possible, and as the on-board subsystems are usually sophisticated,
it appears feasible to assign reliability and confidence values identical
to those assigned to Syneq spacecraft.
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5-2.1.3 Effects of Reducing Reliability and Confidence Level. Reducing relia-
bility requirements and the associated confidence levels drive costs down in
the following areas :
a. RDT&E. Designs can be simpler due to the fact that less redundancy will be
required to offset potential failures. Designs can be less costly due to
the fact that equipment must work only for the period between maintenance
visits rather than for the full spacecraft operational life.
b. Testing. Development and qualification testing can be reduced in duration
and complexity due to the 'fact that tests conducted to verify failure-free
function and life capability are directly affected by the reliability value
and the confidence level to which the reliability must be demonstrated.
The lower the reliability and confidence level, the fewer the number of
tests required, and the shorter the duration of the test phase.
c. Pre-Iaunch Checkout. Can be simplified, due to the simpler design of the
hardware.
d. Immediate Post-Launch/Ascent Phase. As a direct result of using the Shuttle,
payloads can be checked out, and repaired if required, after ascent, prior
to final deployment. Subsequent to deployment, the Shuttle loiter capability
permits payload retrieval and repair as necessary in cases of early-life
malfunction.
5.2.1.4 Tradeoff of Transportation Costs. Spacecraft Costs, and Reliability.
Against the positive cost-saving advantages of low-cost, lower-reliability pay-
loads must be compared to the fact that maintenance on-orbit requires a Shuttle
flight in the case of an LEO type payload, and a Shuttle and Tug flight for a
Syneq type payload. The costs of transportation for a Shuttle flight have been
estimated at $7-3 to $10.5 millions, and those of a Shuttle-Tug combination at
$7-9 "to $11.1 millions; to which must be added the cost of spacecraft spares
modules carried to orbit to effect the repair action.
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For example, it is not economically attractive to maintain a low-cost space-
craft with a unit cost of $5.0 million or less, which requires three repair
visits during the orbital period at $10.5 millions per visit, plus the costs
of spare modules. However, the on-orbit maintenance of a payload costing $20.0
millions per unit, and requiring only one maintenance visit per orbital period
is very attractive economically. The cost of the spacecraft and its periodi-
city of maintenance (as a function of its reliability) are factors which must
be traded off before assigning specific reliability and confidence levels to a
payload program, and specifying the degree to which test demonstration of
these characteristics must be made.
5.2.1.5 Composite Reliability/CL Factors for Future Payloads. Figure 5-3 sum-
marizes the reliability values and confidence levels selected following the
Task 1.3 analysis. The tradeoffs and derivation of the MMD values is discussed
in par. 5.2.2.
Hardware
Mission-
Peculiar
Spacecraft
Cluster
Spacecraft
Missions
LEO
Syneq
Plan.
LEO
Reliability
Pay-
load
.60
• 75
• 75
-
Experi-
ment
.92
.95
.93
-
Space-
craft
-65
• 79
.81
.65
C.L.
( Lower
Bound . )
60$
70$
70$
60$
MMD
2 Yr
5 Yr
2 Yr
1 Yr
1st /\
Probable
Failure
11-13 mo
28-32 mo
11-13 mo
k-6 mo
MMD = Mean Mission Duration = The expected hardware operating life during
which the system will function satisfactorily given reasonable maintenance.
A full refurbishment will be assumed following the MMD period.
1st probable failure = The point in mission time that the 1st major fail-
ure will probably occur.
Fig. 5-3 Reliability/CL for Shuttle-Era Spacecraft
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5-2.2 Cost Impact of Payload MMD
5.2.2.1 Historical Definition of MMD. Mean Mission Duration (MMD) may be de-
fined as : that expected, or mean mission time that a system will perform sat-
isfactorily without resupply or maintenance, considering all factors. MMD may
be defined mathematically as the area under the reliability-time curve from
time zero to mission truncation time or to the end of the program, whichever
is first. The term and its definitions apply specifically to historical ex-
pendable spacecraft where no maintenance has heretofore been possible.
5-2.2.2 New Definition of MMD for Shuttle Payloads. While the term MMD does
not apply to spacecraft designed for on-orbit maintenance or on-orbit retrie-
val and transport to earth for ground based maintenance, it has been used for
the sake of convenience. In this revised context, MMD denotes that time period
of on-orbit operation at the end of which the spacecraft requires full refur-
bishment to continue normal operation. Thus, MMD may be construed to mean the
service or useful operating life of the spacecraft. MMD is expressed in years,
and is the life parameter which the spacecraft must satisfy.
As an example, a spacecraft having a 2 year MMD must operate satisfactorily for
that period on orbit. Should failure occur prior to the MMD point, repair ac-
tion, which is confined to removal and replacement on-orbit of the equipment
module(s) exhibiting failure, must restore normal operation until the next
failure, or the MMD point, whichever is first.
At the MMD point, all functional modules of the spacecraft will be replaced,
the only elements retained being the spaceframe and the integral wiring har-
nesses.
5.2.2.3 Effect of MMD Variations. MMD selection has a considerable impact on
costs in both the RDT&E and flight.operations phases of a space program, and
interacts with the reliability requirement directly. In general, the longer
the MMD, the greater the mission costs:
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a. MMD vs Reliability. If the reliability value is held constant, doubling
the MMD value halves the failure budget allowable to achieve a given re-
liability. If the allowable failure budget is halved, then more hardware
redundancy must be added in order to assure failure-free operation of the
payload on orbit.
b. MMD vs Test Time. While the RDT&E testing to demonstrate a given reliabil-
ity at a given confidence level does not change with required success-to-
failure ratio, the duration of each test changes considerably. For example,
if it is presumed that a test of 10$> of the desired on-orbit time is conduc-
ted on earth, under simulated space conditions, to provide data from which
inference of life capability can be made; and if the MMD requirement is
doubled, then the test duration time must be doubled.
5.2.2.1*- Tradeoffs of MMD and Repair/Refurbishment.
a. Repair Visit at Mid-MMD. If the costs of requiring a spacecraft to have an
MMD of 5 years and fulfill a mission of 5 years duration are justifiable,
then no refurbishment need be undertaken at the mission end point. However,
there is a finite probability that a repair visit will be required at, or
about the mid-MMD point. Thus, the number of Shuttle flights would be two,
one to initially place the payload and another to repair the failure (if it
occurs).
b. MMD vs Transportation Costs. If the mid-MMD chance of failure applies
equally to a spacecraft of one-year MMD assigned to perform a 5-year mission,
then the number of flights would be one placement, 5 repair flights, and k
refurbishment flights., for a total of 10. The costs of the one-year MMD pay-
load may be considerably less than that of the 5-year payload in terms of
RDT&E costs and unit costs, but this advantage may well be offset by the
overall transportation costs.
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c. MMD vs Cost Tradeoff for Typical LEO Mission ($7-3M Shuttle). A typical
example of tradeoffs performed is shown in Figs. 5-^ a and 5-^b; program
costs for Shuttle-launched expendable spacecraft are compared to those for
a refurbished/reused spacecraft for spacecraft MMDs of 1, 2, and 3 years
and mission durations of 1, 2, 3, and 10 years.
In this case, a recurring user's charge of $7-3 million per flight was
used for the Shuttle.
In all cases surveyed for LEO missions, the refurbishable-spacecraft mode
was less costly then the expendable-spacecraft mode (the balloons and rec-
tangles indicate the least-cost mode for each mission duration). The low-
est program costs occurred with a spacecraft MMD of one to two years.
d. Optimum MMD with $10.5M Shuttle. A comparative case was also set up for
a Shuttle with cost of $10.5 million per flight. The data are shown on
Figs. 5-5a and 5-5b. Except for increases in total program cost, the re-
lationships remained the same with one exception; the MMD for lowest-cost
program increased from 2 years to 3 years for the 10-year mission-
duration, but by only a small program cost increment.
e. MMD for Syneq Orbit Mission. A similar program cost tradeoff was accom-
plished for a typical Syneq orbit mission. Estimates were made of the
spacecraft KDT&E and Unit costs and of Repair and Refurbishment "module
kits" as a function of MMD. Allowances were made for recovery of residual
costs of modules by refurb and reuse.
These costs were combined with Shuttle/Tug transportation costs (alternates
of $7.3 and $10.5 million per Shuttle flight; $0.6 million per Tug flight)
to obtain the total program costs. For mission durations of 5 to 10 years,
the optimum spacecraft MMD was 5 years.
5.2.2.5 Cost-Optimized MMD Selection. Using results of several analyses pre-
sented in this section of the report, the following conclusions were drawn re-
garding selection of MMD for various types of missions :
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Spacecraft RDT&E Cost
Spacecraft Unit Cost
Transportation Cost
Spacecraft
S
,^
s
 . Refurb(Average;
Expendable
Refurblshable
Expendable
Refurbishable
Initial Placement
Spacecraft Replacement
Repair or Refurb.
-
Spacecraft MMD
1 Yr
$ 95M
95
15
17
2 Yr
$ 105M
107
15
17
, 7
 M
(1)3-7 M, ,
3 . 7 M £
2.k M (2}
3 Yr
$ 115M
120
20
23
2.2 M per set
k.O M per set
(1) Assumes Shuttle flight shared between 2 missions = 50# of $7.3 Million
(2) Assumes Shuttle flight shared among 3 missions = 30<f> of $7-3 Million.
Fig. 5-^ a MMD vs Cost Tradeoff - LEO Mission ($7«3M Shuttle)
S/C
MMD
(Yr.)
1
2
3
Cost
Category
RDT&E
Unit S/C
Spares
Transportation
Total
RDT&E
Unit S/C
Spares
Transportation '
Total
RDT&E
Unit S/C
Spares
Transportation
Total
Pay load Program Cost ($ Million)
• Expendable S/C ^ '
Mission Duration (Yrs)
1
95
30
7
(132 )
2
95
60
15
170
105
30
7
Cite )
3
95
90
22
207
105
1*5.
11
115
60
7
182
10
95
285
W
105
150
37
292
115iko
26
Cj*]J
Refurbishable S/C ^
Mission Duration (Yrs)
1
95
17
2
6
[ 120 |
2
95
17
9
11
| 133 |
107
17
5
6
mo
3 '
95
17
15
16
QED
107
17
9 .
9
EH]
120
23
2
6
151
 .
10
95
17
56
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218
107
17
27
25
[166J
120
23
19
18
180
(l) Shuttle-launched
Fig. 5-^b MMD vs Cost Tradeoff. - LEO Mission ($7-3M Shuttle)
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Spacecraft
RDT&E Cost
Spacecraft
Unit Cost
Transportation
Cost
ST as
Expend.
Refurb.
Expend.
Refurb .
Initial Placement
Spacecraft Repl.
Repair or Refurb.
-
Spacecraft MMD
1 Yr
$ 95M
95
15
17
2 Yr
$ 105M
107
15
17
5-3M (1)
5-3M (1)
3-5M (2)
3 Yr
$ 115M
120
20
23
2.2M per set
k.OM per set
Assumes Shuttle flight snared between 2 missions = 50$ of $5 Million
2) Assumes Shuttle flight shared among 3 missions = 30% of $5 Million.
Pig. 5-5a MMD vs Cost Tradeoff - LEO Mission ($10.5M Shuttle)
s/c
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(Yr)
1
2
3
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RDT&E
Unit S/C
Spares
Transp.
Total
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Spares
Transp.
Total
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Unit S/C
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Transp .
Total
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Expendable S/C ^'
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95
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11
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2 Yrs
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17
2
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17
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(1) Shuttle-launched
Fig. 5-5b MMD vs Cost Tradeoff - LEO Mission ($10.5M Shuttle)
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a. Low Earth Orbit EPS-type Spacecraft. On the basis of least-cost, the op-
timum candidate is a maintainable spacecraft of 2 year MMD to perform a
10-year mission with capability to operate for 1 year before the first
anticipated major failure.
b. Syneq Orbit COMSAT-type Spacecraft. On the basis of least cost, the op-
timum candidate is a 5-year MMD maintainable spacecraft to perform a 10-
year mission with capability to operate for 2.5 years before the first and
anticipated major failure.
c. Planetary Explorer Spacecraft. A spacecraft which can be checked out and
repaired prior to final orbit-launch on a planetary voyage, shows a reason-
able advantage over an expendable non-repairable version; and a 2-year MMD
appears to be the optimum design choice.
d. Cluster Spacecraft. No actual point designs were studied for this config-
uration, and therefore no quantitative cost comparisons have been prepared.
However, a maintainable version with a 1-year MMD appears to be the logical
selection. The expected .occurrence of the first major failure at 6 months
can be readily accommodated by a 6-month Shuttle revisit schedule.
5.2.3 Failure Occurrence vs Orbit Repair and Maintenance
5.2.3.1 Historical Emphasis on Minimization of Failure Probability. Tradition-
al reliability techniques applied to space payloads, assuming that all failures
contributed to mission failure and were random in nature, attempted to make the
probability of failure as small as possible. This practice has been extremely
costly in terms of hardware redundancy incorporated to offset any and all fail-
ures in terms of tests to verify that the required high reliability has been
designed into the system.
5.2.3.2 Recent Analysis of Historical Spacecraft Failure Data. A considerable
amount of data concerning the mechanisms and characteristics of failure have
been amassed. Recent compilations and cataloging of these data have been done
by Planning Besearch Corp. under contracts from NASA and the Wavy Space Systems
Activity. A composite of these data is shown in Fig. 5-6.
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Fig. 5-6 Historical Spacecraft Failures
5.2.3.3 Potential Elimination of Launch/Ascent and Early-Life Failures by
Shuttle. It may be noted on Fig. 5-6 that 26$ of the failures occurred in launch/
ascent. An additional 20% occurred within the first 100 hours of operation.
Using the IMSC-proposed on-orbit pre-placement payload checkout and repair, the
launch/ascent failures can be corrected by installation of spare replacement
modules (carried with initial-launch payloads to orbit).
Because the Shuttle can standby if required during early operation of the payload
on orbit (2 to k days) a large portion, of the 2.5 hours-to-100 hours failures can
also be eliminated by repair. As firm statistical failure data is accumulated
with actual Shuttle/payload operation, this early-life failure period may be re-
duced to hours rather than days, thus reducing the Shuttle standby time.
5.2.3.^  Orbit Maintenance to Accommodate Other Payload Failures.
a. Probable Failure at Mid-MMD Point. With new generation spacecraft of the
maintainable type, having relatively low reliability, there is a very real
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probability that if an orbit failure occurs it vill occur near the mid-MMD
point. By means of such statistical techniques as the Weibull Mortality Equa-
tions, and for electrical/electronic hardware, the Poisson Approximation Equa-
tions; it is possible to compute the probability of exactly one, one or more,
or one or less failures at the mid-MMD point.
Where the probability is appreciable, as it will be in cases where the space-
craft overall failure-potential is of the order of 4o$ for LEO spacecraft or
25$ for Syneq spacecraft; a decision can be made to schedule a repair flight
at that point in time. Even if the failure has not exhibited itself at the
anticipated time, the flight can be used to replace those subsystem modules
which theoretically are approaching a failure point computed by the means
stated. Calculations have been made to determine the probabilities of first-
failure expectancy; a sample of results is shown in Fig. 5-7.
Month
on
Orbit
1 - 2
2 - 3
3 - >l
fc - 5 /
5 - 6
6 - 7
7 - 8
8 - 9 .
9 -10
10 -11
11 -12
Subsystem and type failure
Expts
1st
rtlnm*
2nd
Minor
GNSC
1st
Minor
1st
Major
2nd
Major
C5DPI
1st
Minor
1st Major
(see
action)
2nd
lajor
ACS
1st
Minor
Elec
Pvr
let .
Minor
1st Major
(see action]
2nd
Major
Maintenance Action
Bone
Repair (2*3 C, Partial Befurb CDPI
& Electrical Power
Partial Refurb action expected in
months 5-6, eliminates these
failures
Rone
Hefurbish S/C,
All Modules
Fig. 5-7 On-Orbit Failure Expectancy - Typical EOS
Spacecraft - 1-Year MMD
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b. Combined Repair and Preventive Maintenance. The rationale was thus set up
for (l) repair where a failure had occurred, and (2) on the same Shuttle
flight, partial refurbishment by replacement of modules which have not yet
failed, but for which failure is statistically imminent.
c. Full Eefurb at MMD. Full refurbishment at the MMD point, wherein all mod-
ules are replaced, gives the spacecraft a new lease on life (ready to oper-
ate another MMD period).
5.2.3.5 Met Requirement for Spacecraft Reliability vs MMD. Using the afore-
mentioned periodic repair and refurbishment approach, it is feasible to reduce
the critical failure period to MMD/2. Considering that historical spacecraft
have been designed with statistical operating life ranging from 1.5 MMD to as
much as 10 MMD, it appears that statistical spacecraft failure rates can be
applied over a much shorter time, thereby increasing by a large factor the
calculated reliability for any given set of spacecraft hardware (Rel = e ;
where X = failure rate and t = time of operation without failure).
A corollary effect on spacecraft cost is also evident. With a given reliability
requirement for the spacecraft, the summation-failure budget (2A.) is increased
as a result of decreasing the operating time (t) and with the same spacecraft
reliability:
(1) hardware redundancy can be decreased
(2) lower-reliability parts and components can be utilized
5,2.4 Refurbishment/Eeuse of Spacecraft Hardware
In addition to the use of on-orbit checkout and repair of payloads to elimin-
ate modules which have failed in the rigorous launch/ascent mode or in initial
on-orbit system operation, refurbishment and reuse of spacecraft hardware is
necessary to obtain additional large cost savings.
5.2.4.1 Cycling of Modules in Lieu of Payloads. One of the concepts of pay-
load refurbishment involves delivery of a replacement payload to orbit and
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retrieving and returning the used/failed payload to earth for refurbishment.
This approach provides the maximum-possible workload upon the Shuttle and
Space Tug.
An improved concept developed by IM3C provides for payload refurbishment to
be accomplished in orbit and only the modules to be returned to earth for re-
furbishment/reuse cycling. This module-eyeling approach is particularly bene-
ficial in refurbishment of payloads in Syneq orbit because of the limited
capability of the Space Tug to deliver and retrieve complete payloads. It
also allows multiple-payload refurbishment in low-earth orbit on single Shuttle
flights.
The cost savings resulting from earth-orbit-earth module-cycling in lieu of
payload-eyeling are quite significant, representing large multiples of the
Shuttle per-flight cost.
IMSC performance analyses to date indicate that refurbishment of multiple pay-
loads is feasible :
• A single Shuttle flight carrying replacement modules can revisit and
refurbish three or more payloads in a low-earth common orbit. (it is
not feasible to deliver the replacement payloads to orbit and return
the spent payloads to earth in one Shuttle flight.)
• A pair of Shuttle flights combined with a Tandem Tug launch from LEO
can deliver replacement modules and perform refurbishment in Syneq
orbit of two or more payloads, thus averaging one Shuttle/Tug flight
per payload refurbishment. (A single Shuttle/Tug cannot deliver to
Syneq orbit and return to earth a typical future payload.)
5.2.^ .2 Benefits of Ground Refurbishment. The used/failed modules returned
from orbit by the Shuttle can be processed through a ground refurbishment cycle
and restored to their initial or "new" function and life expectancy. The cost
savings resulting from this hardware cycling are very significant.
In actual design analyses performed on typical payload subsystem modules, the
ratio of refurbishment cost to the cost of a new replacement module has varied
from as low as 9$> to as high as 6o$>; a weighted average- is about 20%. This
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means that there is a potential of oO% average cost saving in the payload hard-
ware cost for each refurbishment (in lieu of replacement with new hardware).
The transportation cost for placing a new payload or revisiting the orbiting
pay load for orbit-refurbis'hment could be approximately the same. However, the
cost advantage is biased toward the refurbishment because (as mentioned pre-
viously) round-tripping a set of replacement modules to orbit costs less on
the average than round-tripping the total payload.
5.2.5 Impact of Hardware Standardization on Payload Repair/Refurb/Reuse
5.2.5.1 Cost Advantages Arising from Standard Modules for On-Orbit Maintenance.
a. Multiple Use of Same Spare Module. Where more than one spacecraft is to be
placed by a single Shuttle flight, savings can be realized by transportation
sharing. In this case, a classic approach would require that not only two
or more spacecraft must be carried, but also a complete set of spare modules
for each, to offset the potential incidence of launch/ascent and Infant
Mortality failures. The spare module complement, however, need not be one
set per spacecraft.
Selecting a representative module such as the sensor module from the S&C
subsystem, the reliability is in excess of 99$ due to the hardware and
functional redundancy included. The failure probability of one or less
percent is thus not great, and applies to each of the two modules within
the S&C subsystem of each of the two spacecraft carried by the Shuttle.
Should this module fail in Spacecraft No. 1 either prior to the pre-
placement checkout onboard the Shuttle or immediately post-placement with-
in the Shuttle loiter period, the laws of chance have resulted in failure
within the 1$ domain. With the identical module in spacecraft No. 2, the
.chance of not failing is still 99$ and, while the failure is possible as
a second incidence of the same anomaly, the likelihood is not greater than
1$ and is probably less.
It appears reasonable (and statistically supportable), therefore, not to
carry more modules than one of each type; i.e., one set to accommodate all
spacecraft.
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b. Selection of Most Failure-Prone Modules. If greater assurance is required,
then the technique to determine the optimum number would be to rank all
modules in descending order of their probability of failure and carry two
each of the modules having the greatest failure potential. In this case,
there would be very few modules required at a level of more than one spare
module for each module type.
5-2.5-2 The Impact of Hardware Standardization Upon Module Refurbishment/Reuse.
The plan for module refurbishment/reuse and the large payoff in dollar savings
(versus replacement of used/failed spacecraft modules with new modules) can be
enhanced even further with standardization of the hardware elements; parts,
components, and the modules themselves.
Not only will the procurement and warehousing of spare parts be simplified, but
the variety of field crew used for disassembly, assembly, repair, and retest
can be substantially reduced.
Further, service experience with standardized hardware can be more readily ac-
cumulated, diagnosed, and corrective action initiated. A much larger universe
for test sampling of identical or similar hardware will be available and both
development and qualification test costs can be reduced.
5.2.6 Effective Combinations of Reliability/MMD/Repair/Refurbishment
As may be seen from the foregoing text; reliability, MMD, Mission Duration, on-
orbit repair, partial refurbishment, full refurbishment, and selective ground
maintenance at several levels to refurbish modules returned from space all have
strong and interacting impacts upon costs to a payload program. In addition,
the level of confidence to which reliable performance is to be demonstrated has
a decided impact upon the cost of performance-verification-testing; further, in
cases where overall mission success is to be demonstrated at the end of a mis-
sion (or missions), confidence level has a cost impact on the planning and test-
ing of hardware destined for the next similar mission. As all of the parameters
mentioned are interactive, selective variations can be made to achieve cost-
effective compromises. Iteration of these variations indicated several trends
which permitted general conclusions to be made.
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a. Minimum Reliability/CL. In selecting reliability figures of merit and
confidence levels select minimum system values consistent with mission
requirements.
b. Optimized MMD. Tradeoff MMD versus mission duration, with selected relia-
bility held constant, so that the optimum program cost, including trans-
portation, repair, refurbishment, and modules residual value can be
tabulated and compared (as shown in Figs. 5-^t> and 5~5b).
c. Maximum Residual Value in Modules. Design modules for subsystems which
exhibit the greatest residual values (examples of technique included in
Section 5-2.2 of the Design Guide, 0430-015^ 696).
d. Transportation Sharing. Determine the maximum sharing of transportation
for both placement and maintenance flights.
e. Pre-Scheduled Repair/Refurb. Pre-schedule Shuttle flight operations to
perform both repair and full refurbishment of orbiting payloads (nominal-
ly, repair at MMD/2; refurbishment at MMD point).
f. Spare Modules for Placement Missions. To offset launch/ascent and early-
life failures, carry a set of spare modules to orbit with each initial-
placement spacecraft. The particular types and quantities of modules will
be based on statistical analyses of failure probability.
g. Cluster Revisit. For Cluster spacecraft schedule revisits at half yearly
intervals; and at the time of experiments change, recalibration, or up-
dating make whatever spacecraft repairs are indicated and partially re-
furbish in accordance with mid-MMD potential failure expectation.
h. Optimum Discard Point for Module. When undertaking the refurbishment of
modules returned from space, set service life limits upon the modules;
I
i.e., after n refurbishment operations during which some of the module
internal hardware elements are retained, the module should be considered
as expendable. The discard point should coincide with the service life
of the longest-lived element (dynamic) of the module under consideration.
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The techniques set forth in this sub-section 5-2 as being productive of cost-
effective space hardware and programs have not been detailed to any extent.
Die concepts appear viable after subjecting them to limited application.
Further study is required to refine these concepts into a complement of esti-
mating methods by which informed cost decisions can be made.
5-3 SELECTION AND MISSION APPLICATION OF STANDARD HARDWARE
5-3-1 Standard Subsystem Selection and Application to Mission-Peculiar Spacecraft
5-3-1.1 The Inventory of Standard Modules. The group of subsystem modules de-
signed for the point-design satellites (Earth Observatory Satellite and the
Communication Satellite) were augmented by additional modules to establish an
inventory of standard modules to accommodate the various missions in the Mis-
sion Model. This inventory of modules is described in par. 4.3.7-4.
5-3-1-2 Screening Out Very Special Missions. Detail inspection of the sub-
system requirements for the various missions was necessary to screen out those
mission applications which have very special requirements. An example is the
outer-planet missions which have very special communications and electrical
power requirements.
5-3-1.3 Basic Modules and Variants. In establishing the standard module in-
ventory, emphasis was placed upon retaining the smallest possible quantity of
basic modules, creating variants to these as necessary. A "variant" to a
basic module is described as the addition, deletion, or replacement of a com-
ponent (or components) within the basic module which will enhance or change
the functional capability or design life of the module but will not alter its
basic external functional interfaces nor its size (there may be a minor weight
variation). The reason for restricting the quantity of basic modules is two-
fold:
(l) The RDT&E cost, which must be amortized over the using spacecraft,
is minimized with the least quantity of different modules requiring
development (the variants add only a small increment of the cost re-
quired to develop another basic module).
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(2) The logistics of supply, storage, refurbishment, and re-use are
simplified with the smallest quantity of basic modules.
5.3.1.^  Assignment of Standard Subsystem Modules to the Mission Model. From
the inventory of standard subsystem modules, a set of modules was selected
for each mission, balancing the following cost-affecting objectives :
a. Select the least quantity of different modules within a subsystem
category.
b. Select a module whose capability is closest to the mission require-
ment (at least equal to but with minimum excess capability).
Figure 5-8 is a portion of the complete tabulation showing standard module
assignments to each mission (NASA missions 29 through 35 are shown).
5.3.2 Standard Spacecraft Selection
Standard spacecraft are multipurpose spacecraft; they are able to support one
of several different experiments, one on any particular mission. To do this
the standard spacecraft may either carry the subsystem modules satisfying the
most demanding mission every time, or it may make use of such alternate plug-
in modules whose capability more closely matches the requirements of the par-
ticular mission.to be flown.
5.3-2.1 Mission Assumptions. The Standard Spacecraft application analysis
for this study was limited to LEO missions.
.To allow direct cost comparison of the Standard Spacecraft approach with the
other modes, each Standard Spacecraft was assigned to .fly the same mission as
the equivalent mission-peculiar spacecraft; the spacecraft MMD was the same
as the baseline; and the repair/refurbishment schedules were identical. In
this way, the effects of standardization (in this case, the application of
Standard Spacecraft to replace mission-peculiar spacecraft) upon program cost
could be readily segregated.
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Mission
29
30
31
32
33
3*
35
Small ATS-B
Des. Life » 1 yr
Syneq
5CX) W
Small ATS-A
Des. Life = 1 yr
LEO
500 W
Coop A1B -A
Dee. Life = 2 yr
Syneq
500 W
Coop AXS-B
Des. Life ° 2 yr
LEO
500 W
Medical Network
Des. Life = 5 yr
Syneq
1200 W
Educat. Broadcast
Dee . Life « 5 yr
Syneq
2UOO W
Follow-On Sys. Demon.
Des. Life = 5 yr
Syneq.
1200 W
S&C
Mod. No.
3&C-1
3&C-2
3&C-3
5&C-1
3&C-2
3&C-3
S&C-l
5&C-2
J&C-3
S&C-l
S&C-2
S&C-3
S&C-2-1
S&C-4
S&C-2-1
S&C-l*
S&C-2-1
s&c-i*
Qty.
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
CDPI
Mod. No.
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
CDPI-1*
CDPI-1*
CDPI-1*
$ty.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
EPS
Mod. No.
EPS-1-3
EPS-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
EPS-1-7
EPS -6
EPS-7
EPS-1-3
EPS-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
EPS-1-7
EPS-6
EPS-7
EPS-1-7
EPS-5
EPS-6
EPS-7-1
EPS-2-5
EPS-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
EPS-1-7
EPS-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
^ty.
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
2
1
ACS
Mod. No.
ACS-2
ACS-1
ACS-2
ACS-1
ACS-2
ACS-2
ACS-2
_gty_.
i*
k
k
l*
i*
l*
i*
Fig. 5-8 Standard Module Assignment to Missions
(Portion of Tabulation)
5.3.2.2 Effects of Optimized Missions. The aspect that has been reserved for
later optimization is spacecraft MMD versus cost. The other trades vere con-
cluded in this study and have resulted in lower costs with use of Standard
hardware. There is, however, a further cost reduction attainable by optim-
izing Spacecraft MMD versus repair/refurbishment level and schedule.
Although general analyses for optimized MMD were performed (see par. 5-2.2),
the time and budget constraints of the study did not allow application of
this MMD optimization to the Standard Spacecraft in the cost summaries.
Rather, the Standard Spacecraft were assumed to be designed/operated with the
same mission MMD as the baseline payloads (reference to Aerospace Corporation
Case A).
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5.3-2.3 Tradeoff Considerations for Standard Spacecraft Quantity/Type. Among
the parameters that have a bearing on the number of different standard space-
craft that lead to minimum program cost, spacecraft utilization and require-
ments-overkill are the most important. Utilization is the basis for amortiza-
tion of spacecraft R&D. Overkill reflects the excess unit cost paid as a
result of using a limited number of standard hardware options to satisfy a
wide spectrum of requirements (in general the requirement is less than the
capability of any one of the standard hardware options). The cost tradeoff
is primarily between these two parameters, except as it is mitigated by the
provision of modularized subsystems options. The subdivision of the space-
craft into subsystem modules makes it possible to (l) increase the number of
standard spacecraft variants without significant increase in cost, and (2)
to eliminate any excessive overkill.
5.3.2.4 Selection of Standard Spacecraft and Assignment of Standard Modules.
A total of 15 LEO missions, were found to be supportable by Standard Spacecraft.
Three basic designs were selected, SSC-1, SSC-2, and SSC-3. Nine minor var-
iants to the basic design, comprising different complements of standard sub-
system modules, were also established. The assignment of a basic or a variant
Standard Spacecraft to each of the 15 missions is shown on Figs. 5~9a and 5~9b«
The standard modules assigned to the Standard Spacecraft are also shown on
Figs. 5-9a and 5-9"b for the four subsystems, Stabilization & Control (S&C),
Communications, Data Processing, & Instrumentation (CDPl), Electrical Power
(EPS), and Attitude Control (ACS). The spaceframe, integral electrical har-
nesses, and the thermal control system elements are tailored to each of the
three basic spacecraft.
5.3.2.5 Special Cost Impact of Standard Spacecraft Variants. Development and
qualification tests will require that the Standard Spacecraft be proven by a
two-step approach: (l) testing the maximum subsystems complement represented
in either the basic or variant spacecraft, and (2) separately testing the var-
iants to determine possible effects of the minor system alteration resulting
from a module exchange. This testing would of course be considerably less
costly than testing 12 Standard Spacecraft separately (3 basic plus 9 variants)
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8td.
S/C
wn
83C-1 ~^)
(H&slc)
B8C-1-1
S3 C- 1-2
S3C-1-3
SSC-l-U
SSC-1-5
SSC-2 ">
(fcaalc)
SSC-2 }
(fcaaic)
SSC-2-1
SSC-2-2
Mission
No.
6
1
7
23
30
32
13
15
17
19
Name
060
Aitronomy-
Exploror A
Gravity/
Relativity
Earth
Physics
Small ATS
Coop ATS
ffiAO-C
Large
Stellar
Telescope
Large
Jolar
Observa-
tory
Large
Radio
Observa-
tory
8&C Subsystem
Module No.
S&C-l
S&C-2
8&C-3
rgyc^r
S&C-2
S&C-3
S&C-l
S&C-2
3&C-3
rs&co:
S&C-2
S&C-3
S&C-l
3&C-2
S&C-3
m<r-i
S&C-2
S&C-3
S&C-l
S6C-2
S&.C-6
S&C-l
S&C-2 .
S&C-6
S&C-l
S&C-2
S&C-6
S&C-l
S&C-2
S&C-6
Qty.
1
1
1
-?
1
1
1
. 1
32ii
iii
7i
2
1
2
2
1
2
o
1
2
2
1
2
CDPI Subsystem
Module No.
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI- 3
CDPI-6
CDPI-1
I CDPI- 3
1®£I=3-I_-
CDPI-6
Gaitd I
CDPI -2
CDPI- 3
ES3E£I_~
tcFprr
CDPI-2
CDPI- 3
CDPI-6
r5Wl7[
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
!cpfFT
CDPI-~2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
' CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
, CDPI-6
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
QtyJ
1
1
1
1
—mi
0
._JUi
za
•i
~sii
T
"r1ii
ii
.1i
iiii
iiii
iiii
EPS Subsystem
Module No.
,
EPS- 1-5
EPS-6
EPS -7
IpFGi- :
fc£_
EP8-7
|gs?a_~
fe*~
EPS -7
IEPS-I-SEa^"L:
EPS-7
|tePS-l-5ipszij__
EPS-6
EPS-7
EPS-6
EPS-7
EP8-2-U
EPS-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
EPB-2-U
EPS-5
EPS-6
EPS-7
EPS-2-4_
EPS-7
i&ZECIEPS -2-6
EPS-5Ips75" _
EPS-7
Qty.
2
2
1
na
_ .JJ
_u
1
2
-F
^6-|
^u2
1
~ 2
1
2
2
5
1
2
2
5
1
2
-P
1
3D
2
2
XI
1
ACS Subsystem
Module Ho.
ACS-1
A 03-1
ACS-1
ACS-1
ACS-1
ACS-1
ACS-1-1
ACS-1-1
«
ACS-1-1
ACS-1-1
Qty
U
1*
U
U
k
k
4
u
u
k
Fig. 5~9a Standard Modules Assigned to LEO Standard Spacecraft
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Btd.
8/C
Bn
8SC-3 1
(Basic;
SSC-3 j(fl»»icj
SSC-3 ")(Basic)
SSC-3-1
SSC-3-1
Mies Ion
No.
26
T7
21
25
75
Name
Polar EPS
Polar BBS
Polar EOS
TIROS
T08 Met
8&C Subsystem
Modulo No.
• s&c-i
3iC-2
S«iC-3
3&C-1
8&C-2
8&C-3
S&C-l
S&C-2
S8.C-3
S8.C-1
8&CT-2
BStC-S-2
'3&C-3|8&C^
ss.9-1
8&C-2
S&C-2-2
S&C-3
S&C-k
1
 ftty.
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
-2-14i
- ° 1ij
° l
o~l
-H
_u
CDPI Subsystem
Modi»l« No.
CDPI-1
, CDPI-2
' CDPI-3
' CDPI-6
cnpi-i
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
&B-1
'CDPI-2
(CDPI-2-1
'CDPI-3 _|CDP"i-3-2
CDPI-6
ICDPJ-;
"CDPI-2
ICDPI-2-l
CDPI-3
CDPI-3-2
CDPI-6
Qty.
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
_o_
0 1
-§J
~ni
0
0
2 |
~ol
-JJ
1
EPS Subsystem II ACS Subsystem
HoduAe kb.
EP8-2-5
EPS -6
EPS-T
EPS-2-5
EPS -6
EPS -7
EP3-2-5
EPS -6
EPS-T
EPS-1-5
EPS -6
EPS-7
EPS-7-1
EPS-1-5
SB5s|r5__ -EPS-6
EPS-7
EPS-7-1
2 ACS-1-1
2 1
I
2
3
1
*;
2
""pi
2
0
1 .
ACS-1-1
ACS-1-1
lACS-1[ACS -1-1
ftCS-l
ACS-1-1
ftty,
U
U
U
U
' 0
'T
0
Note: Modules shown as f""xX-oTjare variants to the basic SSC complement of standard subsystem
modules *~"~
Fig. 5-9t> Standard Modules Assigned to IEO Standard Spacecraft
5-3.3 Cluster Spacecraft Selection
Cluster Spacecraft are multipurpose spacecraft that are capable of supporting
several missions at the same time. Within limits, its supporting subsystems
complement can be changed in a modular fashion (in orbit) to match the require-
ments of later (as yet undefined) missions.
5•3.3-1 Mission Considerations. The Cluster Spacecraft application analysis
for this study was limited to EEO missions.
The prerequisite for the forming of a Cluster Spacecraft concept is the coin-
cidence of mission orbits, and of flight schedules for adaptable payloads. In
o^hei" words, here is another dimension of standardization. Its benefits,
which are in addition to the other potential savings due to space hardware
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standardization, are derived from the sharing of Shuttle transportation costs
for the placement and servicing of multiple payloads consolidated into a few
super spacecraft or Clusters.
With the sharing of transportation costs among missions, the cost of in-orbit
payload repair and refurbishment goes down; also, the cost of in-orbit payload
repair and refurbishment goes down; also, the significance of payload reliabil-
ity is diminished and the cost-optimum spacecraft MMDs can be.below the base-
line mission values.
5.3.3.2 Tradeoff Considerations for Cluster Spacecraft Quantity/Type. Basi-
cally the same trade parameters that were significant for the Standard Space-
craft were considered for the Cluster Spacecraft; namely, spacecraft utilization
and requirements overkill. The mission-capture potential for a Cluster Space-
craft is normally more restricted than for a Standard Spacecraft. However, if
the same degree of modularization and standardization proposed for the space-
craft subsystems is also applied to the experiments and their support interface;
further flexibility and mission-capture might be possible.
Following a conservative approach, the experiment interfaces were considered
mission-peculiar; therefore, two or three Cluster types are required to replace
the many mission-peculiar spacecraft in the Mission Model.
5.3.3.3 Selection of Cluster Spacecraft for EEO Missions.
a. Common Experiment Support Requirements. A preliminary delineation of which
missions could be handled by a given Cluster Spacecraft was performed in
Task 1.1 (described in Section l). At that time the groundrule was to im-
plement an all-up spacecraft which would, from the beginning, be able to
support the maximum requirements envisioned during its mission life.
A close inspection of the LEO-mission experiment support requirements shows
a considerable repetition of certain spacecraft supporting subsystem modules
(and therefore, subsystem operating characteristics). Such subsystems can
be shared, if missions are clustered on discrete Cluster Spacecraft.
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b. Cluster Spacecraft Types .
(1) EPS-Type Cluster. One conglomerate of missions seems to be predes-
tined to fly on a Cluster; it embraces all the LEO earth observation
missions, earth resources, and meteorology missions. The sensors for
these missions operate with a minimum of mutual interference. The
present IMSC EOS design study explored the aspects of multi-experiment
integration (see par. 4.5.3-2).
(2) Astronomical Observatory Cluster. Another group of missions with sim-
ilar support requirements are the large astronomical observatories in
low-inclination orbit. The design problems of combining two stellar-
oriented observatories (HEAD and 1ST) were investigated in the Large
Astronomical Observatory point design development (Task 1.4) and dis-
cussed in par. 4.5.3-1- The other pair of observatories, ISO and LRO,
were separately integrated.
c. Application of Cluster Spacecraft. Two basic Cluster Spacecraft were se-
lected, CSC-1 and CSC-2. A single variant, CSC-1-1, was established to ac-
commodate the large experiment packages of the ISO and LRO missions; the
variant comprised the addition of larger solar arrays and 2 additional bat-
tery modules to accommodate the higher power requirements.
Figure 5-10 lists the Cluster Spacecraft and the assignment to 11 LEO mis-
sions .
5.3.3.4 Assignment of Standard Modules to Clusters. An inspection of the re-
quirements for the 11 missions to be supported by the Clusters revealed that,
with one exception, the spacecraft standard modules used to support the mission-
peculiar and Standard Spacecraft could also be used for the Cluster missions.
The exception is the Electrical Power subsystem wherein the simultaneous sup-
port of several sets of mission equipment would require larger-capacity solar
array modules, EP3-4 and EP3-4-1. The assignment of modules to the Cluster
Spacecraft are listed in Fig. 5"10.
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Cluster
3/C
No.
csc-i 3
OSSf'e')
C8C-1-1
CSC-2 3(Basic;
Mistion
No.
1
6
13
15
IT
19
21
25
26
7511}
Name
Stellar
Oriented
Observa-
tory
Cluster
Solar/
Stellar
Oriented
Observ.
Cluster
Sun -Sync .
Earth Obs .
Cluster
SAC Subsystem
Module No.
S&C-l
S&C-2
S&C-6
S&C-l
S&C-2
SScC-6
S&C-l
S&C-2
S&C-6
"
ftty.
2
l
3
-2
1
3
2
1
1
"
CDPI Subsystem
Module No.
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI- 3
CDPI-6
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
CDPI-1
CDPI-2
CDPI-3
CDPI-6
Qty.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
EPS Subsystem
Module No.
EPS-4*
EPS-5
EPS -6
EPS-7
g|g-Vr ~~.r
EFS-i*-l»
!SE-5
IEPS-6
EPS-T
EPS-U-2*
EPS-6
EPS-T
Qty.
2
2
8
1
Tl
. 2
"~o1
151
2
8
1
ACS 8ub»y§t«m
Module Mo.
ACS-1-1
ACS-1-1
ACS-1-1
Qty.
4
k
k
Notes : * The three different modules marked with asterisk .are nev module variants required
only for the cluster spacecraft.
** Modules shown asnoc-TTare variants to the basic CSC complement.
Fig. 5-10 LEO Cluster Spacecraft & Standard Module Assignment
5.4 BEST MIX OF STANDARD SPACE HARDWARE
The evaluation criterion for determining the most desirable, payload program
is: that the minimum total program cost will accrue from combined payload and
Shuttle operations in performing the mission objectives of the NASA Mission
Model. Because the type and quantity of unmanned payloads has such pronounced
effect on the economics of the Shuttle program, it seems reasonable to consider
the future payload programs an adjunct or corollary to the Shuttle program and
evaluate them Q.S a single combined program.
For this reason, Shuttle transportation costs have been a principal parameter
in the IMSC tradeoffs to accomplish lowest-cost payload programs and in select
tion of the standard hardware required to implement these programs.
5.^ .1 Mission Assumptions
5.4.1.1 Mission Model. The application of Standard space hardware was con-
sidered for the majority of unmanned missions described in the NASA Mission
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Model (as identified in Section 1 of this report); purposely excluded were
missions No. 55 through 60, the outer-planet missions. The LEO mission para-
meters were modified by the substitution of common orbits, also as described
in Section 1.
5-^ .1.2 Limitation to LEO. The application of Standard Spacecraft and Cluster
Spacecraft was limited to LEO missions.
5.^ .2 Principal Cost-Affecting Parameters
The process of determining the least-cost space program hardware concepts in-
volves manipulation of the primary cost drivers in each cost category (Space-
craft R&D and Unit Cost, Transportation Cost, etc.), to find the optimum solu-
tion. Cost drivers and the major mechanisms for cost savings due to standard-
ization have been discussed earlier in this report; in summary, the principal
affecting parameters influencing both space program cost and potential stand-
ardization are:
• Spacecraft MMD
• Functional commonality of spacecraft equipment
• Mission-orbit commonality
• Shuttle capability to place or revisit multiple payloads on a
single flight
5.^.3 The Different Standard Hardware Considered
Three types of standard space hardware have been described earlier in the re-
port and each has been separately applied to NASA missions :
• Standard Subsystems/Modules - Applied to mission-peculiar spacecraft
(M.P. S/C)
• 15 Standard Spacecraft (SSC) - Substituted for LEO mission-peculiar
spacecraft
• 3 Cluster Spacecraft (CSC) - Replaces groups of LEO mission
spacecraft
The best combination of these will be determined to obtain an overall minimum
cost for the 4^-5 NASA missions considered.
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5.4.4 Sharing of Costs
The basic effect of standardization is to allow sharing of initial or common
recurring costs. This may be in terms of component, subsystems, or spacecraft
R&D expenditures, or in terms of transportation or spares (spacecraft modules)
costs. With the Cluster mode, there is also sharing of Unit costs. The com-
parison of cost-sharing effects is shown in Fig. 5-11-
Subsystem RDT&E Cost
Space frame RDT&E Cost
Spaceframe Unit Cost
Transportation Cost
Non-Std .
Subsystems
M.P. S/C
0
0.
0
Low
Standard Subsystems
M.P. S/C
High
0
0
Low
Std. S/C
High
Mod.
0
Low
Cluster S/C
High
Mod.
Mod.
Mod .
Fig. 5-11 Cost-Sharing Effects
From this comparison, it can be concluded that Cluster Spacecraft appear to be
ideal. However, there are both RDT&E and Unit cost effects for Standard Space-
craft (SSC) and Cluster Spacecraft (CSC) which are opposed to the sharing ef-
fect . Also, all missions cannot be accommodated by SSC or CSC.
5.4.5 Sensitivity Analyses
The analysis to determine a best-mix combination of the three types of Standard
hardware included the effects of four sensitivity analyses.
A preliminary standardization mode selection was made and used as a base for
the sensitivity analyses :
• 11 LEO Missions
• 4 LEO Missions
• 30 Remaining Earth-
Orbit and Planetary
Missions
Cluster Spacecraft
Standard Spacecraft
Mission Peculiar Spacecraft
with Standard Modules
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5.^.5-1 Sensitivity to Transportation and Repair Costs. Three specific cases
were set up and the sensitivity determined :
(1) Increase Spacecraft Spares Unit Cost by 50$
Impact - Negligible impact on cost; no effect on the mode of
standardization selected
(2) Double the Quantity of Shuttle Revisit Flights
Impact - Strongest impact on MPSC; moderate impact on SSCj almost
none on CSC. Mode selection not affected.
(3) Increase Shuttle Per-Flight Cost by 50%
Impact - Strongest impact on MPSC; moderate impact on SSC; none on
CSC. Mode selection not affected
(*0 Assume Zero Transportation Costs
Impact - MPSC costs reduced the most. Mode selection not affected..
5.^.5-2 MPSC and SSC Sensitivities. Two cases vere set up and sensitivities
determined :
(1) Vary the Ratio of Average RDT&E to Unit Cost for MPSC Spaceframe
Between Extreme Scatter Values
Impact - Effect on MPSC and SSC costs is negligible. Mode selection
not affected.
(2) Share.MPSC Shuttle Flights with Other Payloads
Impact - Effect on MPSC cost is significant. However, mode selection
is not affected.
5•^••5-3 Cluster Sensitivities. Two cases were set up and sensitivities deter-
mined :
(l) Vary the Quantity of Clusters Serviced on a Single Shuttle Flight
Between h a n d 1 .
Impact - Noticeable effect on CSC program cost. Mode selection
not affected.
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(2) Vary the Quantity of Missions Sharing a Cluster Between k and 1
Impact - The cost of the CSC program is noticeably increased as
number of missions supported is decreased. In fact, if a Cluster
can be only marginally utilized, it is less costly to change to
the Standard Spacecraft mode.
5.4.6 The Optimum Low-Cost Implementation of Standard Hardware
The following conclusions were drawn from the "best-mix" analysis of Task 1.6
of the study.
5.4.6.1 Choice of Hardware Mode.
(1) The Cluster Spacecraft should be selected for all LEO missions which
can be grouped into a common orbit point.
(2) The Cluster should also be investigated for Syneq orbit missions.
The payoff is significant in terms of (a) reducing maneuvering re-
quirements for revisit missions with the Space Tug and (b) reducing
the problem of payload collision among separate payloads dispatched
to similar longitude positions.
(3) The Standard Spacecraft should be selected for all LEO missions
not accommodated by the Clusters.
5.4.6.2 The Best Mix. For the 45 missions investigated, the best mix to ob-
tain lowest overall program cost, including transportation, was determined to
be :
Standard Hardware Mode
Cluster Spacecraft
Standard Spacecraft
Standard Subsystems/Modules
NASA Missions
11 LEO Missions ;
(1, 6, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 25, 26,
75, 77)
4 LEO Missions:
(7, 23, 30, 32)
30 Remaining Missions
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5.^ .6.3 Step Program for Implementation of Standardization Into the Space
Program. A single set of spacecraft standard subsystem modules can be used
to implement all three aforementioned modes of standardization. This would
allow strong consideration of a "step" program by NASA to implement the stan-
dard hardware, starting with certain standard subsystems and gradually expand-
ing the premise, eventually including Standard Spacecraft and the Cluster
concepts.
5.b.6.k Common HMD for Standard Modules. A further significant saving in
standard module cost and in spacecraft costs can be attained by "standardizing"
(and shortening) the design life or MMD of the various standard hardware (this
optimization has not been included in the current study).
a. LEO Missions. For DEO missions, a rather short MMD can be assigned based
on the frequent Shuttle revisits to common orbits. A regular revisit sched-
ule of once each six months to a particular payload will allow assignment
of a 1-year MMD (far lower than the average of the currently-specified base-
line payloads).
b. Syneq Missions. For Syneq orbit missions, the high relative cost of trans-
portation per payload currently forces the calculated optimum MMD to 5
years. With Clusters in Syneq orbit, using module-exchange mode in lieu
of spacecraft exchange mode, and with regular revisits scheduled more fre-
. quently (once per year), the spacecraft MMD can be reduced to 2 years. A
specific analysis of the Syneq mission optimization (not included in this
study) is required.
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Section 6
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF LOW-COST STANDARD PAYLOADS
This section of the report provides a summary of the outputs of Task 1.8 of the
study, including samples of the many documents prepared and emphasizing the
quantitative cost data developed and the space program cost impact of using
low-cost, refurbishable, and standard spacecraft in lieu of expendable space-
craft.
Principal effort was directed to .45 selected NASA and non-NASA missions. How-
ever, cost extrapolations have been made to the total space program mission
model for the 1979-1990 period.
Details of the analyses may be found in a separate LMSC report, LMSC-D157918,
dated 31 March 1972, "Task 1.8 - Plans and Costs for Low-Cost Standard Space
Hardware".
6.1 TASK OBJECTIVES. ASSUMPTIONS. APPROACH
6.1.1 Objectives
The basic objective of Task 1.8 of the study was to determine the quantitative
cost savings resulting from implementation of low-cost, refurbishable, and
standard space hardware in lieu of traditional expendable unmanned payloads
for the 1979-1990 time period.
Sub-objectives were :
(1) Prepare preliminary Program Plans for the proposed future payload
development and operations
(2) Prepare detail cost estimates of the LMSC-designed low-cost, re-
furbishable, standard hardware in the three primary areas of
standard subsystems, Standard Spacecraft, and Cluster Spacecraft.
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(3) Develop new Shuttle/Tug flight schedules and payload quantity re-
quirements for supporting all the space missions (capture analysis)
(*0 Summarize all cost data and prepare cost streams (funding require-
ments by year) for RDT&E, Investment and Operations costs for the
comparative payload approaches.
6.1.2 Assumptions
The major groundrules and assumptions underlying the task effort are listed in
Fig. 6-1.
(1) Use NASA/HQ Mission Model dated March 1971 less outer planets missions.
(2) All new cases established to be comparable to Aerospace Case A.
(3) Spacecraft Mean Mission Duration (MMD) to be the same as Aerospace
Case A (no optimization).
CO All spacecraft to be Shuttle-launched (except Case A).
(5) Baseline costs for spacecraft and space transportation same as those
reported by Aerospace for Case A.
(6) Develop alternate cost streams for 1979 and 1985 Space Tug IOC.
(7) Apply Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Spacecraft to ISO missions only.
Apply Standard Subsystems to LEO, High-Energy, Syneq, and Planetary
Missions.
(8) All Payload repair or refurbishment accomplished In orbit. Modules
only returned to earth for refurbishment.
(9) Use $7.3 million per Shuttle flight and $0.6 million per Space Tug
Flight as user fees
(10) All payloads (except Case A) to be lov-cost, refurbishable versions
with payload weight and volume.
(11) Use calculated full-refurbishment and repair payload weight and
volume (partial refurbishment) costs for all missions. Use alternate
repair and full-refurbishment flights.
(12) Low-cost, refurbishment/reuse, and standardization principles/costs
n o t applied t o experiment packages. Baseline costs o f experiments . . .
carried as constant dollars; baseline experiment weights increased
to allow later incorporation of low-cost versions. Experiment opera-
tions costs per Aerospace.
Fig. 6-1 Groundrules & Assumptions
6.1.3 Case Definition and Delta-$ Matrix
Eight new cases were established for analysis, costing, and comparison. Figure
6-2 provides a definition of the eight cases D,. D-l, D-2, E, E-l, E-2, F, and G.
Case A is used as a baseline and is identical to the Aerospace Corp. Case A used
in their previous analyses.
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Case
* A
D
D-l
D-2
E
B-l
E-2
F
0
Sj«cecraf tTy^
Kisslm-Pecullar
Pas- IL-is
Mission-Peculiar
(LOW -cos t. )
CRt'furblghatleJ
Hiss Ion-Peculiar
Lew-Coat
ttefurblshable
Cstandard _)
Low-Coat
Rjfurblshable
f Cluster )
Low-Cost
Refurblahable
Pay Load
Usage
Expendable
-
(^usable 3
Reusable
(£xp.>r.dabLft ")
Reusable
ReusabL*
Expend ab le
Reusable
Reusable
Subaygteaa
Type
Kijslon
Peculiar
(^tatidard)
S pace f rone
Type
Peculiar
/S t an r t an iN
^-^—^
, ^G/rj
Transportation
Expendable
^Reusable y
/L.X :>;:ia ab le/A
Vj'i.^'.bl. V
Reusable
Reusable
Expend able/
Re'iaable
Reusable
Reusable
Reusable
Spice Tug
IOC
U.K..
1979
1985
1979
1979
1985
1979
N.A.
Mission
Application
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
f I£0 ^ \
^_2&U
oaly
AL\ Aerospace Ctese A
Fig. 6-2 Case Definition
/
Six "basic comparisons were established among the nine total cases to derive the
cost savings for each of the cost-affecting categories. Figure 6-3 illustrates
the six cost-sharing categories and identifies the case-comparisons required to
obtain the dollar savings.
"~~~-^ ^ Cases
Cost-^--^
Sharing Cateyory~~-~^^_^
Lew -Cost Approach
Refurbishment/Repair
Standard Subsystems
Standard Spacecraft
ILFO Missions only)
Cluster Spacecraft
(Lf 0 Missions only)
Delaved Reusable Tua
Baseline
A
i»
Full Low-Cost
D
- A-D2
.^
•<«
i$ -
D-l D-2
-At.
..,-<?
• •• •
'A - DJ - E.
) - Dl
•»•
Std. Subsystems
E
&
-•
E-l E-2
°
 E
'l .
t i • E -
1
a$ -JE - EI
Std. S/C
F
F
M .
• -*
Cluster
G
p - o
-»••
DBS pay load-only costs.
Fig. 6-3 Case Comparison Matrix
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6.1.4 General Approach to the Analysis
The overall approach used in determining the costs of various options and the
cost impacts is shown in Fig. 6-k. Basic inputs to IMSC for the analyses com-
prised: (1) the NASA Mission Model; -(2) the capabilities of the Shuttle and
Space Tug; and (3) the Shuttle and Tug per-flight users' costs.
OUTURE ANALYSIS
(Schedules For)
Nev S/C Procurement
Orbital Bepalrc
Orbital Refurt
Retrieval!
Ground Refurt
Rcvlelta
Backup S/C
Repeat Exper. R&I>
Nev Experiaenta
Fig. 6-k Approach to Analysis and Costing
6.2 DATA BASE
6.2.1 Data Sources
Figure 6-5 summarizes the principal data sources. The Aerospace data are con-
tained in Volumes I through V of their report Wo. ATR-72(7231)-! dated August
1971.
6.2.2 Design Data
6.2.2.1 Definition of Point Designs. As a result of the cost-optimization
analyses (described in Section 5), point-design spacecraft were selected which
would cover (using minimum extrapolation) the range of requirements of the
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• Baseline Design and Costs
t Low-Cost Design and Costs
• CER's
• Low-Cost Designs
* Refurbishable Designs
Payload Eftects Study - NAS W-2I56
c OAO (1 yr)
« SEO(2yr)
• SRS(.Syr)
Pavload Effects Follow-On Study - NAS W-2312
EOS (1 yr)
COMSAT (Syr)
Cost Impart of MMD
Standard Modules
Standard Spacecraft
Cluster Spacecraft
• Aerospace Study
9 Baseline Traffic Model Definition
• Experiment Weights and Costs
t Transportation Costs
t Space Tug Economics Study • NAS 8-27709 •
t Computer Program
• Tug Performance
Fig. 6-5 Data Sources
various spacecraft represented in the mission model. Figure 6-6 lists these
new IMSC point designs and their basic characteristics.
Spacecraft
?ype
ECS •
COMSAT
Planetary
Large Astron
Observatory
EOS
Large Astron
Observatory
EOS
Standard
Hardware
Point Design
Standard
Subsystem
Modules
Standard
Spacecraft
Cluster
Spacecraft
Spacecraft
MMD
1 Yr. '
5 Yr.
2 Yr.
1 Yr.
2 Yr.
1 Yr.
1 Yr.
Payload
Reliability
.600.
• 750
.750
.600
.600
.600
.630
Potential
Mission
Applications
LEO,
Planetary
LEO, Syneq
Planetary
120 -
Low Incl.
LEO -
Sun Sync.
LEO -
Low Ihcl.
LEO -
Sun Sync .
Fig. 6-6 New Point Designs
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6.2.2.2 Design Documentation. As a result of the design effort, Tasks 1.2 and
1.4, a large amount of preliminary design data was made available, in the form
of Engineering Memos. These documents provided functional and physical des-
criptions of the various spacecraft subsystems, listed the components, provided
weights and dimensions, and identified special fabrication and testing require-
ments. These data were used in developing program plans and making the detail
cost estimates. The Engineering Memos are listed in Fig. 6-7. Included are
the memos on the low-cost OAO, SEO, and BBS payloads which were prepared in the
initial payload effects study; these data and the corollating cost data also
were used in developing the cost data.
Type
Hardware
Low-Cost .
Standard
Subsystems
Standard
Spacecraft
Cluster
Spacecraft
Application
OAO
SEO
SRS
EOS
COMSAT
Planetary
EOS
LAOS
COMSAT
EOS
LAOS
si-
o
00 Q
PE-7
PE-27
PE-47
PE-106
PE-126
PE-156
PE-146
PE-126
PE-166
PE-186
c
o
75 "o
•J3 o
to o«
PE-2
PE-22
PE-42
PE-102
PE-122
-
-
-
C> Of LZ
HIE S3 co ro
CJ 0 o»
PE-3
PE-23
PE-43
PE-103
PE-123
PE-133
-
.-
. ~
ns
'C »-
uj O-
PE-4
PE-24
PE-44
PE-104
PE-124
-
.
•
o> —
•§ s
~ c
~ o
<; cj
PE-5
PE-25
PE-45
PE-105
PE-125
•
- .
•
c
o
CJL
o
o.
.
-
PE-45
PE-137
-
.
-
Fig. 6-7 IMSC Engineering Memos
6.2.3 The Reference Mission Model
The mission model utilized for the detail cost impact analysis comprised all
NASA and non-NASA missions with the exception of the outer-planets and OMSF
missions. Specifically, ^5 missions are included and represent 336 expendable
spacecraft placements (baseline). Figure 6-8 lists the missions..
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45 PROGRAMS
Jype:
Astronomy
Physics
Earth Observation
Meteorology
Communications
Navigation
Applications Devel.
Planetary
• No. Programsfito. Flights
11/50*
5/40
7/68
4/29
7/92
2/16
5/35
4/6
336 SPACECRAFT PLACEMENTS
User;
NASA/OSSA
Non-NASA
Applications
, Destination:
Low Earth Orbit
Medium Energy
Earth Orbit
High -Energy
Earth Orbit
Synchronous
Equatorial
Escape/
Interplanetary
36/208*
9/128
7/41*
8/71
4/35
19/167
7/22
Fig. 6-8 Baseline Mission Model
6.2.4 Cost Data Base
6.2.4.1 Costs from Previous Studies - OAO, SEO, SRS. The bottom-up cost esti-
mates for the baseline and low-cost payloads of the previous Payload Effects
study vere used as a basic reference in the new cost estimates/analyses. (The
Final Report for the previous study, IMSC-A990556 dated 30 June 1971, includes
detail data on the costing of the three satellites: Orbiting Astronomical Ob-
servatory (OAO), Synchronous Equatorial Orbiter (SEO), and Small Research Sat-
ellite (SRS).)
Because these earlier data were based on actual dollar expenditures against
three historical space programs, they were used for comparison with new cost
estimates to further assure validity in the cost breakdowns and the ratios of
cost among the numerous cost categories.
The previous studies included the cost-saving attributes of low-cost and re-
furbishability in the payload and therefore were directly comparable to the
new point designs created in the current study. The results of the previous
study revealed about 27$ savings due to low-cost payload design and 21$ savings
due to payload refurbishment and reuse.
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6
-2.^-2 Program Plans for New Point-Design Spacecraft. To provide the proper
data base for detail bottom-up cost estimating for the new designs, preliminary
outline program plans were prepared for:
(1) 1-Year Earth Observatory Satellite
(2) 5-Year Communications Satellite
(3) Typical Standard Module Development
a
- Master Schedules. A typical master schedule used as a base for planning
and costing is shown in Fig. 6-9. The integrated basic schedules are shown
for the EOS development, typical spacecraft modules development, and exper-
iment package development.
1976 1977 1978
Phase B
Prel. Des.
CDR CDR
Phase C
Detail Des.
1 OKI SpeCe Part II
Prel.-Kj per. lnt<gr. Spec
CEI Specs
CDR
Phase D
Development
-Final Final
Module
d'R
ecept. R qts
Investment
Phase
Rgqt eqts ./LT erf acesSystems
Engineering
Detail I Systems Integrat Ion
Design •Detntl--! Dovo loj cent Supi or Sustain: ng
gTV Fab.
OTV ASSY.
yrv
Module
•Analysis
Design
Procurement
Fab/Assy Qual. Un ts Flight
nits
Qual.
Testing
Accept &
Delivery
Experiments I
* Varies vlth each module; general schedule shown.
Fig. 6-9 EOS Master Schedule - RDT&E Phase
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b. General Program Planning Assumptions.
(1) A prime contractor would be responsible to NASA for payload program
development and integration and for developing the mission-peculiar
spaceframe and its integral electrical viring and thermal control
elements.
(2) Separate phased development programs would be established by NASA
for the individual spacecraft subsystem modules and the experiment
package. Allowances were made at the prime contractor level for
integrated qualification and testing of the modules (installed in
the spaceframe).
(3) The services of the TDRS are GEE and costs were not charged to the
payload programs.
6.3 DETAIL COST ESTIMATES AND EXTRAPOLATIONS
6.3.1 Bases for Cost Estimates
The costs for the point-design spacecraft and modules were estimated on a
bottom-up basis. The following listing outlines the principal approaches used
in the costing effort.
(1) Determine cost estimates and ratios for: Development, Unit, Repair,
Refurbishment and Operations
(2) Prepare detailed "Bottom-Up" cost estimates for point-design modules,
Standard and Cluster Spacecraft
(3) Make parametric cost-extrapolation estimates for variants to basic
modules and standard spacecraft point designs
(4) Apply cost factor representing specific hardware design life (MMD)
variance with point design MMD
(5) Pro-rate development costs to appropriate using missions for:
Standard Modules, Standard Spacecraft, and Cluster Spacecraft
(6) Compile individual-mission cost data sheets for each case analyzed
(prior to submittal to computer for cost allocation, summary and
spreading).
The special features of the cost estimates are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
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6.3-1.1 Costs Estimated to Module Level. The EOS and COMSAT costs were esti-
mated bottom-up in even greater detail than in the previous Payload Effects
study. Distinct costs were accrued not only at the subsystem level, but at the
individual module level.
6.3.1-2 Isolation of Module Costs from Integration Costs. In order to isolate
the module costs from the total subsystem Costs, the Unit and KDT&E costs were
separately identified as (l) those attributable to modules, and (2) those asso-
ciated with mission-peculiar elements of the spacecraft.
6.3.1.3 Common Dollar Basis. To allow comparison of new costs with those from
the previous study, all costs derived in the follow-on study were in 1970 dollars.
6.3.1.^  Quantity Base for Unit Costs. The module unit costs were based on
quantity procurement (approx. 50 to 100 articles) and represent average unit
costs.
6.3.1.5 Costs of Experiment Packages. The study scope did not encompass the
cost analysis of mission-equipment. The costs used in the summary for each
mission were extracted from Aerospace Report, Contract NAS W-2129, Vol. Ill,
August 1971 and represent Aerospace Case C costs (lower than the equivalent
costs for Case A baseline experiments).
6.3.1.6 Discounting of Costs. Both undiscounted and discounted dollars were
established. The latter is based on a 10$ social discount rate.
6.3.1.7 Extra Spares for Ground Refurb. All programs subject to repair/re-
furb operations were charged with one set of spare non-redundant modules for
support of the ground-refurb cycling.
6.3.1.8 Transportation Costs.
(l) Space Shuttle-operational costs were established at $7.3 million per
flight. This was revised upward late in the study to $10.5 million.
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(2) Space Tug-costs were established at $0.6 million per flight for re-
usable and $13.6 million for the expendable.
(3) Agena/Centaur-costs per flight are:
Agena
Centaur
ETR
4.2M
6.3M
WTR
$ 4.5M
T.8M
6.3.2 Module Cost Estimates
6.3-2.1 Typical Point-Design Module Cost Estimate. Module costs for each of
the two point-design spacecraft (EOS and COMSAT) were estimated on a bottom-up
basis. A sample of these estimates is shown on Fig. 6-10 for the Primary Sen-
sing module in the S&C subsystem of the 1-year MMD EOS.
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Fig. 6-10 Typical Bottom-Up Cost Estimate for Spacecraft Module
6.3.2.2 EOS.Module Costs for Alternate MMD's . It was. determined by design/
reliability analysis what hardware modifications were required in each of the
1-yr. MMD EOS spacecraft modules to attain 2-yr. MMD and 3-yr. MMD capabilities.
The costs were then reestimated for these increased-MMD modules. The tabulation
on Fig. 6-11 shows the comparative costs.
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~~~~~~"-— -~^_____^ MMD
Subsystem/Module ~— — --_^____^
8in
M
PH
8
E
le
ct
ri
c
§'
Primary Sensing
Secondary Sensing
Reaction Wheels
K-Band Communication
S -Band Commun Icat Ion
Data Processing
Antenna Module
Distribution Module
Battery Module
Solar Paddle
ACS Module
1 Yr
R&D$^
266k
20k6
2251
3556
23^9
6135
2967
1650
1791
3533
l8ol*
Unit $
805
452
656
75!*
513
1300
870
312
230
101+1*
275
2 Yr
R&D $*
3150
25^6
2671
5646
3053
9042
3371
2189
21*37
1*291*
21+10
Unit $
865
526
719
998
620
l'*93
903
357
290
1206
353
3 Yr
R&D $ *
3411
2901
2884
6073
3528
lOlUo
359^
21*73
2779
5336
2716
Unit $
910
566
753
1058
699
11*79
93)*
381
382
ll*90
391*
* Excluding Phase B Development.
Fig. 6-11 EOS Module Costs as a Function of' MMD($1000 - 1970)
6.3.2.3 COMSAT Module Costs. Costs of modules for the low-cost point design
COMSAT were similarly estimated. Figure 6-12 contains the comparative costs
for these 5-year MMD modules.
6.3.2.^  Extrapolation of Module Costs. To allow extrapolation of module costs
to the specific spacecraft MMD specified for each mission, a relationship was
established between MMD and cost. Quantitative subsystem and module, cost data
from the various IMSC payloads studies (OAO, SEO, SES, EOS, COMSAT) were com-
bined with general analyses of design, hardware, and test cost variants to
determine the appropriate RDT&E and Unit cost factors for each of three sub-
systems, S&C, CDPI, and Electrical. The factors are shown on Fig. 6-13-
The Attitude Control subsystem exhibits only minor cost changes with variations
of MMD. The costs of Structures and Environmental Control (primarily passive)
subsystems are virtually insensitive to MMD. These three subsystems were there-
fore not included in the MMD vs cost tabulations.
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Fig. 6-12 5-Year MMD Modules for COMSAT ($1000-1970)
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Fig. 6-13 MMD vs Cost Factor for Modules
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6.3.3 Payload Summary and Subsystem Cost Estimates
The previously-described module costs were supplemented by separate bottom-up
estimates for the mission-peculiar elements of the payload and payload cost
summaries were developed. A typical summary, showing the build-up of costs
in the various cost categories, is shown in Fig. 6-l4.
These same costs were summarized in a different manner to determine the sub-
system costs. Figure 6-15 shows a subsystem-summary tabulation wherein the
mission-peculiar costs ("prime") are segregated from the module-assignable
costs.
6.k MISSION CAPTURE ANALYSIS
6.4.1 Objective and Output of the Capture Analysis
The overall objective of the Capture Analysis was to establish time-phased
hardware and support requirements for the U5-program mission model to be used
as inputs to subsequent cost analyses and summaries.
The types of outputs of the analysis were:
• Quantity of new spacecraft required and schedule for placement
• Orbital repair schedules
• Orbital refurbishment schedules
• Spacecraft retrieval and ground refurbishment schedules
• Mission equipment/experiment R&D cycles
• Mission equipment replacement and update schedules
• Spacecraft revisit schedules
• Launch and mission operations schedules and support requirements
• Space Shuttle/Space Tug Transportation support schedules
• Mission destination
• Mission operating modes
These outputs, coupled with payload design details, including low-cost and
standard payload weight and dimensions, were inputs to the cost analyses.
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Subsystem
launch Vehicle Adapter
Exreriments*
Structures & Mechanisms
Electrical & Pyrotechnics
Guidance, Navigation,
Stabilization & Control
Propulsion & Attitude Control
Telemetry, Tracking & Command(incl. Instrumentation, Data
Processing, Communications)
Environmental Control
Non-Allocated Costs
Payload Total
Coots ($1000 - 1970)
RDT&E
Prime
-
$?R?or>
5751
9111
7910
2635
10735
119!*
200
$65736
Modules
.
.
.
697".
6961
l8o4
15007
_
_
$307"t6
Total
$28200
5751
16085
11*871
1*1(39
2571*2
1191*
200
$96U82
Unit
Prime
-
$ 6900
783
926
7119
185
732
192
1*3
$10510
Module
-
_
_
3091
1913
1099
3"*37
.
-
$95'*0
Total
$6900
783
1*017
2662
128U
. 1*169
192
1*3
$20050
Unit Operations
Dec.
(if
$ 605
79
UjU
583
10l*
686
29
li*8
$2688
Inden.
(2 )
$2090
266
356
626
166
996
96
-
$1*596
Tota}.
(3)
$3300
1*2U
126U
1792
' 37l»
2368
151*
296
$9972
(1} ($/Launch)
HAD
(3) (2 Units)
* Costs from Aerospace Case C Incl. G8E
Fig. 6-15 Subsystem Cost Estimates - 1-Yr. MMD EOS
6.^ .2 Assumptions and Groundrules
To insure consistent results when applied across the board to the mission model,
a set of groundrules for the capture analysis was developed. To the degree pos-
sible, these were consistent with those used by Aerospace Corp. during their
previous study.
6.^ .2.1 General Assumptions and Groundrules. The general groundrules which
were essentially the same as used by Aerospace are listed following:
(1) Active Spacecraft in Orbit. The spacecraft placement schedule spe-
cified in the NASA/non-NASA mission model coupled with the specified
spacecraft lifetime (MMD) were used to determine the annual require-
ments for active satellites in orbit.
(2) Spacecraft MMD. The mean mission duration (MMD) used was the same
as the Aerospace baseline Case A.
(3) Spacecraft Procurement Quantity. The maximum number of active space-
craft on orbit during any year dictates the new spacecraft buy re-
quirements . Spacecraft are bought only when needed to add to the
number of actives on orbit.
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Repair/Refurb/Reuse. Spacecraft which are in earth orbit and whose
program durations require operations in excess of nominal lifetime
will be reused. If continuous operation is required, repair or re-
furbishment will be done in orbit. At the end of the first MMD per-
iod, the spacecraft will be repaired and at the end of the second
MMD period, it will be refurbished. Repair and refurbishment opera-
tions will continue on alternate MMD completions through the active
required orbital life period for the mission (up to 12 years for
many missions).
(5) Storage and'Reuse of Spacecraft. If a spacecraft is not needed at
the end of its MMD and will not be required at a later date, it will
be permitted to expire on orbit without recovery. If there is a
later requirement for additional spacecraft, it will be retrieved
from orbit, refurbished on the ground and launched when required.
Retrieval and ground refurbishment is done only when the idle period
exceeds one year, (in general, it is cheaper to retrieve and ground
refurbish than to procure a new spacecraft as the transportation
cost of retrieval is usually less than the residual value of the
spacecraft. However, for this analysis, no effort was made to op-
timize .)
(6) Backup Spacecraft. Backup spacecraft are procured as described in
the Aerospace analysis.
(7) Experiment Periodic Redevelopment or Update. Repeats of experiment
(Mission Equipment) R&D and experiment replacement and/or update
were maintained consistent with Aerospace as to total number. Some
changes in date were made to match the repair/refurb/revisit schedule.
(8) Shuttle Capability. The Space Shuttle has a 15' x 6oT payload bay
and is capable of placing 65,000 Ibs of payload into a 100 nm circu-
lar orbit at inclination of 28.5° when launched due east from ETR.
the Shuttle was restricted to a maximum altitude of koo nm.
(9) Tug Performance. For the reusable space tug, NASA directed the use
of the Aerospace OOS-C as described in Vol. 4 of the Aerospace Final
Report. Specific tug performance was determined using the weights
and I indicated in Aerospace Vol. k of their Final Report.
(10) Variations for Tug IOC Date. For cases with late tug IOC (1985), a
best mix of the expendable Centaur and Agena stages was used for pay-
load placement requiring tugs for missions where the payload MMD ex-
pired prior to 1985. It was assumed that a fully operational tug was
available following IOC. If spacecraft requiring tugs were placed
before 198.5, but had MMD expiring in 1985 or later, repair or refur-
bishment of those payloads was possible after 1985-
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6.4.2.2 Assumptions Varying from Aerospace. The following assumptions,
different from the Aerospace analysis, were applied:
(1) Payload Repair/Refurb. Orbital refurbishment/repair was used where
possible in lieu of payload retrieval and ground refurbishment. How-
ever, all modules were returned to earth and refurbished.
(2) Single-Payload Placement. For this initial iteration, multiple pay-
load placement was not incorporated.
(3) Dedicated Repair/Refurb Flights. Single dedicated flights were used
for refurbishment and repair missions, with the exception of the low-
earth orbit observatory and cluster missions where multiple-payload
visits could be made subject to Shuttle performance limits.
Fayload Support Equipment Carried to Orbit. Ihe following payload
weight penalties were imposed upon Space Shuttle and tug:
For Shuttle; Weight (ibs)
• On all missions -
Onboard Checkout Equipment ^50
Payload Manipulators l800
Module Storage Racks 250
• For LEO revisit, service and placement
or replacement flights
One complete set of non-redundant Weight varies
modules for each payload plus with selected
mission payloads per mission modules
description
• For-all reusable or expendable tug 800
missions - Tug Cradle and Supports
For Space Tug:
For repair or refurbishment missions:
Manipulators 750
Payload Rack & Electrical Harnesses 150
Replacement Modules Per Repair/Refurb
Schedule
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6.4.3 Capture Analysis Logic Flow
The basis for the capture analysis is the NASA Mission Model (for the Vj-selec-
ted missions). From the model, the flight schedule and payload mean mission
duration (MMD) were combined, and, for each mission, the number of active pay-
loads on orbit were determined. This was compared with the number of payloads
actually on orbit. It was assumed that at the start (1979)* there are no ac-
tive payloads on orbit. The initial number is built up by new spacecraft
"buys". The number of active payloads on orbit is maintained by scheduled re-
pair and orbital refurbishment, with supplemental payloads added by new "buys".
The flow pictured in Fig. 6-l6 is typical of the logic employed in examining
all of the various cases studied. For example, in the expendable-payload cases,
Go to Next
Payload
rfer
Is this the
sched . end?
T
~ Go to next
year
sis*.
| A < Bj«—
1 i
la there a need
for more payloac
in later years ?
(Payload
"* ^ ,^•{First/Nc
Schedule j
f
^1 No]— *f Fi r s t, /Ne x t Year |
—
1 . ^ ' ' , ,
-ft , Reset
required on orbit during
 +0 7Pna_
this year
$
^^>l Compare
| A >
_. 1
< >
A to B l^ fs"!"™""1 actually on orbit this yearf*~-^—
—I Ta
 I Add on°
payload
1 L
Are there any pay- . . r- ,
•3 — * loads
triev
up p^n ind launch 1l-- . , ^ Orbit
jdma I* Repair|!>t expire] (j Ptneve „„ „„„ „„„,„„,,. How manv time: X"
i in orbit at end "JY"'f+ har, MMD (***fcj Even >| Rr^it:,
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1
 '
 V |P/L & launch
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Fig. 6-l6 Capture Analysis Logic Flow
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retrieval and refurbishment were not utilized; hence, the flight schedule shows
new "buys" only. For delayed reusable Space Tug development (IOC = 1985), all
payloads launched with MMD's expiring prior to 1985 were treated as expendable
pay loads.
6.4.U Typical Capture Analyses
6.4.^ .1 Typical High-Energy Mission. A typical mission capture analysis is
shown in Fig. 6-17 for NASA Mission Wo. 2, the Radio Astronomy Explorer-B.
The scheduled "active on-orbit" spacecraft calculated from the NASA mission
model (launch schedule) shows the requirement for 3 new spacecraft buys (B),
which are phased in as required. The on-orbit activity in 1983 and 1984 drops
down to a single spacecraft. Thus, retrieval (C) is scheduled at end of MMD,
followed by ground refurbishment (F) for the first two spacecraft. The third
spacecraft undergoes on-orbit repair (R), followed by on-orbit refurbishment
(F), etc., until end of program. The first two spacecraft are replaced in or-
bit in 1985, where one terminates after its MMD, and the other is retrieved,
refurbished on the ground, stored, and relaunched for use during the last
three program years.
The count of spacecraft buys, repairs, refurbishments, and retrievals provides
the requirement and time-phasing of Shuttle (and Tug) flights. The experiment
R&D requirements and new units are shown at the bottom of Fig. 6-17-
<
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NASA No. 2, Radio Explorer B MMD • 3 yrs.
Quantityfiype of Spacecraft/Shuttle/Ex
I Year
NewSfC
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Fig. 6-17 Capture Analysis for Typical High-Energy Mission
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6.4.4.2 Large Observatory Mission. The capture analysis for a typical LEO
mission, NASA Mission No. 13 - High Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAO) is
shown on Fig. 6-l8.
The capture analysis is similar to that described above except that a set of
revisits have been added. IMSC has assumed up to 4 revisits in coplanar LEO
orbit per single Shuttle flight (backed up by analysis described in Section
7). Thus, the flight schedule for any single observatory revisit shows frac-
tional Shuttle launches.
*
3
Q
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NASA No. 13. 14 HEAO MMD • 2 yrs.
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Active On-Orbil
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New S/C
Repair
Refurb
Revisit
Shuttle Rights
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1
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1
1
1
1
80
1
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2
2
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1
1
R
1
1
2
1
1
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i
-
i
i
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1
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i
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1.5
1
1
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1
-
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1
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1
1
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-
.5
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1
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i
.25
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1
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1
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~
,
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X
fotaj
6
12
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7.5
13.5
6
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I - lev 8/C tmjr; R > t - fefurt>; Z - Expire
Fig. 6-l8 Capture Analysis for Typical LEO Mission
In the case of an expendable pay load, a new pay load must be placed each 2 years
(2-year MMD) if continuous service is required over the 12-year mission dura-
tion. However, with the Shuttle a single pay load can be placed in orbit and
maintained for 12 years by alternating repair and refurb flights . It should
be noted that for the baseline expendable case (Case A) no method of revisit
for experiment update has been provided; thus, an. increase in transportation
is shown when comparing Case D to Case A.
6.4.4.3 Cluster Mission. The capture analysis for- typical Cluster missions
(for Cluster Spacecraft CSC-l) is shown on Fig. 6-19. Cluster S/N 1 replaces
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the Case A missions 1, 6, 13, and 15; Cluster S/N 2 replaces Case A missions
17 and 19.
The revisits (V) are scheduled as shown at six-month intervals; for alter-
nate revisits, the revisit is combined with the Cluster Spacecraft repair (R),
or on-orbit refurbishment (F).
6.4.5 Limitations of the Initial IMSC Capture Analysis
The primary objective of the capture analysis was to assist in the determina-
tion of the overall impact of low-cost, standardized spacecraft upon the mis-
sion model. As such, study budget and time limitations precluded an optimiza-
tion of the results by reiteration. It is considered that the results are
less than optimum in terms of overall transportation requirements and costs
(and also, conservatively high in quantity of Shuttle/Tug flights and trans-,
portation costs).
6.4.5-1 Space Tug Not Optimum. The space tug used, by direction of NASA, re-
quired off-loading in all cases, resulting in degraded performance. This was
caused by the weight of payload support equipment, as stipulated in par.
6.4.2.2(4), which was chargeable to the payload against both tug and shuttle
capability. The result was that in most tug cases, supplemental shuttle
flights and tandem tugs were required. This raised transportation costs. A
more optimum tug, such as the 50,000 Ib LOX/LHp Space Tug, would provide per-
formance margin improvements and further reduction in transportation require-
ments and costs.
6.4.5.2 Optimization for Refurbishment. For the cases run, it was conserva-
tively arranged that all payloads could be repaired or refurbished. It is
possible that economics would dictate that certain missions should be per-
formed in an expendable mode, however, this tradeoff was not included in this
initial analysis. A reiteration of the analysis, isolating those missions
requiring multiple transportation, might show economic advantage in using ex-
pendable payloads (in lieu of tandem-tug revisits).
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6.4.5.3 "Partial" Low-Cost Application. The payload designs for these tandem-
tug missions should also be reevaluated as to total weight to determine if some
weight reduction could be accomplished in the new low-cost payload with minimal
overall payload cost impact; perhaps reducing the weight enough to allow Single-
Tug operations.
6.4.5.4 Multiple-Mission Revisits to Syneq Orbit. The initial analysis used
dedicated Shuttle/Tug flights for Syneq orbit repair/refurb revisits; this was
a conservative approach. Multiple-mission revisits to Syneq payloads were
separately examined using tandem tugs and it was seen that this would reduce
the overall traffic by 56 shuttle and tug flights with a savings of over $400
million for Cases D and E. Even with a late tug IOC, a reduction of 44 Shuttle/
Tug flights will be possible with savings of about $350 million.
6.4.5-5 Need for Optimization. Despite the above, the limitations are rela-
tively minor in nature, but are significant in"terms of specific cost savings.
However, the lack of optimization biases the results of the study toward con-
servatively higher costs. So that the true impact (optimized lowest cost)
can be shown, it is recommended that the capture analysis be reiterated, ap-
plying optimization approaches.
6.5 COST ANALYSES
6.5.1 Approach to the Cost Analyses
The generalized approach to the cost analyses is shown in block diagram for-
mat in Fig. 6-20.
6.5.1.1 Cost Data Inputs. The primary inputs to the analysis consisted of
the detailed bottom-up cost estimates for the low cost refurbishable point-
design spacecraft as discussed in sub-section 6.3. From these costs, space-
craft module costs and spacecraft mission-peculiar costs were isolated to
provide the basis for standard hardware costing.
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Cost Analysis
Mission Peculiar
Hardware-Case D
MMD Cost
Impact
Analysis
Cost Analysis
Std. Hardware
(Cases E.F,0)I Mission
Peculiar
Module
Costs
Payload Cost
Input Data
to
STAR/ANIJKX
Fig. 6-20 Cost Analysis Flow
6.5.1.2 Parametric Expansion of Cost Estimates for MMD. Subsystem reliability
analyses, in conjunction with the MMD variation of the EOS spacecraft costs,
provided the foundation for extrapolation of cost factors as a function of MMD;
these factors were applied to mission-peculiar module R&D and unit costs in ac-
cordance with the specified spacecraft MMD for each mission.
6.5.1.3 Repair and Refurbishment Costs. Separate analyses of module refurb
were used in deriving the repair and refurbishment requirements for each mod-
ule at the major component level. These same supporting analyses provided
data for detailed costing of repair and refurbishment operations and hardware
for the new point-design basic modules. For module variants, which were costed
parametrically, the repair and refurbishment costs were derived by means of
ratios generated from the point design estimates.
6.5.1.^  Cost Estimates for Mission-Peculiar Elements . The costs of the
mission-peculiar elements of the spacecraft were estimated by means of general
cost relationships developed from the bottom-up cost estimates for the OAO,
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SEO, SRS, EOS, and COMSAT spacecraft. Also, the total spacecraft operations
costs were derived directly from the same detailed cost estimates for the
point-design spacecraft.
6.5.2 Cost Analysis and Outputs
An example of cost data prepared as part of the cost analysis is shown on Fig.
6-21 as a listing of standard module data. The quantity of missions using
the module (to pro-rate the R&D costs) and the resultant R&D cost per mission
application are shown. The module repair and refurb costs per unit are also
shown.
Subsystem
SCS
CDPI
Electrical
ACS
Module
No.
1
28A*
3
It-
5
6
Total
ISA
2&A
3&A
4&A
5
6
Total
ISA
2&A
3
5
6&A
7&A
Total
ISA
2
Total
All Standard Modules
Cluster-Elect. #4
Total All Modules
Total
Module
R&D Cost
$ 2.837M
3.264
3.093
2.735
1.810
4.686
$l8.425M
$ 8.072M
3.757
13.478
8.674
. 11.278
6.477
$51.736M
$ 3-278M
10.122
0.596
2.604
2.960
2.993
&22.553M
? 2.929M
2.380
$ 5.309M
$98.023M
&19-080M
$117.103M
No. of
Module
Users
24
31
16
11
3
4
16
20
20
10
4
20
17
13
3
21
33
33 .
22
9
2 Clus-
ters
Pro-Rata
Module
R&D Cost
$ 118K
105
193
250
603
1172
$ 505K
188
674
867
2820
324
$ 193K
779
199
124 .
90
91
$ 133K
265
$9540K
Module
Unit
Cost
$ 805K
601-548
872
672
325
1300
$1528-1058K
699-620 .
2136-1479
1684- 816
1750
1357
$ 778-173K
2112-1152
21
254
322-177
285-274
$ 400-394K
268
$ 4240K
Module
Rep. Ref.
Cost
$ 138K
112-111
113
101
49
195
$ 342-231K
146-138
461-204
532-409
N.A.
101
$ 494-138K
1156-647
21
77
98-86
118-106
$ 123K
114
$ 2345K
Ratio
(
* sUnit)
17
19-21
13
15
15
22
21-22
22-14
50-32
N.A.
7
80-64
55-56
0
30
48-31
41-39
31
43
.55
* A indicates standard module variants (derivatives)..
Fig. 6-21 Standard' Module Cost Estimates
All data were summarized onto data sheets, one for each of the 45 missions
and one for each case. Figure 6-22 shows a typical data sheet for NASA Mis-
sion No. 2 for Case E (standard subsystems applied to mission-peculiar space-
craft).
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RADIO EXPLORER B NASA Mission No. 2
Subsystem
scs
CDPI
Electrical
ACS
Re pail
Qty
1
1
1
ProDulsion
Module • Qty/
# 1 S/C
2-1 I 1
k
2
3-1
6
s
6
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1,
Total Modules
Module S/C Integration
Structures, ECS, Other
Excerimf-nts (Case C)
ProDellants & Gases
Total Payload
Spare Mods .
OPERATIONS :
Ops. Dependent $/Plecer.er.t
OT?S . Independent $/Active Year
Repair
Refurbishment Only
" . vith Exper.
Weight
f i b s . )
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
1665
_
1080
1*25
1UO
3310
-
-
A
A
A
R&D Cost
($ M)
0.105
0.250
.0-188
0.67k
0.321*
o . v>h
O.OQO
O.OQ1
O.IQ^
O.n3
2.172
30.500
U.Soo
13-100
-
50.572'
-
-
-
-
-
Unit Cost
(4 M)
0.5^8
0.672
0.620
1.1*79
1.3S7
O.SOR
0.177
n ?jk
n.'.ltfi
1.576
7-557
2.250
1.080
5-100
-
15.987
5-9^8
-
-
0.356
1.811
-
R&D Phase : A Yrs . R&D Spread : 50^ Time at /U
Investment Phase :
P/L Cost Confidenc
Note : A Sa
A» Yrs . Inv . Spread : 50$ Time at
e : Good £J^ Jkir Poor
A
me as Case D.
Ope ration:;
f * M )
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
$A A
-
-
A
A
A
A
-
Cost
Cost
Fig. 6-22 typical Data Sheet - Mission No. 2 for Case E
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6.6 AUTOMATED DATA INTEGRATION
Upon completion of the capture analysis and the detailed case-by-case cost
data sheets for each mission, an IMSC-developed computer program (STAR/ANNEX)
was utilized to:
• Integrate the data
• Summarize overall program costs by mission and by case
• Spread time-phased program funding requirements by case
6.6.1 The STAR/AMIEK Computer Program
The Space Transportation Analysis Routine (STAR) computer program was devel-
oped on LMSC funds to support space transportation system studies such as the
Space Tug. Recently it was modified by the addition of the ANNEX subroutine
to allow broader application; its first usage was to support the NASA MSFC
Space Tug Economics Analysis Study.
• STAR - combines tug design parameters and costs and determines
performance and tug physical characteristics
• ANNEX - introduces payload design and cost parameters and mission
model schedules and combines specific tug data to generate
overall transportation schedules and costs, and payload costs,
using discounted or undiscounted dollars.
A simplified flow diagram of the STAR/ANNEX routine as applied to the Payload
Effects study is shown in Fig. 6-23.
6.6.2 Inputs to Computer
The inputs to the computer were:
(1) Spacecraft costs
(2) Module costs
(3) Operations costs
(k} Shuttle and Tug costs
(5) Social discount rate
(6) Capture analysis mission schedule
(7) Payload/Module Weights/Volumes
(8) Shuttle and Tug performance and limits
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TOTAL MISSIOH
MODEL COST
SPREAI6 AND
SUMMARIES
BY CASE
SHUTTLE/TUO
FEjlPORMANCE
AND
UMIIATIOB3
Fig. 6-23 Computer Program Flow Diagram
6.6.3 Computer Output Data
The outputs of the computerized data integration, by mission, were:
(1) Payload program costs, by cost category, time-phased
(2) Transportation costs, time-phased
(3) Total costs by year
(^ ) Discounted costs
(5) Least-cost transportation mode
(6) Payload vs Shuttle volumetric incompatibilities
(7) Shuttle and Tug composite flight schedules
A typical computer printout is shown in Fig. 6-2^ .
6.7 COST SUMMARIES
The following paragraphs provide cost summaries for the various cases and dis-
cusses delta values.
6.7-1 Alternative Cost Summaries
(i) One set of costs includes Lmnaportaticn costs resulting from use of
$7-3 million per flight as the Shuttle users' cost; this was the
figure provided by NASA/HQ for use in the study and represented the
then-current estimate for the baseline 2-stage fully-reusable Shuttle
(Recoverable manned booster and orbiter).
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(2) The other set of costs includes transportation costs resulting from
use of $10.5 million per flight as the Shuttle users' cost. This
alternate figure was provided as the new NASA/HQ estimate of the
most recent solid-rocket-motor "boosted manned Orbiter version of the
Shuttle.
Because of the late receipt of the alternate cost (March 1972) the computer
runs could not be repeated to obtain detailed cost streams. However, the
summary cost data have been elaborated to include both the initial and the
alternate Shuttle costs.
6.7.2 Cost Summary by Case for $7.3 Million Shuttle
The comparison of the costs for the eight cases analyzed is shown in summary
form on Fig. 6-25- Also shown is baseline Case A, which summarizes the cost
data from the Aerospace Final Report, Contract NAS W-2129.
The costs represent the ^5 programs, which constitute almost all the NASA and
non-NASA missions in the model with the exception of the outer-planet missions.
\^.. Cases
Breakdown1*-^
RDT&E
NR Inv.
Rec. Inv.
Dep. Ops.
Indep. Ops.
P/L Subtotal
. #*Transport
Total
A*
Baseline
$ 7,038
$ 8,104
$ 1.027
$16.169
3,608
$19,777°
D
Rill L. C
$ 4,824
2,292
1,813
550
703
$10, 182
4,404
$14,586
D-l
Late Tug
$ 4,824
1,390
3,306
627
703
$10,850
4,501
$15,351
D-2
Expend.
$ 4,824
274
5,936
822
703
$12,559
4,005
$16,564
E
Std. S/S
$ 3,917
2,396
1,892
550
703
$ 9,458
4,404
$13,862
E-l
Late Tug
$ 3,917
1,459
3,460
627
703
$10,166
4,501
$14,667
E-2
Expend.
$ 3.917
289
6,210
822
703
J£££L
4,005
$15,946
F
Std .3/0
$ 3,518
2.396
1,892
550
703
$ 9,059
4,228
$13,287
G
Cluster
S/C
$ 3,601
2.004
2,069
522
762
$ 8.958
3,951
$12,909
* Based upon Aerospace Final Report, Contract NAS W-2129.
»* Transportation based on $7-3 million per flight Shuttle user's cost.
Fig. 6-25 Total Cost Summary - 4 5 Programs ($7.3M Shuttle)
(Undiscounted $1970 Millions)
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6.7-2.1 Range of Total Cost for 45 Missions . The range of total program costs
for these 45 missions extends from the baseline case of $19-8B to the standard
hardware Cluster-Mix of $12 .98.
The corresponding range for the pay load-only costs is from $l6.2B to $9 -OB.
6.7.2.2 Transportation and Operations Costs. Transportation for the nine cases
shown ranges from $3.6B to $4.5B.
The operations costs and transportation are constant for the corresponding D
and E cases.
6.7.2.3 Standard Module Savings . Another look at the total program costs is
shown in the bar graph, Fig. 6-26. In total, the standard -sub system Cases E,
E-l, and E-2 cost $700 million less .than the equivalent mission-peculiar cases
D, D-l, and D-2. This is due to $900M savings in 45 program E&D costs and
$200M dissavings in investment costs.
20
d 10
n
a
$19.8 •
MJ>
| [ Investment
Hgg Operations
Transportation*
16.2 $16.6
1
7.0
L0.2
8.9
U.8
i
I
10.S
9.5
U.8
12.6
11.0
$15.9
$13.9
it .8
9-5
.2
3.9
$1U.7
I 1
3.9
$13.3
3.9
$12,9
9-1
7.8
3.5
9.0
7.T
3.6
A D D-l D-2 E E-l E-2 F 0
Baseline Refurb. Late Tug Expend. Refurb. Late Tug Expend. Standard Cluster
Expend. * Kill Lov-Coat » -«• Standard Subsystems^ 8/C 8/0
* Transportation costs baaed upon $7-3 million per flight Shuttle users cost.
Fig. 6-26 Total Program Costs by Case ($7-3M Shuttle)
Programs - Undiscounted $)
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6.7.2.U Standard Spacecraft Cost Saving. The Standard Spacecraft Case F rep-
resents further cost reduction of $600M as compared with standard-subsystem
cases . $400M of these savings results from R&D savings and another $200M is
saved in transportation.
6.7.2.5 Cluster Spacecraft Cost Saving. The Cluster-Mix (Case G) reduces the
total program cost an additional $400M as compared to standard spacecraft.
These savings represent $200M reduction in investment costs, $300M reduction
in transportation, and $100M increase in R&D.
6.7.3 Cost Summary by Case for $10.$ Million Shuttle
Similar data to those presented in 6.7-2 are shown in Fig. 6-27 and 6-28 for
the alternate Shuttle-cost condition. The increase in Shuttle transportation
costs ranges from $1.5 billion for Cases D-l and E-l (^ 80 flights) to $1.8
billion for Cases D and E (568 flights). This increase in transportation cost
represents a direct loss in potential program cost savings.
Although significant savings will still be realizable with low-cost standard
hardware, the increased Shuttle costs have specific effects on the ^5-niission
totals as shown below.
Low-Cost Refurbishment
(Case D)
Standard Subsystems
(Case E)
Standard Spacecraft
(Case F)*
Cluster Spacecraft
(Case G)*
Program Savings
With $T-3M
Shuttle
$ 5 . 2 Billion
5-9 "
6.5 "
6.9 "
With $10
Shuttle
.5M
$ 3.4 Billion
4.1
4.7
5.2
* Note: LEO missions only.
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\v. Cases
Cost^^^
Breakdown\
ROT&E
NR \m.
Rec. \r\v.
Dep. Ops.
Indep. Ops.
P/L Subtotal
Transport**
Total
A*
Base-
line
$ 7,038
8,104
1,027
$16, 169
3,608
$19,777*
D
Full
LC.
$ 4,824
2,292
1,813
550
703
$10, 182
6,221
$16,403
D-l
Late
Tua
$ 4,824
1,390
3,306
627
703
$10,850
6,037
$16,887
D-2
Expend-
able
$ 4,824
274
5,936
822
703
$12,559
5,676
$18,235
E
Standard
Subsvs.
$ 3,917
2,396
1,892
550
703
$ 9,458
6,221
$15,679
E-l
Late
Tua
$ 3,917
1,459
3,460
627
703
$10, 166
6,037
$16,203
E-2
Expend-
able
$ 3,917
289
6,210
822
703
$11,941
5.676
$17,617
F
Standard
SIC
$ 3,518
2,396
1,892
550
703
$ 9,059
5,998
$15,057
G
Cluster
SIC
$ 3,601
2.004
2,069
522
762
$ 8,958
5,589
$14,547
» Based upon Aerospace Final Report, Contract NAS W-C129-
** Transportation based on $10.5 million per flight Shuttle users cost.
Fig. 6-27 Total Cost Summary - 4 5 Programs ($10.5M Shuttle)
(Undiscounted $ 1970 Millions)
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1
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* Transportation based on $10.5 million per flight Shuttle users cost.
Fig. 6-28 Total Program Costs by Case ($10.5M Shuttle)
Programs - Undiscounted 1970 $)
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6.J.k LEO Missions Cost Summaries by Case
Because the Standard Spacecraft and Cluster Spacecraft were applied only to
LEO missions, a cost comparison of all cases was made for the 15 LEO missions.
The following paragraphs provide cost comparisons among the various cases .
6.7.U.I LEO Missions with $7.3 Million Shuttle. Figure 6-29 tabulates the
various costs using $7-3 million per Shuttle flight for Shuttle transportation,
The baseline Case A costs were taken from the Aerospace Final Report to corres-
pond to the particular missions analyzed here.
\^ Cases
Cost\.
Breakdown-\^
RDT&E
N.R. Inv.
Rec. Inv.
Dep. Ops.
Indep. Ops.
P/L Subtotal
T _1 **Transport
Total
A'
Baseline
$3,649
4,017
548
$ 8,214
890
$ 9,104
D
Full L.C.
$2,175
781
890
226
280
$ 4,352
1,162
$ 5,514
D-l
late Tug
$2,175
565
1,402
266
280
$4,688
1,231
$ 5,919
D-2
Expend .
$ 2, 175
18
2,744
364
280
$ 5,581
1,152
$ 6,733
E
Std. S/S
$1,792
828
927
226
280
$ 4,053
1,162
$ 5,215
E-l
Late Sig
$1.792
600
1,475
266
280
$ 4,413
1,231
$ 5,644
E-2
Expend .
$1,792
21
2,894
364
280
$5,351
1.152
$ 6,503
F
Std. S/C
$1,392
830
926
226
280
$ 3,654
1,031
$ 4,685
G
Cluster
S/C
$ 1.476
436
1,104
199
339
$ 3,554
708
$ 4,262
* Based upon Aerospace Final Report, Contract NAS W-2129.
** Transportation costs based on $7-3 million per flight Shuttle users' cost.
Fig. 6-29 LEO Mission Cost Summary - 15 Programs ($7-3M Shuttle)
(Undiscounted 1970 $ Millions)
The cost trends on the LEO-only missions are similar to the total (^5 missions)
results :
a. Standard Subsystems (Case E). The standard subsystem application rep-
resents savings of $200M=$300M over the mission-peculiar cases - The
savings on the 15 missions are about one-third of the total.
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b. Standard Spacecraft (Case F). The Standard Spacecraft provides further
savings of $600M on the LEO missions, which are the same savings re-
ported in the 45-mission discussion.
c. Cluster Spacecraft (Case G) . The Cluster Spacecraft case saves an ad-
ditional $^OOM, which is consistent with the 45-mission results.
d. Total LEO Missions. In total, the LEO-mission baseline costs are re-
duced by $14-.8B by the Cluster Spacecraft (as compared to Case A).
This represents a 53$ saving.
6.7.4.2 LEO Missions with $10.5 Million Shuttle. Figure 6-30 presents data on
the same 15 missions as previous Fig. 6-29. Transportation costs are increased
solely as a result of the alternate cost per flight for the Shuttle; the in-
crease totalled for the LEO missions is approximately $0.5 billion for all
cases, except Case G (Cluster), which is about $0.3 billion.
~\. uases
Cost\.
Breakdown^\
RDT&E
NR Inv.
Rec. Inv.
Dep. Ops.
Indep. Ops.
P/L Subtotal
Transport **
Total
A'
Base-
line
$3,649
4.017
548
$ 8,214
890
$ 9,104
D
Full
L C.
$2,175
781
890
226
280
$ 4,352
1,652
$6,004
D-l
Late-
Tug
$2,175
565
1,402
266
280
$4,688
1,695
$6,383
D-2
Expend-
able
$ 2, 175
18
2,744
364
280
$ 5,581
1,639
$7,220
E
Standard
Subsys.
$1,792
828
927
226
280
$4,053
1,652
$5,705
E-l
Late
Tug
$1,792
600
1,475
266
280
$ 4,413
1,695
$6,108
E-2
Expend-
able
$1,792
21
2,894
364
280
$ 5, 351
1,639
$6,990
F
Standart
S/C
$1,392
830
926
226
280
$ 3,654
1,463
$5,117
G
Cluster
S/C
$1,476
436
1,104
199
339
$ 3,554
1.019
$ 4,573
* Based upon Aerospace Final Report, Contract HAS W-2129.
*» Transportation costs based on $10.5 million per flight Shuttle users cost.
Fig. 6-30 LEO'Mission Cost Summary - 15 Programs ($10.5M Shuttle
- Undiscounted 1970 $ Millions)
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Because the payload costs remain constant, the cost savings are reduced direct-
ly by the increased Shuttle costs. However, the net savings remain at a sig-
nificant level:
a. Standard Subsystems
b. Standard Spacecraft
c. Cluster Spacecraft
$3-4 billion savings
4.0 billion savings
4.5 billion savings
6.7.5 Transportation Cost Summaries
The STAR/ANNEX Program provided summaries of transportation support require-
ments for each case examined; these requirements in terms of numbers of Shuttle
and Tug flights and transportation costs are discussed in paragraphs following.
6.7-5.1 Type/Quantity of Flights and Costs with $7-3 Million Shuttle. Figure
6-31 is a tabulation of the quantity of flights for Shuttle, Reusable Tug, and
Expendable Tugs (Agena/Centaur). The summation transportation cost for each
case is also shown. The sub-groupings within Cases D and E (mission-peculiar
spacecraft and standard subsystems, respectively) are the same.
Space Shuttle
Flights
Reusable Tug
Flights
Agena/Centaur
Cost $M
D
568
429
4,4o4
D-l
480
209
178
4,501
D-2
522
325
4,005
E
568
429
4,4o4
E-l
48o
209
178
4,501
E-2
522
325
4,005
F
550
354
4,228
G
512
354
3,951
Fig. 6-31 Transportation Requirements & Costs ($7-3M Shuttle
- 45 Programs)
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a. Late Tug IOC Increase Transportation Costs. In Caseg D-l and E-l, for the
late Tug IOC, the total transportation costs increase due to the quantity
of expended Agenas and Centaurs, despite the reduction of refurbishment,
repair, and revisit flights.
b. Reduced Transportation Out-Weighed by Loss of Payload Savings. In Cases
D-2 and E-2, the expendable payload cases, transportation costs decrease
due to elimination of repair, refurbishment and revisit flights. These
savings, however, are offset in the total by the loss of payload reuse
benefits. Also, non-monetary benefits of experiment adjustment and re-
visit (available with Shuttle) are lost.
c. Transportation Reduced by Lowering Orbit Altitude. In Case F (Standard
Spacecraft), certain medium-energy missions which used Standard Spacecraft
were lowered to direct-delivery Shuttle altitudes, thus reducing the num-
ber of Tug and Shuttle flights required.
d. Use of Cluster Reduces Transportation. In Case G, (Cluster-Mix), a further
reduction in Shuttle/Tug traffic resulted from the combination of several
experiments on a single cluster spacecraft and revisiting this single space-
craft for repair/refurbishment coincident with experiment replacement/up-
date .
The total recurring transportation costs for the 45-program model are shown,
summarized by case, in Fig. 6-32. The costs are further subdivided to indi-
cate the portion attributable to the low-earth orbit (LEO) missions. The base-
line Case A costs shown were extracted directly from the Aerospace Final Report,
and do not represent LMSC's estimates of expendable transportation costs.
The data in Fig. 6-32 show that about 75$ of the costs are associated with the
transportation of the high-energy missions (missions other than LEO) despite
the fact that these high-energy missions comprise only 2/3 of the model ex-
amined. This is due partially to the fact that the high-energy missions with
low-cost payloads require multiple Shuttle flights for retrieval, and partial-
ly due to the added costs of utilizing the Space Tug. Transportation appears
as a major contributor to the overall space program costs, even with a reusable
system.
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l.H .23 i.i: l.lf 1.8:
LEO Missions only
I | Other missions
$4.0
1.03
0.7
A D D-l D-2 E E-l E-2 F G
Baseline Refurb Late Tug Expend. Refurb. Late Tug Expend. Std.S/C Cluster E/C
Fig. 6-32 Total Transportation Costs "by Case - k^ Programs
($7-3M Shuttle - Undiscounted 1970 $)
6.7.5.2 Transportation Costs with $10.^ M Shuttle. Figures 6-33 and 6-3^  con-
tain data directly comparable to previous Figs. 6-31 and 6-32. The quantity
of flights are the same, but a higher transportation cost is shovn on Fig.
6-33. The bar chart on Fig. 6-3^ also shows the cost increase impact of the
Shuttle per-flight cost of $10.5 million.
6.8 ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
The previous subsection 6.7 provided a group of summary costs for the 15 LEO
programs and for the ^5-program model. This section will highlight the econ-
omic impact of low-cost, refurbishable, standard space hardware in three major
groups :
(1) LEO Missions only (15 Programs)
(2) NASA + Non-NASA Unmanned Spacecraft (i|5 Programs)
(3) Total Space Program (91 Programs)
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Space Shuttle
Flights
Reusable Tug
Flights
Agena/
Centaur
Cost $M
D
568
U29
6,221
D-l
1*80
209
178
6,037
E-2
522
325
5,676
E
568
1*29
6,221
E-l
1*80
209
178
6,037
E-2
522
325
5,676
F
550
35^
5,998
G
512
35^
5,589
Fig. 6-33 Transportation Requirements & Costs ($10.5M Shuttle)
Programs)
$3.61
0.89
6;2
1.65
6.0
6.22
1.7C
5-7
1.6U 1.65
6.0
1.70
5-7
1.6W
6iO YS/4 LEO Missions only
| J Other missions
5.6
1.02
A D D-l D-2 . E E-l E-2 F ' G
Baseline Refurb Late Tug Expend. Refilrb. Late Tug Expend. Std. S/C Cluster S/C
• Transportation costs based on $10.5 Million per flight Shuttle users' cost.
Fig. 6-3^ Total Transportation Costs by Case - U5 Programs
($10.5M Shuttle - Undiscounted 1970 $)
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Paragraph 6.Q.k provides information on the economic effects of delaying the
Reusable Space Tug IOC from 1979 to 1985.
6.8.1 Savings for LEO Missions (15 Programs)
6.8.1.1 Overall Savings Comparison (15 LEO Programs). The cost summaries
for the various cases for the 15 LEO programs (115 baseline mission flights)
were tabulated in previous Figs. 6-29 and 6-30, respectively for the $7-3
million and $10.5 million Shuttle per-flight costs. The funding requirements
have been spread for the four cases (D, E, F, and G) and the Composite chart
is shown on Fig. 6-35-
500 - RERJRBISHABLE MISSION PECULIAR
CASE D ($5-51'* B)
STANDARD SUBSYSTEMS
CASE E ($5-215 B)
STANDARD SPACECRAFT
CASE F ($4.605 B)
86 88 90 92 9k
CASE G ($i*.262 B)
72
Fig. 6-35 Cost Spreads for 15 LEO Programs
($7-3M Shuttle)
As may be seen from the charted data, the best standard hardware case, Case G,
reduces the annual funding on the average by about $100 million relevant to
the low-cost, refurbishable mission-peculiar spacecraft; the peak-year funding
for 1978 is reduced about $200 million.
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The total funding for Case D, shown as $5-5l4 billion, is far below the base-
line Case A funding for the same 15 programs, $9.104 billion. The annual
funding for the baseline programs would be approximately 1.8 times that shown
for Case D.
6.8.1.2 Standard Subsystems Savings (15 IJEO Programs). low-cost, refurbish-
able standard subsystems (Case E) installed in mission-peculiar spacecraft
for the 15 LEO programs considered will provide a savings of $4.16 billion
in payload costs as shown in Fig. 6-36. This is equivalent to 51$ of the
baseline payload costs.
Cost
Category
Pay load
Transportation
Total
Base-
fo o ci A
Costs
(Billions)
$ 8.21
100$
$ .89
100$
$ 9.10
100$
Savings $ Billion
$T.3M Shuttle
Low-Cost
Refurb .
Case D
$ 3.86
47$
$ ( .27)
-30$
$ 3.59
39$
Std.
Subsys .
Case E
$ 4.16
51$
$ ( .27)
-30$
$ 3.89
43$
$10. 5M Shuttle
Low -Cost
Refurb .
Case D
$ 3.86
47$
$ (.76)
-65$
$ 3.10
34$
•Std.
Subsys .
Case E
$ 4.16
51$
$ (-76)
i -85$
$ 3.4o
37$
Fig. 6-36 Standard Subsystem Savings for 15 LEO Programs
Including the transportation costs (a negative cost saving) lowers the total
program savings to 43-89 billion or 43$ of the baseline program costs.
Using the $10.5 million/flight Shuttle cost lowers the overall saving to
$3.4 billion or 37$ of baseline.
The specific savings in RDT&E costs of standard subsystems (Case E) over low-
cost, refurbishable subsystems/spacecraft (Case D) is a significant $300
million, but comparatively small compared to savings across the total mission
model (discussed in 6.8.2 and 6.8.3).
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6.8.1.3 Standard Spacecraft Savings (15 LEO Programs). Low-cost, refurbish-
able Standard Spacecraft (Case F) used in lieu of baseline spacecraft (Case A)
for 15 LEO programs will provide a savings of $4.56 billion in payload costs
as shown on Fig. 6-37- This is equivalent to 55$ of the baseline payload costs
Cost
Category
Payload
Transportation
Total
Base-
line
Case A
Costs
(Billions)
$ 8.21
100$
$ -89
100$
$ 9.10
100$
Savings $ Billion
$ 7-3M Shuttle
Low -Cost
Ref urb .
Case D
$ 3.86
47$
$ (-27)
-30$
$ 3-59
39$
Std.
Subsys .
Case F
$ 4.56
55$
$ (.14)
-16$
$ 4.42
49$
$10. 5M Shuttle
Low -Cost
Ref urb.
Case D
$ 3-86
47$
$ (.76)
-85$
$ 3.10
34$
Std.
Subsys .
Case F
$ 4.56
55$
$ (-57)
-64$
$ 3.99
44$
Fig. 6-37 Standard Spacecraft Savings for 15 LEO Programs
The transportation costs of $1.031 billion (from previous Fig. 6-29) creates a
negative saving (compared to the Case A baseline of $.890 billion), and reduces
the overall saving to $4.42 billion or about 49$ of the baseline cost.
With the $10.5 million/flight Shuttle cost, the overall saving is lowered to
$3.99 billion or to 44$ of the baseline cost for the 15 LEO programs.
The specific savings in KDT&E costs with Standard Spacecraft, comprising stan-
dard subsystems savings of $300 million and $400 million for standard space-
frame; total a significant $700 million in addition to those available with
low-cost, refurbishable spacecraft (Case D).
6.8.1.4 Cluster-Mix Savings (15 LEO Programs). As previously discussed in the
report, the Cluster Spacecraft can support 11 LEO Programs (NASA Missions 1, 6,
13. 15. 17. 19. 21. 25. 26, 75, and 77). To obtain equivalent totals for 15
' - f - f f - f r r ' * . ' ' - ' - '
programs, the four additional missions for LEO (NASA Missions 7, 23, 30, and
32) were assigned to Standard Spacecraft. The combined total of 11 programs
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supported by the Clusters (CSC-1, CSC-1-1, and CSC-2) and 4 programs by Standard
Spacecraft (SSC-1-2, SSC-1-3, SSC-1-4, and SSC-1-5) is called the "Cluster-Mix"
for the 15 LEO programs.
This Cluster Mix (Case G) used in lieu of the baseline spacecraft (Case A) for
the 15 LEO programs will provide a savings of $4.66 billion in payload costs as
shown in Fig. 6-38; this is equivalent to 57$ of the baseline program costs.
Cost
Category
Pay load
Transportation
Total
Base-
line
Case A •
Costs
(Billions)
$ 8.21
lOO/o
$ .89
100$
$ 9.10
lOO/o
Savings $ Billion
$T.3M Shuttle
Low-Cost
Refurb .
Case D
$ 3-86
±7%
$ ( .2Y)
-30$
$ 3.59
39%
Cluster
Spacecraft
Case G
$ 4.66
57$
$ .18
20$
$ 4.84
53$
$10. 5M Shuttle
Low- Cost
Refurb .
Case D
$ 3.86
47$
$ (.76)
-85$
$ 3.10
34$
Cluster
Spacecraft
Case G
$ 4.66
57$
$ (.13)
- 15$
$ 4.53
50$
Fig. 6-38 Cluster Spacecraft - Standard Spacecraft Mix
Savings for 15 LEO Programs
In the case of the Cluster, and with the $7-3 million Shuttle per-flight cost,
an additional savings of $l8o million accrues from the transportation costs.
However, as the cost per flight increases to $10.5 million, the transportation
becomes a negative saving of $130 million.
The RDT&E savings with the Cluster-Mix (Case G), comprising standard subsystems
savings and Cluster spaceframe savings; over the Case D (low-cost, refurbishable
spacecraft) is $800 million for the payloads only. This difference, including
transportation costs, increases to $1.43 billion (with the $10.5 million Shuttle)
6.8.1.5 Summary of Savings - 15 LEO Programs. A summary of the payload and
program savings for four categories of hardware compared to the baseline in
Fig. 6-39.
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$ Billion
Type
Hardware
Expendable Pay load
Low-Cost
Refurbishable
Standard
Subsystems
Standard
Spacecraft
Cluster Space-
craft Mix
Case
A
D
E
F
G
Pay load
Cost
$ 8.21
4.35
4.05
3.65
3-55
Pay load
Saving
-
$ 3.86
.4.1.6.
4.56
4.66
$7.3M Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$ 9-10
5.51
5.21»
4.68
4.26
Total
Savings
-
$ 3-59
3.89
4.42
4.84
$10. 5M Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$ 9-10
6.00
5. TO
5.11
4.5T
Total
Savings
-
$ 3-10
3-4o
3-99
4.53
Pig. 6-39 Summary of Cost Savings - 15 LEO Programs
The increase in Shuttle per-flight cost from $7-3 million to $10.5 million re-
duces the total program cost savings^ : * a reduction of $490 million in savings
for Cases.D and E, $430 million for Case F, and $310 million for Case G.
6.8.2 Savings for 45-Program Model
6.8.2.1 Overall Savings Comparison (45 Programs). The cost summaries for the
various cases for 45 NASA plus non-NASA programs were tabulated in previous
Figs. 6-25 and 6-27, respectively for the $7-3 million and $10.5 million
Shuttle per-flight costs. The funding requirements have been spread for the
three cases (A, D, and E) in Fig. 6-40.
As may be observed on the chart, the standard subsystems (Case E) shows a po-
tential savings averaging about $500 million per year over the 12-year active
program plan.
The savings are primarily attributable to low-cost design and payload refur-
bishment ($5 billion). Standard subsystems savings amount to $724 million
total or $60 million per year.
6.8.2.2 Standard Subsystem Savings (45 Programs). The funding spread Tor the
four basic cost categories of standard subsystems applied to mission peculiar
spacecraft (Case E) for 45 programs is shown on Fig. 6-41 (for $7.3M Shuttle).
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2.5
2.0
c
o
c
42</»
o
o
0.5
BASELINE AEROSPACE CASE A
.($19.777B)
/ x-REFURBISHABLE MISSES
82 84 86 88 90 92 94.72 74 76 78
Fig. 6-lfO Cost Spread for ^5 Programs ($T-3M Shuttle)
1200
72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92
Fig. 6-^1 Standard Subsystems (Case E) Funding Breakdown & Spread
($T.3M Shuttle)
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The 45-program cost totals break down into the approximate percentages shown
in Pig. 6-42.
Cost Category
Transportation
Pay load Investment
Pay load KDT&E
Operations
Total
$7.3M Shuttle
32%
31$
28$
9$
100$
$10.5M Shuttle
bo%
27$
25$
8f0
100$
Fig. 6-42 Percentage Breakdown of Standard Subsystems
(Case E) Costs for 45 Programs
Standard Subsystems installed in mission-peculiar spacecraft (Case E) for the
45 programs considered will provide a payload savings of $6.71 billion as
shown on Pig. 6-43. This is equivalent to 4l$ of the baseline Case A costs.
Cost
Category
Pay load
Transportation
Total
Base-
line
Case A
Costs
(Billion)
$16.17
100$
$ 3.6l
100$
$19.78
100$
Savings - $ Billion
$7.3M Shuttle
Low- Cost
Ref urb .
Case D
$ 5-99
37$
$ (.80)
-22$ .
$ 5-19
26$ ,
Std.
Subsys .
Case E
$ 6.71
4i$
$ (.80)
-22$
$ 5.92
30$
$10. 5M Shuttle
Low -Cost
Ref urb .
Case D
$ 5-99
37$
$(2. 6l)
-72$
$ 3-33
17$
Std.
Subsys .
Case E
$ 6.71
41$
$(2. 61)
-72$
$ 4.10
21$
Fig. 6-43 Standard Subsystem Savings for 45 Programs
Including the transportation costs (which are negative cost savings), the
savings are reduced to $5-92 billion for the $7-3 million Shuttle and to $4.10
billion for the $10.5 million Shuttle.
The savings in RDT&E cost for the standard subsystems (Case E) over the low-
cost refurbishable spacecraft (Case D) is about $700 million.
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6.8.2.3 Best-Mix Savings (V? Programs). A "Cluster-Mix" collection of stan-
dard hardware was developed (Case G) (as discussed in previous subsection 5-^
It comprises the following, totaling h-5 programs :
(1) Standard Subsystems in Mission-Peculiar Spacecraft 30 programs
(2) Standard Spacecraft k programs
(3) Cluster Spacecraft 11 programs
The cost breakdown for each category is compared and the funding requirements
for the best-mix program totals are spread on Fig. 6-kk (for the $7-3 million
per-flight Shuttle cost).
2.5
2.0
I/)g- l ; 5
8
o
1.0
0.5
Hardware
Std . S/S
Std . S/C
Cluster S/C
Best Mix Tot.
Baseline
Savings
No. Prog.
30
k
11
^5
1*5
. -
Total $
8.647B
0.732
3.530
12.909B
19.777
6.868B
CSavinqs)
^
""y-Baseline (per Aerospace)
Standard Hardware Best Mix
72 74 78 80 82 8k 86
Years
88 90 92 91* 96
, Fig. 6-kk Cost Breakdown and Funding Spread for Best-Mix
(Case G) - ^5 Programs ($7-3M Shuttle)
A comparison of the funding lines shows the potential of reducing the baseline
Case A costs (averaging about.$1.75 billion per year) by an average of $0.75
billion annually.
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In terms of the 45 programs, the savings over the 12-year period represented
are almost $7 Billion, compared to the baseline. These savings, when extra-
polated to the total mission model, are expanded considerably (see par. 6.8.3).
The contribution of each type of standard hardware to the Best-Mix is shown in
Fig. 6-U5.
1200 -
Standard Subsystems
71* 76 78 80 90 92 91* 96
Total 1*5 Programs - ($12.909 B)
•11 Programs ($3-530 B)
Standard S/C
Programs ($0.732 B)
•30 Programs ($8.64? B)
Fig. 6-4-5 Standard Hardware Contributions to Best-Mix
($7.3M Shuttle)
The comparative costs for the 45-program Best-Mix as affected by the Shuttle
costs are tabulated in Fig. 6-46.
It may be noted that the increased Shuttle cost of $10.5 million per-flight re-
duces the cost-saving potential from $6.87 billion to $5-23 billion for the
Best-mix program total.
The savings of the Best-Mix (Case G) over the low-cost, refurbishable spacecraft
for the 45 programs is $1.68 billion for the $7.3M Shuttle and $1.85 billion for
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Cost
Category
Pay load
Transpor-
tation
Total
Base-
line
Case A
Costs
(Billions)
$16.17
100$
$ 3-61
lOO/o
$19.78
100$
Savings - $ Billion
$7.3M Shuttle
Low -Cost
Refurb .
Case D
$ 5-99
37%
$ (.80)
-22%
$ 5-19
26%
Cluster
Mix
Case G
$ 7.21
45$
$ (.3*0
-10$
$ 6.87
35$
$10. 5M Shuttle
Low Cost
Refurb .
Case D
$ 5-99
37$
$(2. 61)
-72$
$ 3.38
17$
Cluster
Mix
Case G
$ 7.21
45$
$(1.98)
-55$
$ 5-23
26$
Fig. 6-46 Best-Mix Savings for 45 Programs
the $10.5 Shuttle (as the Shuttle cost increases, the negative-savings for
transportation with the Best-Mix (Case G) decrease at a faster rate than for
the Case D.
6.8.2.4 Summary of Savings - 45 Programs. A summary of the payload and program
savings for four categories of hardware are compared to the baseline in Fig. 6-47.
Type
Hardware
Expandable
Payload
Low-Cost
Refurb Ishab le
Standard
Subsystems
Standard
Spacecraft
Best -Mix
(Cluster-Mix)
Case
A
D
E
F
G
$ Billion
Fay load
Cost
$ 16.1?
10.18
9.46
9.06
8.96
Payload
Saving
-
$ 5.99
6.71
7.11
7.21
$7-31 Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$ 19-78
14.59
13.86
13.29
12.91
Total
Savings
-
$ 5.19
5-92
6.49
6.87
$10. 5M Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$ 19.78
16. 40
15.68
15.06
14.55
Total
Savings
-
$ 3.38
4.10
4.72
5.23
Fig. 6-47 Summary of Cost Savings - 45 Programs
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The increase in Shuttle per-flight cost from $7-3 million to $10.5 million re-
duces the total program cost savings: a reduction of $1.8l billion for Case D
and E, $1.77 Billion for Case F, and $1.64 billion for Case G.
6.8.2.5 Sensitivity of Program Cost Savings to Shuttle Cost - 45 Programs.
Figure 6-48 illustrates the sensitivity of total program cost savings by case
to increase of the Shuttle per-flight cost. To reach a break-even point (zero
savings), the per-flight Shuttle cost would have to increase to $16.45 million
for Case D and to $20.71 million for Case G.
Qty. Space Shuttle Flights
Total Cost of Shuttle
@-$10.5 per Flight .
(Billions)
Program Savings with
$10. 5M Shuttle (Billions)
Program Savings Converted
to Additional Cost per
Shuttle Flight (Millions)
Break-even Shuttle • Cost
•np T* TH i crh + f Mi 1 1 i rvn <3 ^
D
568
$ 5-96B
$ 3.38B
$ 5-95M
C$l6.45M)
Case
E
568
$ 5-96B
$ 4.10B
$ 7-21M
($ 17.71$
^
F
550
$ 5.48B
$ 4.72B
$ 8.58M
§19.o8M)
G
512
$ 5.78B
$ 5.23B
$10.21M
($20.71JY
Fig. 6-48 Break-Even Shuttle Per-Flight Costs - 45 Programs
6.8.2.6 Development Costs for Standard Hardware - 45 Programs. Funding re-
quirements for RDT&E for the three types of standard hardware are' shown on
Fig. 6-49.
The RDT&E cost for a set of standard modules to support mission-peculiar space-
craft or Standard Spacecraft for 45 programs is $98 million. To accommodate
the Cluster Spacec'iM-fL for the Best-Mix, development of larger solar array
modules increases the total to $117 million.
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STANDARD SUBSYSTEMS
80
•w-
ON
60
§5
tH
20
Standard
Modules ($98M)
Cluster
Modules ($117M)
STANDARD SPACECRAFT
Std. Spaceframe
(incl. Integration)
($159M)
Std. Spacecraft
with Std. Modules
,($257M)
72 7k 76 78
CLUSTER SPACECRAFT
Cluster Spaceframe
(incl. Integration)
($1U3M)
Cluster Spacecraft
with Cluster Modules
($260M)
72 72 76 78
Fig. 6-^ 9 Development Costs for Standard Hardware - 4 5 Programs
The KDT&E to develop the three spaceframes for the Standard Spacecraft (to
support 15 LEO programs) is $159 million. Development of the standard modules
(for 45 programs) is shown as additive to tiring the total KDT&E for 45 pro-
grams, including Standard Spacecraft for 15 of these, to $257 million.
Two different spaceframes for the Cluster Spacecraft would cost $1^ 3 million for
development. Adding the $117 million for standard module development brings the
total KDT&E for the Cluster-Mix (Best-mix) for 4 5 programs to $260 million.
6.8.3 Cost Savings for Total Mission Model - 91 Programs
Although the study was restricted to detail examination of ^5 NASA OSS/OA and
non-NASA programs, it was possible to extrapolate the applicability of result-
ant savings to the total space program. Similarities in destination, payload
size, and cost permit this extrapolation.
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Figure 6-50 shovs the results of extrapolating the savings from the ^ -program
data to the total mission model, including DOD. It is considered that these
are reasonable estimates of the savings potential for the various payload ef-
fects, as compared to the baseline Case A.
Type
Hardware
Expendable
Fay load
Low-Cost
Refurbishable
Standard
Subsystems
Standard
Spacecraft
Cluster-Mix
Case
A
D
E
• F
Q
$ Billion
Payload
Cost
$ 35.8
23. k
21.8
20.7
20.3
Payload
Saving .
-
$ 12.U
ii*.o
15.1
15.5
$7.3M Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$•46.0
32.6
31.0
29.1*
28.0
Total
Savings
-
$ 13.1*
15-0
16.6
18.0
$10. 5M Shuttle
Total
Program
Cost
$ 1*6.0
36.32
3^. T2
32.92
31.11
Total
Savings
-
$ 9.68
11.28
13.08
14.89
Fig. 6-50 Summary of Savings for Total Mission Model - 91 Programs
The payload savings for the total mission model range from $12.4 billion to
$15-5 billion.
Using the $7-3 million per-flight Shuttle users cost, total program savings
increase, ranging from $13-4 billion to $18.0 billion.
Using the $10.5 million Shuttle cost, the savings are decreased about $4 billion
for each case; net program savings range from $9-68 billion to $1^ .89 billion,
depending on type of payload hardware employed..
In terms of percentage savings, compared to the baseline Case A, Fig. 6-51
tabulates the various payload effects (exclusive of transportation costs).
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Sa
vi
ng
s
Payload
Effect
Baseline Case A Cost
Low-Cost
Low -Cost + Refurbishment
Low-Cost +' Refurbishment
+ Standard Subsystems
Cluster Mix
Percentage of Baseline Case A
LEO
15 Programs
$ 8.21 B
32%
4T$
. 51$
57$
NASA +
Ron -WAS A
45 Programs
$16.17 B
22$
37$
42$
^5$
Total
Mission
Model
91 Programs
$ 35.8 B
27$
35$
39$
43$
Fig. 6-51 Payload Effects Savings
6.8.4 Cost Impact of Late IOC for Reusable Space Tug
The cost impact of delaying the availability of a reusable space tug until
1985 was examined. For the interim period, 1979 through 1984, a mix of expen-
dable Agena and Centaur upper stages were used for spacecraft placement. Costs
for these stages were the same as used by Aerospace in their previous study.
Both the mission-peculiar spacecraft subsystem and Standard Subsystem cases
were examined (Cases D and E). The results were virtually the same; Case E
results are shown in Fig. 6-52.
A similar analysis was performed by LMSC and Mathematica during the Space Tug
Economics Study, Contract WAS 8-27709- The results, which have good corres-
pondence, show that the savings by payload reuse offered by the reusable Tug
will more than pay for the Tug development and implementation.
The Space Tug that LMSC was directed to use in this analysis was the Aerospace
OOS-C. It should be noted that this tug is not considered optimum for appli-
cation to the Space Shuttle when the Shuttle is limited to 65,000 Ibs due east
weight capability. In all cases inspected, the tug had to be off-loaded of
propellant to stay within the 65,000 Ib restriction. This not only resulted
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•x8
1985
Tug IOC
ri.5
1979 Tug IOC / Subsystems (Cue E)
-1.0
-0.5
7 2 7 5 T o BO 82 85 86
Years
Fig. 6-52 Cost Impact of Late Tug IOC
in performance penalties but required additional Shuttle flights. Despite this
disadvantage, the early tug IOC (1979) has definite economic payoffs and early
implementation is highly recommended.
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Section 7
SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD INTERFACES AND CONSTRAINTS
This section of the report provides a summary of results of Tasks 1.5 and 1.7
of the study which included investigation of and determination of methods and
hardware required to accomplish:
• Mechanical Support of the Payloads in,the Shuttle
• Deployment of Payloads from the Shuttle
• Checkout of Payload in Orbit via Shuttle
• Replacement of Spacecraft Modules on Orbit
• Stowage and Handling of Replacement Modules
A separate IMSC report has been issued covering details of some of the study
effort, IMSC-D15^ 600, dtd 2k December 1971, "Task 1.5 Report - Preliminary
Shuttle/Payload Constraints Analysis".
Results of Task 1-7, consisting of work performed subsequently, was not docu-
mented separately. The additional results are contained in this section.
7.1 OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
The objectives of the constraints analysis tasks were :
(1) Determine the impact of potential future low-cost and standardized
payloads upon the Space Shuttle System.
(2) Determine the constraints which the currently-planned NASA Baseline
Shuttle may impose upon future cost-effective payloads.
The basic approach used in the analysis comprised :
• SHUTTLE -
Investigate Shuttle performance capabilities,functional characterisLies
and allocated payload support for the NASA Baseline Shuttle and for
known variants, such as the WASA/MSC O^OA.
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FJTURE PAYLOADS -
Determine the characteristics of Shuttle-era payloads:
• Size and Mass
• Flight Dynamics
. • Quantity, Weight, Size of Replaceable Modules
SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD INTERFACE EQUIPMENT -
Establish basic concepts for interface equipment between the
payloads and the Shuttle.
PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS -
Determine the specific requirements of the payloads for Shuttle
support:
Environment Limitations
Electrical Power
Communications
GNS&C
Structural Mounting, CG Limitations
CONSTRAINTS ANALYSIS -
Analyze the impact of payload requirements on Shuttle subsystems
and operational modes.
Define the constraints placed upon payloads by the Shuttle
capability.
7.2 SHUTTLE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
7.2.1 NASA Baseline Study
Most of the work in this study was, by NASA direction, based upon the NASA
Baseline Shuttle specified in the Aerospace Corp. Report No. ATR-72(7231)-!,
Vol. IV, dtd August 1971. The general characteristics of this Shuttle were:
• 2-Stage MDAC MP-8A configuration
• Cargo bay 15 ft dia x 60 ft long (clear volume)
• 65,000 Ib Payload capability to 50 x 100 nm at 28.5° using Orbiter
main engines (structural weight limit)
• ABES not included
• QMS Shuttle-instailed tankage for 2000 FPS on-orbit AV; baseline
Shuttle propellant load equals 1500 FPS AV; extra CMS tankage can
be installed in cargo bay and charged to payload.
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7.2.2 Alternate Shuttle Reference
The latest version of the NASA/MSC 0^ 0-A Shuttle was used also as a data base
for the constraints analysis, particularly with respect to limitations of on-
orbit maneuvering capability.
7.2.3 Shuttle/Payload Interface Requirements
IMSC was supplied by NASA/HQ the latest "Shuttle/Payload Interface" documents
(drafts dtd 20 January 1972) :
• "Space Shuttle Program Requirements Document - Level 1"
• "Space Shuttle Program Requirements Document - Level 2"
The following are typical of the pay load -affect ing Shuttle characteristics
described in these documents (these have been supplemented in some cases with
more definitive data from the Baseline Shuttle or the WASA/MSC O^O-A require-
ments; complete listings of requirements appear in the Task 1.5 report, IMSC-
7.2.3.1 Pay load Crew Provisions in Shuttle.
• Two mission specialists (in addition to Shuttle flight crew)
Equipment and support weight charged to payload
• Internal airlock for crew access through hatch to and from
unpressurized cargo bay and pressurized modules for EVA/IVA
support to payloads
7.2.3.2 Fay load Crew Stations.
• One console within crew compartment for primary control of payload
and panel display of critical payload parameters
• Up to 3 additional payload monitoring stations
• Standardized electrical connectors to payload crew-station
consoles for payload system command and control, electrical
power, payload data
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7.2.3-3 Electrical Power.
• Energy allowance of 50 KWH for payloads - redundant DC power
• Power available to payloads up to 3 KW avg. and 6 KW peak -
except during peak Shuttle power usage (launch/ascent and
entry/landing) when payload power is restricted to 500W avg.
and 800W peak.
• Additional payload energy may be supplied by additional con-
sumables for Shuttle EPS and/or independently by payload.
• Standardized electrical connector and junction boxes in payload
bay. Payload system to provide wiring to payload (umbilical).
7.2.3.^ - Communications.
• Shuttle RF downlink for payload data transmission.
• Shuttle capable of receiving and relaying to earth data from
free-flying payloads; commanding payloads and relaying payload
command signals from ground.
• Shuttle capability for payload data handling:
a. Shuttle data bus allocation 25 KBPS max.
b. Hardwire input to
Shuttle Telemetry encoder 256 KBPS max.
c. Memory (32 bit words) 5000
(for payload checkout)
d. Computer operations lOK/sec
e. Data bus capacity 50 KBPS
f. Bulk Storage Memory . 1000 KB
7-2.3-5 Structural Attachments.
• Standard discrete payload attachment points in payload bay
• Payload pallets or adapters which mount to payload bay strong
points are part of payload system
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7.2.3-6 Attitude Control.
• Shuttle capable of pointing attached exposed payload continuously
for one orbit for each alternate orbit:
a. Nadir: ± ^5° within ±0.5°
b. Stability: ±0.10 per sec; all axes
• Shuttle capable of pointing attached payload at a reference target
(earth or celestial object):
a. Accuracy: ± 0 . 5
b. Stability: ± .10 per sec, all axes
7.2.3.7 Thermal Environment.
• Payload bay wall temperature
a. Overall minimum . - 100 F
b. Prelaunch maximum + 120 F
c. Launch/orbit maximum + 150°F
d. Entry/post-launch maximum + 250°F
7.2.3.8 Structural Loads.
• Maximum steady-state g-loads:
a. Fore-Aft (N 1 + 3-3 1.3
.X.
b. Lateral (N ) +1.0 - 1.0
c. Vertical (N ) + 1 . 0 - 2 . 7
z
• Acoustic level 158.5 <3t> OASPL external to payload bay doors.
7.3 FJTJRE PAYLOAD CHARACTERISTICS AND REQUIREMENTS OH SHUTTLE SYSTEM
7-3.1 Future Payload Weights and Dimensions
7-3.1.1 Mission-Peculiar Spacecraft. The Shuttle/payload interface analyses
were performed using specific spacecraft point-design data, and extrapolations
therefrom, for the typical future payloads (described in Section 4).
The future spacecraft weights and dimensions for the specific U5 programs
were extrapolated from the point designs as described in previous sub-section
k.6 The weights and dimensions for these spacecraft and payloads are listed
in Fig. U-28 in Section U.
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"Baseline" pay loads as provided in the Mission Model range from l)-85 to 21,300
Ib. Applying low-cost and refurbishable equipment payload factors,, the maxi-
mum is estimated to increase to 26,090 Ib for low inclination LEO payloads,
to 7,^ 20 Ib for sun-synchronous (polar) LEO payloads (placeable without the
use of Tugs), and to 7,000 Ib for Syneq orbit payloads.
7-3.1.2 Standard Spacecraft. In general, each of the Standard Spacecraft is
essentially equivalent to its mission-peculiar counterpart. The weights and
dimensions of Standard Spacecraft are listed on Fig. U-29 in Section k.
7.3.1.3 Cluster Spacecraft. The Cluster Spacecraft are larger and heavier
than either the mission-peculiar or Standard Spacecraft. Figure ^ -30 in
Section k lists the weights of the Cluster elements which are carried to orbit.
Two Shuttle flights each are required to place the LST/HEAO Cluster or the
LSO/LRO Cluster in LEO. The Earth-Observation Cluster, CSC-2, is launched as
a one-piece payload.
7-3.1.^  Spacecraft for Other Missions. Because of the limitation of study
scope, constraints analyses were limited to the NASA plus non-NASA unmanned
satellite/orbiter missions (^5 programs).
7.3.2 Payload Requirements Placed Upon the Shuttle System
The following paragraphs are an outline summary of the net payload system
requirements at the Shuttle interface which were developed during the study
by analysis of the various future payload designs and ground/flight operations.
7-3.2.1 Payload Weight and Volume.
a. Payload Volume. Total of 15 ft dia x 60 ft long payload bay required;
principally for missions requiring use of Space Tug (limits payload
length to 22.5 ft)
b. Payload Weights. Maximum single payload weight (without Space Tug):
(1) Mission-Peculiar 26090 Ib
(2) Standard Spacecraft 25786 Ib
(3) Cluster Spacecraft 25771 Ib
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c. Multiple Placements or Revisits. Multiple payload placements and
multi-payload revisits (with additional CMS propellant) saturate the
Shuttle 65,000 Ib capability (see detail in subsection 7-6).
7.3.2.2 Structural Support for Payloads.
a. Mounting Points. A matrix of installation mounting points required
in payload bay (see detail in subsection 7-5)
b. Alignment of Payload. Mechanical alignment of payload in payload
bay to be within ±0-5 degree of theoretical (3 axes)
7.3.2.3 Payload Environment Limits .
a. Temperature /Cond it ioning .
(1) l6o°F temperature maximum; 50$ R.H.
Sustained prelaunch temperatures belov 75 F required
for Agena Tug.
(2) Inert-gas purging required for Space Tug:
Pre-launch conditioned -air ventilation required
for pay loads.
(3) Contamination control required (cleanliness level not
determined )
b . Mechanical Effects .
(l) Acoustical level at payload surfaces -
db OASPL max
(2) Vibration level - 0.02 g per cycle at 50
and higher
7.3.2.U Electrical Power.
a. Average Power - All Missions.
1.0 KW average required for payload operation
b . Total, Energy Per Mission.
6.0 KWH total energy required per mission.
Figure 7-1 shows example .
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Operation
Mode
ASCENT
Power
Time
Energy
PARKING ORBIT
PAYLOAD
Power
Time
Energy
CHECKOUT SET
Power
Time
Energy
TOTAL
Power
Energy
Type of Mission
Earth Observ.
Satellite (LEO)
-
200 W
4 Hr
0.8 KWH
250 w
k- Hr
1.0 KWH
450 ¥
1.8 KWH
Typical Syneq
Tug
250 w
0.1 Hr
0.025 KWH
3^0 W
1.5 Hr
0.5 KWH
COMSAT
-
koo w
2 Hr
0.8 KWH
250 W
k Hr
1.0 KWH
990 W
2.3 KWH
Observatory
Revisit (LEO)
-
600 w
10 Hr
6.0 KWH
600 w
6.0 KWH
Fig. 7-1 Payload Electrical Power Requirements (Typical Missions)
7.3.2.5 Payload Communications - USB. UHF. VHF. K-Band.
a. Via Shuttle Communications. Payload to Shuttle to ground station
or Syneq TDRS; 1.2 MBPS :
(1) Via attached-payload umbilical
(2) Via RF to Shuttle from free-flying payload
"b. Via Dedicated Antenna. Payload-dedicated antenna on Shuttle for
payload to ground or to Syneq TDRS.
7.3.2.6 Payload Pointing & Stability (attached to Shuttle).
a. Attitude-Hold;
(1) ± 0.5 deg
(2) 0.5 deg/sec max rate
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b. Orbit Position;
(1) ± 1000 ft altitude
(2) ±10 nm in-track or cross-track
c. Maneuvering limit (payload extended on deployment gear):
0.5 deg/sec max
d. Payload Separation Rate (angular):
(1) Shuttle-induced : 0.5 deg/sec max
(2) Separation device: 1.5 deg/sec max
e. Probe Docking to Stable Payload :
(1) Limit cycle: ± 0.5 deg max
(2) Rate: 0.5 deg/sec max
f. Shuttle Movement for Payload Docking (within 3 ft of contact) :
(1) Approach Velocity: 0.25 FP3 max
(2) Lateral Velocity: 0.13 FPS max
(3) Roll Alignment Rate about LOS :
± 2 deg/max
0.5 deg/sec max
7.3.3 Future Payload Interface Equipment Requirements
7.3.3.1 Shuttle On-Board Checkout Set. Based upon historical space hardware
failure data, the launch/ascent phase of operations is most likely to cause a
fairly large portion of total payload equipment failures. The Shuttle provides
'an opportunity, either in the transfer orbit or the parking orbit, to assess
survival of the launch/ascent phase by verifying the functions of the payload
before payload deployment. If a malfunction is found, repairs can be made on
orbit or the mission may be aborted and the payload returned to earth.
Utilization of a family of "standard" Payload Test Sets (PT3) that can be used
during the various phases of payload test and checkout is proposed :
(a) at the payload assembly plant for integrated system test,
(b) at the launch base for pre-installation checkout, and
(c) on board the Orbiter.
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The Test Set can be located either in the Shuttle payload bay or in the crew
area. The associated controls and displays would be in the crew area. With a
dedicated computer, interchangeable program cassettes, and plug-in modules, a
PT3 could handle multiple payloads and combinations such as a satellite/Tug/
Teleoperator.
The Payload Test Set may also "be used on revisit missions to verify ascent sur-
vival of the spacecraft replacement modules and, after rendezvous and docking,
the condition of the retrieved payload satellite as an aid in determining need
for repair and adjustment.
The specific features of a typical Payload Test Set are discussed in par. J.k.2.
7.3.3.2 Deployment and Retrieval Devices. Deployment devices probably will be
Shuttie-supplied, according to current groundrules. Fixed-mounted manipulator
arms or front bulkhead-mounted deployment mechanisms were initially considered
for the baseline shuttle; a number of other deployment/retrieval devices have
since been proposed and are being studied. Among those is a free-flying remote-
controlled Teleoperator.
Typical examples are discussed in par. 7.^ •
7.3.3.3 Structural Supports in Cargo Bay. The deployment/retrieval mechanisms
are not intended to provide the structural support in the cargo bay for launch/
ascent, orbit maneuvering, and entry/landing conditions. Separate support and
latch-down hardware must therefore be provided; structural adapters to span be-
tween payload and cargo bay structure must be provided also.
Additionally, if the payload itself requires a "strongback" support, a cradle
structure must be provided on which the payload can be mounted; the cradle would
be latched into the cargo bay structure. Typical examples of these equipment
are shown in subsection 7.5-
7.3.3.^  Shuttle Flight/Cargo Crew Interfaces. Eecent shuttle system.descrip-
tions have included, in addition to the baseline Shuttle two-man flight crew,
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an additional two men to handle, service, and operate payloads, deployment de-
vices, manipulators and other payload interface equipment.
These cargo crewmen must be provided with (l) visual and physical access to the
cargo bay, (2) the controls and visual aids required for docking to payloads
and space stations, and (3) controls for remote operation of manipulators and
Teleoperator.
The crew must also have the capability of IVA or EVA to accomplish unscheduled
inspections, adjustments, or repairs to payloads and for emergencies. An air-
lock between the crew compartment and the cargo bay is necessary for crew access
to payloads.
Examples of crew provisioning and payload display/control panels in the Shuttle
are described in paragraphs l.k.h- and 7-^-5-
7-3-^ Launch Base Interface Requirements for Future Payloads
7.3«^--l Pre-Installation Operations. Payloads must be checked out and launch-
ready before delivery to the Shuttle Maintenance and Checkout Facility (MCF).
The payloads must be installed in adapters or cradles that interface with the
load-carrying supports in the cargo bay.
Electrical, communications (including data), safety monitoring, and deployment
mechanism interfaces, EMI compatibility, and payload eg location should be
checked; this probably will require either a mockup or a functional simulator
of the shuttle subsystems and equipment involved.
The deployment/retrieval mechanisms and the payload test/checkout set (or simu-
lators thereof) should be included in the total assemblage of equipment used in
payload pre-installation tests.
7.3.^ -.2 Installation of Fay load into Cargo Bay. When the payload is installed
in the Shuttle cargo bay safety monitoring umbilicals, electrical power/control/
communication umbilicals, fluid services (fill, dump, vent or pressurize --
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as applicable), and deployment mechanisms/manipulator must be connected, and
their operability verified.
7-3.^ .3 Launch Pad Equipment. Most unmanned payloads can be serviced in the
MCF and checkout and status monitoring can be accomplished with the Shuttle
on-Board Payload Test Set and the Shuttle communications systems.
Propulsion stages using storable propellants may be loaded before installation,
but payloads and Tugs employing cryogenic propellants require servicing on the
launch pad, with the Shuttle in the vertical position. Provisions for purging
and conditioning of the cargo bay on the launch pad by Shuttle ground support
systems are part of the baseline Shuttle.
l.k SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD INTERFACES AND EgJIPMENT
For unmanned payloads, the Shuttle is intended to perform the functions of a
common carrier, providing delivery services to and from orbit. A wide variety
of cargo must be expeditiously handled, both on the ground and in flight; the
loading/unloading operations should not tie up the carrier's equipment any
longer than necessary. To accomplish this objective, it is necessary to pro-
vide well-planned interface equipment and operational methodology.
This sub-section offers a brief over-view of the impact of future low-cost or
standardized payloads upon the Shuttle system. A complete discussion of the
payload/Shuttle interface requirements is contained in a separate report, LMSC-
D154600, "Preliminary Shuttle/Payload Constraints Analysis."
7.4.1 General Payload/Shuttle Interfaces
The primary payload interfaces are with: (a) the Shuttle launch base facilities,
(b) the Orbiter cargo bay and support subsystems, (c) the Orbiter flight/cargo
crew, and (d) the tracking and data relay satellite (TDRS), and/or the ground
communications/data network.
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The major physical interfaces between unmanned payloads and the Shuttle are :
(a) Adaptors or pallets or cradles
(b) Structural supports and latches
(c) Deployment Mechanisms
(d) Manipulators/Retrieval Devices
(e) Hardline Umbilicals
(?) Payload Service Panels (Electrical, Fluid, Communications, etc.)
(g) Cargo Bay Doors
(h) Payload Deployment Control & Monitor Panels
(i) Payload Test Set
(j) Stovage Provisions for Payload Replacement Modules
(k) Access Provisions to Payloads (Airlock, Hatches, etc.)
(l) Lighting and Visual Access
(m) Purging, Cooling and Contamination Control Provisions
A matrix chart illustrating the interface equipment versus its general payload
function is shown in Fig. 7-2.
FUNCTION
PAYLOAD INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
P/L CHECKOUT SET
P/L DISPLAY/CONTROL PANELS
P/L ADAPTERS/CRADLES
P/L MANIPULATION/TELEOPERATORS
P/L DEPLOYMENT/RETRIEVAL
P/L SPARE MODULE RACK
P/L UMBILICALS, SERVICE PANELS
DOCKING EQUIPMENT
P/L CLOSURE/SHROUD
CARGO CREW PROVISIONS
/ *0
•
•
•
O
o
•
/ ">.?'
•
'
•
•
/
•
9
•
•
/
•
•
•
•
/ >£
•
•
/ z
•
/ o#
•
•
• _
»
•
•
/ Vfl?
•
•
•
•
•
«
•
•
/ ^
•
Fig. 7-2 Types of Interface Equipment vs Function
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The functions and locations of this equipment in the cargo bay must be speci-
fied very early in the Shuttle program so that:
(1) compatibility can be planned and designed into each payload
(2) later costly redesigns of Shuttle to accommodate payloads1
can be avoided
Examples of some of the interface equipment concepts developed during the study
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
7.^ .2 Shuttle On-Board Checkout
7.^ .2.1 The Basic Concept. The concept of standardized interfaces between
payloads and the Shuttle may be extended readily to include a payload test set
carried on board the Shuttle and used for monitoring and checkout of one or
more payloads.
Such a test set may be independent or it may utilize some of the Shuttle com-
puter, data handling, and display services. In either case it must interface
with the orbiter data bus and supply safety status to the Shuttle flight deck.
Payload cost savings estimated in this study have accrued from use of on-board
checkout of payloads in orbit.
An informal IMSC Engineering Memo (PE-1001 dtd 20 May 1971) has been prepared
to document detail of the concept and use of a Shuttle-carried payload test
set; copies were provided to NASA agencies during the current study and the
basic methodology rechecked. An updated version of the data, documented in
IMSC Memo L5-02-02-05-M1-5 dtd 8 March applied the initial concept to a dif-
ferent group of sample payloads. The concept was again found to be valid.
Excerpts of the IMSC documents are provided following.
7.k.2.2 Usefulness of On-Orbit Checkout. The Shuttle on-board checkout capa-
bility, represented by the Payload Test Set (PTS) provides the following im-
portant functions shown in Fig. 7-3-
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• MAKES ON-ORBIT REPAIR AND REFURBISHMENT FEASIBLE
• PERMITS CORRECTION OF LAUNCH/ASCENT FAILURES
• PERMITS SHUTTLE/PAYLOAD AUTONOMOUS OPERATION
• ALLOWS PAYLOAO-COGNIZANT PERSONNEL TO PERFORM CHECKOUT
IN ORBIT ENVIRONMENT
CHECKOUT SET
-CARGO CREW
^^ y x CHECKOUT PANa
-DEPLOYMENT I \ ^UMBILICAL
BOOMS I X-PAYLOAD
TO EARTH
Fig- 7-3 Payload Checkout/Monitor
On-Board the Shuttle
7.^ .2.3 A Phased lest/Checkout Approach for Pay loads. As a "base for applying
the concept specifically, a phased checkout methodology was developed. Typical
timelines were established for each phase by (l) synthesizing the specific tests
to be performed on typical payloads, and (2) estimating elapsed times for per-
formance of these tests by one payload crewman working at a Shuttle-mounted
payload display/control panel (detail of panels discussed in par. J.k.5).
The basic 7 phases and average times to accomplish are shown in Fig. 7-^-
7.^ .2.4 Modes for Checkout. Possible modes of on-orbit checkout may be cate-
gorized as follows:
(1) Payload in payload bay, doors closed — injection transfer orbit or
parking orbit.
(2) Payload in payload bay, doors open—low earth parking orbit.
(3) Payload extended from payload bay--still attached.
(4-) Payload separated--orbiter standing off at safe distance.
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Fig. 7-lj- Phased lest and Checkout of Pay loads
7-^ .2.5 Ground vs Orbiter-Control of Checkout. For each of the modes, the
checkout could be controlled from the orbiter cabin or from the ground, and
with either approach test data could be recorded, processed and evaluated in
the orbiter or on the ground. This option is based upon the orbiter having
communications and data handling capability to relay up to 256K EPS down for
attached payloads and 25K down for detached payloads, and to relay up-link
commands of at least IK EPS to payloads.
If the TDRS is operational, real-time command and data acquisition make check-
out feasible from orbiter or direct from the ground to either orbiter or pay-
load. If MSFN is used, station passes at 100 run altitude are limited to about
3 minutes or less, with perhaps only one or two station contacts per revolu-
tion at some inclinations, with the ground stations geographically dispersed;
this results in extended checkout time, perhaps restricting the operational
flexibility of the Shuttle in orbit.
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7.^ .2.6 Multiple-Payload checkout. For two or more payloads carried simultan-
eously by the Shuttle, it is possible to perform checkout sequentially without,
exceeding reasonable time allowances. However, a time-sharing mode is feasible
and should be considered for "connected" payloads deployed at the same time in
orbit.(such as the Space Tug with a nose-mounted Syneq-orbit payload).
7.^ .2.7 Time Profiles and Limitations for On-Board Checkout(OBC).
a. Use of 'Cba'st'~Periods': for .Checkout. Typical Shuttle flight profiles call
for ascent into a 83 or 93 x 185 km transfer orbit, circularization into
a 185 km parking orbit, remaining for several revolutions, injection into
a higher transfer orbit, placement or rendezvous maneuvers, deployment or
retrieval, return to 185 km circular, and reentry and landing. Typical,
times in the transfer orbits are ^0 to 55 minutes and in the parking orbit
88 minutes per revolution. Such coast or orbiting modes are periods of low
demand upon both shuttle systems and crew, and are ideal for conducting OBC.
b. Typical Timeline. If the payload is singular and very simple, checkout may
consist of a scan of the instrumentation readouts and a sample command/
command verification test, requiring perhaps five to ten minutes. More
complex payloads, such as represented by an astronomical observatory (such
as 1ST), involving a number of modes and redundant systems, may require a
half-hour to an hour for pre-deployment readiness verification. One possible
flight plan for such a mission to 750 km (^ 05 nm), 35 inclination, showing
on-board checkout phases, is illustrated in Fig. 7-5-
Other variations are, of course, possible, including initial injection into
a transfer orbit 'to 185 km, circularization and parking checkout, and even-
tual transfer to the 750 km destination.
c. Phase V Checkout Times. The Phase V checkout would be performed after cir-
cularization and before payload deployment, and is estimated to require ap-
proximately an hour. At this altitude, the payload has several contacts
per orbit with STADAN stations, of 10 to 13 minutes duration; hence three
to four orbits (99.8 minute period) would be required if the checkout were
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Fig. 7-5 Typical Timeline for IST/Shuttle Checkout/
Deployment
segmented, with appropriate responsibility assigned to the scheduled ground
stations functioning in real time. Alternatively, if TDRS is assumed, a real-
time checkout could be accomplished from a single control center in two revolu-
tions, using one TDRS, or in one revolution using two TDRS properly positioned.
d. Comparative Ground-Link Checkout Times. Ground-link checkout in 100 nm
orbit may also be accomplished with reasonable time efficiency (2 revolu-
tions) using TDRS. If, however, the ground link were limited to the MSM,
average pass time is 2 to 3 minutes per station, with perhaps only two
stations per orbit visible. Under those conditions checkout under ground
control might take a full day (l6 revs.) or more, split among perhaps six
stations, or three days if limited to two stations. The attractiveness
of autonomous checkout on-board shuttle to save mission time and provide
a coherent and consistent verification of ascent survival is apparent. In
considering ground-link control and evaluation of checkout for the above
discussion, we have assumed the use of on-board checkout equipment to in-
terface with the payload, and merely removed the command, readout, com-
parison and evaluation functions to the end of the ground data link. If
the data link were assumed to be directly to the spacecraft under test,
only those tests not requiring stimuli (other than shuttle attitude
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maneuvers and perhaps limited sensor excitation through the open cargo bay
doors) could be performed prior to deployment. Comparatively, checkout of
some typical complex expendable-launched payloads (such as OAO-B) were
originally planned to take over seven days; 7 rev. survival phase, rev. 8
through 56 for spacecraft checkout, and rev. 57 through 73 for experiment
checkout, with experimentation beginning with rev. 103, at day 8.
It should be recognized, however, that if the OAO-B were being redesigned
using today's technology and the "low-cost" payload approaches, and if
some degree of BITE (built-in test) were incorporated, using the space-
craft computer and data system, the 8-day expendable-launched checkout
mode would probably be compressed by a factor of 2 or even 3- Use of
TDRS eliminates the need for support from six to ten ground stations.
However, the use of either the TDRS or the MSFN/STADAN is a potentially
constraining requirement in a period of high space activity.
While tests on the payload were performed in sequence in the synthesized
analysis, many will actually be accomplished in parallel, or at least with
some overlap. This is particularly true when there are a number of iden-
tical units, such as the ACS modules. The amount of simultaneous activity
that is practical depends upon the power of the checkout computer and soft-
ware programming. Elimination of parallel activities will increase the
parking orbit stay time and the risk of optical system contamination, but
may save test planning and programming effort.
7.4.2.8 Pre-Launch On-Board Checkout Phase (Typical). The interrelationship
of the various payload subsystems does not permit independent testing of one
system at a time, with the others inactive. The payload power system is
switched from ground power to shuttle-supplied power late in the launch count-
down. The spacecraft batteries and the transmitters will be commanded OFF for
the ascent configuration. The instrumentation and computer (DP&l) systems are
energized so that the 1024 bps multiplexed instrumentation readout may be de-
coded by the payload checkout set and data on selected parameters fed into
the shuttle data bus for information and cockpit display. Alternatively,
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selected instrumentation points, such as the pressure transducer outputs,
could be brought out from the payload Data Distribution Unit by hardline
through a test umbilical, converted to digital format by the shuttle data sys-
tem digital interface unit and directly monitored from the cockpit. If this
latter mode were selected, it vould not be necessary to utilize a payload flight
computer for signal processing during preliminary checkout.
7.^ .2.9 typical Qn-Orbit Checkout Phase V, Pre-Deployment Readiness Test.
a. Initial Check. Phase V, PDRT, commences with a quick scan of the shuttle
data displays of Shuttle cargo bay conditions and status and the monitored
payload instrumentation points. This verifies the integrity of the elec-
trical interface and the "stowed and locked" status of the deployment
mechanisms.
b. Test Set Checkout. The Payload Test .Set (PTS) is next tested by an inter-
nal self-test program that verifies that each subsystem or module is still
functioning after being subjected to the launch/ascent stresses, and that
the sampled parameters match the prelaunch values.
c. Initial Payload Check. The checkout of the payload is initiated with a
complete readout of the 264 channels of A/D conversion data, the 192 channels
of bi-level data, the k channels of gimbal pickoff data and the 2 channels
of tracker data, and the comparison to stored limits in the checkout com-
puter. Out of limit conditions are presented on the checkout display for
diagnosis or override by the checkout crewman.
d. Electrical Power Subsystem Checkout. The Electrical Power System (EPS) is
next checked out, using commands generated in the PTS and routed to the
Data Distribution Unit directly from the test umbilical. An option exists
here of testing the RF Command Receivers first, and then commanding the
payload by RF closed-circuit through the coaxial umbilical connections.
The outputs of the EPS instrumentation are compared to the stored values
for response to the test commands to establish the GO or the NO-GO status.
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A dummy load in the PIS, payload quiescent loads, or combinations thereof,
in conjunction with varying input levels of ground power may be used to
verify the functioning of the regulators, converters and inverters, the
state of charge unit, the three batteries separately, and the power con-
trol unit.
The stowed solar arrays will not be checked prior to deployment.
e. Communications Checkout. Provisions have been included in the payload de-
sign for RF switches that enable the closed-loop (i.e., non-radiating) RF
checkout through the umbilical to receivers and dummy loads in the PTS,
and the issuance of RF commands from the PIS to the Command Receivers in
the payload. Up until this point in the PDRT commands were via hardline
umbilical into the interface and timing unit and thence via the data dis-
tribution system and internal payload cabling to the elements addressed.
Decoding is performed by the low-cost payload computer, but certain criti-
cal functions have independent decoding networks; this assumes ability to
reset or restore operation in the event of transient shutdowns.
The command receivers are individually checked by the threshold signals
from the PTS command generator/transmitter. Then the narrow-band trans-
mitter (NET), the wide-band transmitter (WBT), and the tape recorder opera-
tion are verified, primarily for presence and approximate power level of
carrier and modulation. (Deviation and modulation index are not measured.)
The hybrids, duplexers and antennas are sufficiently rugged and reliable
that a check of them is not considered necessary. Command verification via
the FBT is confirmed, thus assuring the ability to command the payload after
deployment.
f. Data Processing Checkout. The Data Processing System, which includes the
Computer, Data Distribution Unit, and Interface and Timing Unit, has been
functioning at a low level during most of bhe previous checkout operations.
Now a series of test messages will exercise the various modes, including
redundant paths, to verify end-to-end functional operation.
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It is not intended that every combination or every memory location be re-
checked; the sampling technique will suffice to confirm functional survival
of the launch and ascent environment.
The test messages and expected responses are stored in the PIS computer,
which evaluates the response to each. Included in the test messages are
simulated data from the shuttle data system on attitude, position, time
and PCM sync signal and simulated payload S&C problems or error signals.
It is anticipated that the data processing system checkout, done on a.
computer-to-computer basis, will go very fast, probably on the order of
minutes, and not require the intervention of the checkout crew member af-
ter he has initiated it, unless trouble is encountered. The standby com-
puter in the payload is also checked by a diagnostic test routine.
g. Stabilization & Control Subsystem Checkout-. The Stabilization & Control
Subsystem was partially activated before launch, with both inertial refer-
ence units operating. These are checked against the shuttle data, any
differences evaluated, and one IRQ switched off. The three reaction
wheels are checked by torquing the gyro in the active IRU or having the
shuttle perform pitch, roll and yaw maneuvers. The reaction wheels are
checked by commanding momentum unloading and driving each wheel, sequen-
tially, to 75$ of no load speed. A magnetometer test is not considered
to be necessary.
h. Attitude Control Subsystem Checkout. Next, before opening the shuttle
cargo bay doors and completing tests on the S&C subsystem, each Attitude
Control subsystem module is checked for thruster valve actuation. This
is accomplished by commanding the solenoid latching valve open and closed,
reading high and low pressures, commanding—directly or through the IRU--
thrust valves open, and reading pressure and temperature changes, compar-
ing all readings to pre-stored values. The amount of gas used and the
effect of discharging it in the cargo bay is negligible. By interleaving
the tests for the four modules, a five-minute manifold leak check can be
made on each, with a total ACS test time of less than 10 minutes.
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i. Experiment Checkout. The experiments may be checked in a passive mode,
verifying no change in condition as a result of the ascent environment.
The high voltage for the star trackers may "be turned on before or after
opening the cargo bay doors; the shuttle cargo bay is well-vented so out-
gassing occurs freely. It is assumed that 1971 state-of-the-art permits
designing electronics that do not require more than three hours of expos-
ure in space before application of high voltages without arcing or corona;
this in contrast to the scheduled ^3 hour exposure in the original OAO-B
operations plan.
7.^ -2.10 On-Orbit Checkout Phase V (PDRT) - Doors Open. The above-described
checks, made in the cargo bay with the doors closed, provide confidence for a
GO evaluation; any serious discrepancies are assumed to be removed by payload
module replacement. Further pre-deployment tests may then be made using
natural stimuli.
a. Sensor Checkout. The cargo bay doors may now be opened, exposing two solar
aspect sensors, the fine solar aspect sensor, and three star trackers to
natural stimuli by orienting the shuttle to the required attitude to bring
the target stars within the field-of-view of the star trackers.
Upon confirmation of functioning of these sensors, the PDRT phase is com-
plete and the' payload is ready for deployment. Note that the boresight
star tracker and the experiment package, both of which look aft, must be
clear of the cargo bay to "see" targets. The total elapsed time for the
PDRT, excluding maintenance activity, 'is estimated to be one hour; 30
minutes of this have been allocated to opening the cargo bay doors and
maneuvering the shuttle to bring targets into star tracker fields of view.
Previous Fig. 7-5 presents a milestone timetable which permits direct real-
time contact with the payload ground control center via the microwave link
to the ROSMAN, Worth Carolina tracking station during each of the on-board
checkout phases, although such a limitation on mission operations is not
mandatory.
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7.4.2.11 Checkout of Typical Expendable Tug. Installation and checkout for
another type of payload, the Ascent Agena as an expendable tug, was studied
under NASA/IMSC Contract NAS 9-11949. Nine safety instrumentation measure-
ments were identified that could require continuous monitoring. Checkout of
the Agena may be accomplished through its Main Electrical Umbilical, in con-
junction with its on-board computer, talking either to a Payload Test Set or
directly through a SIU to the Orbiter Performance Monitoring System (PMS).
Figure J-6 shows a typical Orbiter/Agena Tug interface connection for checkout
and monitoring.
SHUTTLE CARGO BAY
JZOO
CARGO BAY
SAFETY MEAS.
DEPLOYMENT MEAS.
ACENA
(AGENA/PAYLOAD
SERVICE PANEL)
SHUTTLE INTERFACE
UNIT (SIU)
Fig. 7-6 Agena Tug Checkout Interface with Shuttle
7.^ .2.12 Concept Design of Payload Test Set. The concept design of a Payload
Test Set, proposed in the initial Payload Effects Study, has been reassessed;
it appears that the basic approach is still valid. It is required that a spe-
cific preliminary design of such a PT3 be developed in future studies (beyond
the scope of the current study).
A block diagram of the PTS and preliminary weight and power estimates are
shown respectively as Figs. 7-7 and 7-8. The dimensions and installation modes
of the control/display panel will vary; some examples are discussed in par.
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Fig. 7-7 Block Diagram of Shuttle-Carried Payload Test/Checkout Set
PAYLOAD CHECKOUT SET
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Fig. 7-8 Preliminary Weight and Power Estimates-Payload Test Set
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7.4.3 Interface Equipment for Payload Deployment, Retrieval, Manipulation
7.4.3.1 The Array of Interface Equipment. The proposed approaches for manip-
ulation of the payloads within the Shuttle, extending/releasing payloads, and
subsequent payload retrieval are quite varied and present a large potential
array of interface equipment. Figure 7-9 shows a matrix of candidate basic
techniques and payload interface equipment cross-correlated with the ancillary
support items to be provided for each mode.
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Fig. 7-9 Payload Handling Techniques/Equipment
vs Ancillary Support Items
The specific areas investigated during this study are listed in Fig. 7-10.
7.4.3.2 Operational Considerations.
a. Payload Variety and Impact. The cargo for the orbiter may be made up of
as many as five discrete payloads ranging in size from perhaps 10 to 10,000
cu ft, and in weight from a few hundred pounds to a maximum of 65,000 Ib.
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b.
Multiple payloads may require individual deployment or be combined; a Tug
with its nose payload is a common example of multiple payloads handled and
deployed as one item.
[DEPLOYMENT]
• UNLATCHING
• PAYLOAD EXTENSION
t EXTENSION OF PAYLOAD
DEVICES
• MECHANICAL SEPARATION
(CONTROLLED ENERGY)
• UMBILICAL RELEASE
• CREW EVA BACKUP
I RETRIEVAL]
• MANIPULATOR-SINGLE
BOOM
• MANIPULATOR-
GRAPPLER
• TELEOPERATOR
• DIRECT DOCK TO SHUTTLE
• CREW EVA (WITH
MECHANICAL AIDS)
[SERVICING]
• MANIPULATOR -
GRAPPLER
• TELEOPERATOR
• AUTOMATED
SERVICING
MECHANISM
• POST REPAIR
CHECKOUT
• CREW EVA (WITH
MECHANICAL
AIDS)
Fig. 7-10 Payload Handling Functions
Deployment and release of some payloads may be quite demanding upon the or-
biter- supplied deployment gear and orbiter ACPS, particularly if clearances
in the payload bay are limited, the payload mass is large, and there is a.
requirement to maintain attitude during deployment and/or at release. This
same situation may be encountered during recovery, although the usual case
will find considerably less mass involved for this operation. For large
payloads it is recommended that the deployment out of the payload bay or
placement of a retrieved payload into it be done with the Orbiter ACPS
locked out, and the orbiter in a drift mode.
Retrieval Operations. For retrieval, most payloads will be cooperative;
that is, they will be in a stable attitude, active systems powered down,
and usually capable of being commanded by the orbiter. Rendezvous and dock-
ing maneuvers are performed by the orbiter, either flying a cradle into a
payload or approaching close enough to capture it with a probe or manipulator
arms. Some retrieved payloads may have extended antennae or solar arrays
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that may require assistance to fold up for recovery or jettisoning (the
IMSC-designed Shuttle payloads include retractable appendages if retrac-
tion is required for stowage in the Shuttle payload bay). EVA should be
considered a backup mode to the use of manipulators for such operations.
Retrieval by Teleoperator has been investigated and is discussed in par.
7.^ .3.4.
Other examples of retrieval concepts are also provided in par. 7.4.3.4.
c. Payload Revisit Operations. Revisit to low earth orbit spacecraft for re-
pair^ refurbishment, or recovery provides a large economic driver for a
space shuttle system, and revisit operations and mission requirements should
be given careful attention in determining orbiter system requirements. The
revisit mission is applicable to many shuttle-era payloads in addition to
the revisit to the four large observatories, NASA Mission Nos. 13, 15, 17,
and 19.
d. Fayload Orbit Servicing Operations. Payload in-orbit repair and maintenance
involves handling and checkout of many separate elements or modules, the re-
moval and replacement of modules in the spacecraft being visited, and the
return of the removed modules to earth.
A storage, checkout and transport rack (SCAT-RACK) to accommodate the modules
and/or replacement experiments may be considered as the equivalent to a "pay-
load" for accommodations in the payload bay. Conceptual sketches of SCAT-
RACKS are shown in subsection 7«5«
Module replacement requires that manipulators have to be able to make rela-
tively fine movements and be able to roughly align a module with a receptacle,
and that there must be slip clutches or limiting devices in the manipulator/
end effector system that prevents a "force fit" if something hangs up.
e. Coordinated Hardware Approaches. It is quite evident, from the limited con-
cept study accomplished, that the design of payloads, payload adaptors and
support equipment, manipulators, and the shuttle system must all be closely
coordinated for the total space system to function efficiently.
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7.^.3-3 Payload Deployment and Handling.
a. Background Reference Data. Hie payload deployment/support devices are des-
cribed as part of the Shuttle equipment; under this arrangement, WASA/MSC
has issued separate study contracts to MB Associates (NAS 9-119^ 3) and
Martin (NAS 9-11932) to investigate manipulators. Although no direct co-
ordination was made vith the Payload Effects study effort, the final report
data were reviewed by LMSC and considered in the Shuttle/payloads constraints
analyses. '
Matrix Corp. is also under separate contract to NASA/MSFC, reportedly es-
tablishing basic requirements for the specific requirements for manipulators
and teleoperators.
b. Basic Types of Deployment Devices. In general, three basic types of payload
deployment devices have been considered:
• Folding Frame
• Manipulator Beams
• Linear Extendable Booms
Each of these is discussed separately in the following paragraphs.
c. Folding Frame Deployment. The single deployment concept provided with the
baseline Shuttle data was a folding link arrangement pictured in Fig. 7-11.
The mechanism shown supports the payload in cantilever fashion and rotates
it 90° out of the Shuttle payload bay. The concept is adequate for large
unmanned pay loads a'nd manned modules, but could not be used readily for
multiple payload deployment. With a single forward-mounted fulcrum support,
a very large and heavy rotating cradle would be needed for multiple payloads.
Also, with large propulsion vehicles such as the Space Tug, the exit nozzle
would, point forward in the Shuttle, a potential additional safety hazard
and a possible CG-position problem.
d. Manipulator Beams (Rigid). NASA/MSC is tentatively planning as one approach
the use of manipulator beam(s) for manipulating the payload out of or into
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Fig. 7-11 Baseline Shuttle Deployment and Docking Mechanisms
the Shuttle cargo bay and/or supporting the payload in extended position
during servicing operations. A single manipulator can be used for trans-
lating the payload vith the other used for removal/installation of modules;
or both manipulators can be used for moving the pay load. The latter approach
is shown in Fig. 7-12.
IMSC has made a cursory dynamic structural analysis of the rigid manipulator-
beam concept (IMSC Engineering Memo L5-02-02-05-MI-7 dtd 1 March 1972). It
appears that within reasonable weight constraints, a single boom for sup-
porting an extended large payload will have fairly large deflections; with
the boom acting as a spring and the pay load as a bob-weight, the limit-
cycling of the Shuttle (particularly in roll) can cause what may be objec-
tionable movements of the payload relative to the Shuttle. An adverse
dynamic coupling, perhaps unavoidable because of the limited structural
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damping with the slender, lightweight beam; can cause the oscillatory ampli-
tude of the relative payload position to increase in a divergent mode. Con-
siderably more dynamic analysis should be applied to the rigid beam concept
if it becomes the principal NASA candidate for payload manipulation/support
in orbit operations.
Tug
.Payload
Manipulator Beams
e .
Fig. 7-12 Manipulator Beams Translating Tug/Satellite
Linear-Extendable Booms (Flexible). IM3C has further investigated also the
use of flexible extendable booms (bi-stem tape booms) used in pairs or in
sets of four. The basic concept is illustrated in Figs. 7-13 and 7-lk
which respectively show (l) a Tug/Satellite installation in the Shuttle
and (2) the Tug/Satellite extended from the cargo bay on four extendable
booms rigidly end-attached to a cradle assembly. The cradle also supplies
a rigid platform for docking/retrieval of the payload.
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rSEO SPACE TUG -
SEO FWD MOUNT
(11/1 R)
CARGO
POSITION
CONTROLLER
FWD BULKHEAD
SHUTTLE
CARGO BAY
r / DOCKING RINGV ATTACHMENT
I j. 1 \| SPREADER BAR -*
UMBILICAL - TUG
• PAYIOAD CHECKOUT SET-
Fig. 7-13 Stowage and Deployment of Tug/Satellite
SpraTug
Docking Ring
Low-Cost SEO
Space Tug Lug/
Pin (4)
Extendable Boom (4)
Fig. 7-1^  Tug/Satellite Extended on Cradle from Shuttle
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The .cradle assembly concept is shown in Fig. 7-15. It can be made essen-
tially universal (to fit all or most payloads) by supplying payload-peculiar
fore-aft spreader bars (item 7) and cradle cross-beams (item 6). Electrical
wiring for remote latch/unlatch power and control and for sensor power and
feedback can be reeled out/in with the tape boom.
CO Support Lug and Hold-Down Pln-
Paytoid<ltef.)(4)
(T) Drogue Funnel (4) - Psyload/Cradle
(T) Utch - Cradle Assy (4)
0 End Fitting - Cradle Assy. (4)
(T) Hold-Down Pin - Credit (43
(T) Cradle (2)
(T) Spreader Bar (2)
(j[) Drogue Funnel - Cradle/Shuttle (4)
(?) Latch - Shuttle (4)
(JO) Support - Cradle/Shuttle (4)
(IT) Bi-Stem Boom (4)
Fig. 7-15 Universal Payload Deployment/Retrieval Cradle
An alternate arrangement, using a combination of extendable booms is shown
in Fig. 7-l6. In lieu of fixed-pin/drogue docking, electromagnetic pads
would be utilized on the Shuttle boom-ends against small steel plates on
the payload.
Another alternate arrangement, suitable for use with expendable payloads
deployed to LEO by the Shuttle (planetary missions, et al) is shown in Fig.
7-17- Here the cradle remains in the cargo bay and the four booms (mounted
on the cradle) extend the payload to its release position.
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EXTENDABLE
3OOM
DOCKING
PORT
HOIST
Fig. 7-l6 Multiple Extendable Booms with Magnetic-Pad Grippers
7.4.3.4 Payload Retrieval.
a. Modes of Retrieval. Many potential modes of payload retrieval exist. In
all modes, the spacecraft mass, capability for holding position (stability),
and capability for transponding signals from the retrieving vehicle (Shuttle
or Space Tug) are critical considerations.
Figure 7-l8 illustrates four basic concepts of payload retrieval.
(l) Probe-Manipulator - A probe device, mounted on the end of a manipulator,
can be used in retrieving a cooperative satellite (the payload stability
provisions are discussed in par. 7-4.3-6). Man-in-the-loop control is
preferred; "Flying" the Shuttle in a vernier control mode may be re-
quired in addition to controlling the manipulator itself.
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Fig. 7-17 Expendable Payload Deployed on Extendable Booms
(2) Teleoperator - A free-flying device, supplied vith a set of docking-
sensors, can rendezvous with and dock to a stable payload. Its prin-
cipal operational advantage is that it can seek a payload located re-
motely (up to 2 or 3 nm) from the Shuttle and return it to the Shuttle,
thereby saving the Shuttle maneuvering propellant (maneuvering the
large-mass Shuttle for rendezvous and dock requires comparatively
large amounts of propellant.
(3) Remote-Controlled Space Tug - The Space Tug can rendezvous and dock
with a payload in Syneq orbit and if required, return the payload to
LEO for rendezvous and dock to the Shuttle (the extended cradle is
shown in the illustration as the equipment to mate with the Tug/
satellite. The Tug can be remotely controlled to fly onto the cradle
but the preferred mode is to fly the Shuttle into dock with the Tug
using the automatic docking sensor/control loop in the Shuttle and a
set of passive reflectors on the Tug.
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BOOM - (REMOTE-CONTROLLED
FROM SHUTTLE)
2-AXIS ARTICULATED^
AND EXTENDABLE^
PROBE -MANIPULATOR
AUTOMATED RENDEZVOUS/
DOCKING ROBOT,
TELEOPERATOR
TUG SATaLITE
RETRACTABLE
NET
REMOTE-CONTROLLED SPACE TUG FLY-BY PICKUP (NON-COOP)
Fig. 7-18 Payload Retrieval Concepts
Pickup of Non-Cooperative Payload - For unstable or otherwise non-
cooperative payloads, a fly-by with Shuttle, using a special net or
other grappling device is probably required. Fold-over beams or
straps to restrain the payload after contact will be necessary as
the payload is retracted into the Shuttle cargo bay. Additional re-
straining nets or bars may be necessary in the cargo bay for safe
restraint of the payload during entry and landing.
(5) Universal Usage of Payload Retrieval/Docking Equipment - Because all
payloads planned for orbit retrieval will require transponders and
docking pins or drogue-cones (or similar-function devices), a stan-
dard or universal set of devices is very desirable if not mandatory.
Similarly, the Shuttle, the Space Tug, and the Teleoperator can be
made standard at the payload interface. In fact, strong consideration
should be given to developing and using a single set of equipment for
assignment as a bolt-on package for mounting on the Shuttle payload
cradle, the Space Tug forward adapter, and the Teleoperator. Distances
between sensors and between pin/drogue points could be varied to ac-
commodate large size variations in the payload.
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Teleoperator, Manipulator, and Tug Interfaces. As an aid to NASA/MSFC and
Bell Aerospace in a Phase A study of free-flying Teleoperators, IMSC pre-
pared payload interface document, Engineering Memo, PE-1003, dtd 20 December
1971, "Preliminary Requirements for Teleoperator Interface with Shuttle Pay-
loads". The data therein is also pertinent generally to functional inter-
faces with the Space Tug and the Shuttle manipulator-probe (in the space-
craft docking and module exchange modes). The following are excerpts of
the data:
(1) Basic Teleoperator Functions
• Retrieval of Payloads in Free-Flight
• Docking Payloads onto Extended Shuttle Cradle
• Replacement of Equipment Modules in Payloads
• Self-Docking of Teleoperator onto Extended Shuttle Cradle
or Into Cargo Bay Stowage
• Translation of Payloads in Vicinity of Shuttle
(2) Teleoperator Configuration - As a pictorial aid in explaining the
functions and requirements of the Teleoperator relevant to the
Shuttle and payloads, IMSC concepted a typical Teleoperator. It
is illustrated in Fig. 7-19-
(3) Payload Interfaces with Teleoperator or Tug - In general, the payload
will be hard-docked to the Shuttle (on an extended cradle or held by
a rigidized manipulator) during the replacement of modules. In the
exceptional case the payload will be free-flying when the module re-
placement is made (only for repair missions). The payload mounted
on the cradle provides ready access to the two sides, the fore and
aft ends and the top face of the payload.
Four basic alternatives for Teleoperator, Tug, or Probe mating with
a LEO payload are illustrated on Fig. 7-20.
• Mounting the payload as shown in Alternative (l) is the most de-
sirable but would require that either:(a) the Teleoperator have
an exceptionally long reach to remove and install modules on the
bottom side (spacecraft modules) or (b) that the Teleoperator
would "fly" beneath the extended payload and redock to a duplicate
drogue funnel on the bottom of the payload for replacement of the
spacecraft modules.
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END EFFECTORS (2)
DOCKING PROBE
DOCKING SENSOR (3)
DOCKING STABILIZER (2)
UMBILICAL PLUG-IN
ATTITUDE CONTROL
THRUSTERS (2 OR 4 SETS)
REMOTE CONTROL ANTENNA
RACKS AND PAYLCAD
REPLACEMENT MODULES
Fig. 7-19 Typical Teleoperator Concept (IMSC)
Mounting the pay load as shown in Alternative (2) would require
tilting the payload from its latch-down position in the cargo bay,
requiring added mechanisms .
Mounting the payload as shown in Alte rnative ( 3 ) would restrict the
extension of the bottom solar array segment while the payload was
attached to the Shuttle (this is required to verify proper func-
tioning of the solar array and electrical power system prior to
deployment of the payload.). Also, if test-firing of the attitude
control thrusters is required for spacecraft checkout, one set
(facing the cargo bay) would be discharging into the cargo bay
of the Shuttle.
Configuring the payload in general accordance with Alternative
is rather difficult and perhaps not possible. The location of the
four attitude control modules is fixed relative to the spacecraft
control axes. The spacecraft star trackers and sun sensors must
be oriented on the payload side away from earth and thence opposite
to the earth-facing experiments/sensors. The tracking antenna must
be mounted on one of the smaller ends of the payload, perpendicular
to the earth-pointing sensor line -of -sight (aiming at the TDRS in
Syneq orbit) .
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1) Exper. Packages
2) Spacecraft Modules
ACS Modules (U)
Antenna
Solar Array (Stoved)
Teleoperator
( \^- "1
nrAlternative (2)
Up In
Shuttle
fuA in Shuttle
Alternate Teleoperator Docking Axis (R & L)
Alternative (3)
Alternative (U)
Fig. 7-20 Alternative Payload/Teleoperator Interfaces
c.
In summary: it appears that the most reasonable interface arrangement
to allow docking to and servicing of the payload by the Teleoperator
is Alternative (2); the simplest arrangement relevant to payload and
Shuttle interface equipment simplicity is Alternative (l). However,
both of these concepts have commonality in that each could be provided
with two docking positions for the Teleoperator: one centrally on the
experiment package face and one centrally on the spacecraft module face.
Because the Teleoperator must make multiple trips to perform replacement
of all modules on either face, the dual docking positions would not ne-
cessitate additional Teleoperator functions.
Shuttle Docking Requirements for Payloads. After analyzing the payload
stabilization and position-orienting capability (see discussion on future
payload characteristics in par. 7.^ .3.6), Shuttle requirements to allow
safe approach and docking were established. They are tabulated in Fig.
7-21.
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Shuttle Characteristic
lateral Displacement
(?, Miss Distance)
Approach Angle
Ct Probe)
Angular Rate (£ Probe)
Approach Velocity
Range Uncertainty
lateral Velocity (J-LOS)
Approach on Lateral Acceleration
Roll Alignment (About LOS)
Roll Rate (About LOS)
IMSC
At 100 Ft
. -
± 5 deg
1.0 deg/sec
0 to 0.5 fps
± 5 f t
0 to 0.5 fps
0.5 fps2
± 5 deg
1 deg/sec
At 3 Ft
± 0.5 ft
± 0.5 deg
0.5 deg/sec
0.25 fps (max)
± 0.5 ft
0.13 fps (max)
0.25 fps2
± 2 deg
0.5 deg/sec
*For direct approach along line-of-sight (LOS).
Fig. 7-21 Shuttle Requirements for Docking to Stabilized Payload
7.4.3.5 Payload On-Orbit Servicing. One of the basic themes developed in this
study was to replace spacecraft and experiment modules in orbit, thereby reduc-
ing the average orbit-earth-orbit round-trip cargo weight (and cost), per pay-
load serviced.
a. Basic In-Orbit Servicing Concepts. Concepts for in-orbit servicing of space-
craft and experiment packages are shown in Fig. 7-22. The operations in-
volve :
• Module replacement for repair, refurbishment, or update
• Spacecraft or experiment adjustment or calibration
• Special latch/unlatch, removal, extension, or retraction of
payload elements (Solar Array, etc.)
• General inspection of payload (crewman direct visual or via
TV camera probe)
• Special testing or checkout of payload
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ASSISTED EVA (CHERRY-PICKER PLATFORM)
TELEOPERATOR (REMOTE-CONTROLLED)
AUTOMATED MODULE REPLACEMENT DEVICE'
NONPRESSURIZED IVA
MANIPULATOR (REMOTE-CONTROLLED)
PRESSURIZED IVA (WITH GRAPPLER)
•NOTE: NASA/GSFC DESIGN CONCEPT
Fig. 7-22 In-Orbit Payload Servicing Concepts
b. Characteristics of Replaceable Modules.
(1) Apical Future Spacecraft Module Configuration A typical spacecraft
equipment module, designed for ease of replacement either by manual or
automated means, is illustrated on Fig. 7-23. The module pictured is
an attitude control module with integral tankage and thruster clusters.
It is planned that these modules will be inserted or removed axially;
the track elements shown mate with rails installed on opposite sides
of the receiving cavity within the payload spaceframe.
(2) Size and Weight of Modules - The size and weight of these modules will
vary. If it is planned that replacement of the experiment modules of
the large observatory-type satellites is also to be accomplished by
the Teleoperator, a considerable increase in size and weight over the
"standardized" spacecraft modules may be necessary. Figure 7-2^  is a
summary of the low-earth orbit payload module quantities, weights, and
sizes.
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DEPRESS BUTTON
FOR HANDLE
RiLEASS
TURK HANDLE 90°
FOR FEW,
CLAMP-DOV.il AND
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
SNGAGSffiNT
HAND RAILS FOR CARGO CREW
MANIPULATION
INITIAL VERTICAL
ALIGSM3NT - PLUS OR
MINUS 0,$ INCH
INITIAL LATERAL
ALIGNKiNT - PUDS
OR MDiUS 0.25 ISCH
MODULE QUIDS RAILS
1 LEFT/1 RIGHT
Fig. 7-23 Typical Future Spacecraft Module
•lloBlon
No.
3
33,3o'
32
-
-
j r
\j 
rv
j
—
3 
CT
M-
»
^
j'ro \ji 
\j\
L3,15,
LT.19
Type of
Pay load
Small Spinning
Satellite
Small-Size 3-
Axls-Stabll.
Satellite
Medium-Size
3-Axi8-8tabil.
Satellite
large
Observatory
Spacecraft Modules
qty
U
10.
16
lU
Wt(Jfc)
30-100
80-lflO
L1O-220
110-220
2UW x 2UH x 32L
18W x 18H x 2i»L
2UW x 2UH x 32L
2UW x 2UH x 32L
Experiment Modules
8ty
2
3
11
6
5
6
3
Wt(tt)
100
50-300
50-1«X)
100
300
1000
200
900
200-300
Size (in)
3OW x 18H x 2l»L
2kV x SUH x 18L
36W x 36H x 36L
36V x 18H x 8UL
2W x 2<tH x 32L
63W x 63H x 100L
UOW x 30H x "tOL
60 Dia x 85L
20 Dla x SOL
36W x 60R x iWtL
2UW x 2kH x 32L
HEA(
IBT
ISO
mo
Fig. 7-2^  Typical Spacecraft and Experiment Modules
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• All spacecraft equipment modules have been concepted essentially
as shovn on previous Fig. 7-23. The sizes vary from 18 x 18 x 24"
to 2k x 2k x 32".
• For comparison, the '"baseline" dimensions of the large-observatory
spacecraft modules are 60 x 30 x 85". It is proposed that these be
repackaged into the aforementioned smaller modules.
• The experiment modules offer a significant potential problem if
they are replaced as single packages. As shown, they can be up
to 6000 Ib in .weight and with the largest dimensions being
36 x 60 x 144" or 63 x 63 x 100". Although the Payload Effects
Studies have not covered the detail redesign of these packages
for repair/refurbishment, it appears that some degree of sub-
modularization is necessary to allow effective logistic handling
of replacement (smaller packages).
(3) Experiment/Sensor Elements - Not all of the hardware in the payload
will be designed into compact, readily removable modules. The prin-
cipal types of items potentially not conforming to the rigid groundrules
applied to the spacecraft modules themselves will be the mission-
peculiar equipment or the experiments, sensors, and other similar
hardware.
It may be necessary, for instance, to remove a mirror element of a
large telescope optical system. Access will have been provided to
the mirror, but because of its unique function, it can not be con-
figured the same as other replaceable modules. There should be, if
it is planned to remove/replace this part in space, provisions in-
stalled on the mirror for manipulation by the Teleoperator end effec-
tors or manipulator. Typically, these devices should provide gripping,
push-pull, and torquing motions.
7-4.4 Provisions in Future Payloads for On-Orbit Retrieval/Handling/Servicing
7.4.4.1 Stability and Control Characteristics.
a. Flight Dynamic Characteristics of Payloads for Retrieval. Each of the low-
cost spacecraft incorporate a capability for stabilization and position-
hold to allow docking and rendezvous with the Teleoperator, the Shuttle,
or with the Space Tug. The spacecraft will be required to hold a position
only; the mating vehicle will provide all of the required maneuvering capa-
bility to bring the payload to a mated condition.
Two different modes are provided for in the three-axis-stabillzed payloads,
Primary and Secondary (spirming payloads are treated as a special case;
the estimated spin rate for Teleoperator intercept is 15 rpm ± 5 rpm).
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(1) Primary Mode Payload Stabilization (all spacecraft subsystems
functioning). Spacecraft can be commanded by RF to any specific
attitude with respect to inertial coordinates.
Spacecraft will hold the selected attitude and position:
Attitude Accuracy; ± 2 min to ± 30 min about any of
three axes
Position Hold : Maximum drift of 0.01 deg per hour
about any axis
(2) Secondary Mode Fayload Stabilization (spacecraft subsystems mal-
functioning; backup system activated). Spacecraft stabilizes,
locking onto the Sun, by use of 3-axis gyro. An RF command can be
given to the spacecraft to hold the sunline.
Attitude Accuracy; ± 8 min to sunline. Wo control on
spacecraft roll about sunline except
' ' the drift limit
Position Hold : Maximum drift from specific attitude
at 0.01 deg/sec. Oscillation of approx.
± 1 deg from null position at approx.
0.01 to 0.1 deg/sec rate.
b. Fayload Control Characteristics During Docking. In the primary or normal
mode, three or more reaction wheels are utilized for controlling gross
attitude changes in the payload. These wheels are unloaded by magnetic
torquers or by gas jets.
In the docking procedure, the reaction wheel loop of the payload control
system is deactivated and the payload is position-controlled by the gas
jets only; upon docking contact, the gas jet circuit would be deactivated
(by triggering of switch by the probe/drogue engagement) so that the pay-
load is dynamically passive while attached to the Teleoperator.
With the secondary or backup system operating, the payload is held in stable
position by the firing of gas jets, with sensor inputs to the control loop
coming from the rate gyros and the sun sensors. As with the primary system,
the gas jets are deactivated upon docking contact with the Teleoperator or
manipulator or Shuttle cradle.
c. Special Characteristics of Payloads with Momentum Wheels. If there is later
a requirement that the Teleoperator must retrieve a Syneq-orbit payload (as
might be the case if the Teleoperator hardware,less propulsion and flight
control elements, were mounted aboard a Space Tug); the characteristics of
the typical Syneq payload might impose additional constraints upon the Tele-
operator subsystems.
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The typical IM3C low-cost Syneq pay load utilizes momentum wheels (gimballed)
in lieu of fix -mounted reaction wheels. These wheels provide approximately
100 ft Ib seconds . Prior to docking the Teleoperator, wheel gimbals would
be locked, thereby stabilizing the pay load . The wheels will be turned off
after initial docking contact of the pay load with the Teleoperator. The
gyroscopic forces from the wheels will gradually reduce after this deacti-
vation :
• Windage/friction loss (initial, at point of shutdown) .10 ft Ib
• Windage /friction loss (average) .05 ft Ib
• Elapsed time of wheel to reach zero momentum ' 4o min
If the momentum wheels are caged in zero or null position, there will be only
a residual gyroscopic forces tending to hold the Worth-South axis of the pay-
load . The worst-case condition of combined gyroscopic action will be :
Momentum about North-South Axis 95 ft-lb sec (Pitch)
Momentum about East-West Axis 20 ft-lb sec (Roll)
Momentum about Earth-nadir axis 20 ft-lb sec (Yaw)
7.4.4.2 Mechanical Provisions in Fay load for Docking. The pay load provisions
for operation with the Teleoperator or Tug comprise the following principal
elements :
a. Docking Reflectors. Passive corner reflectors will be mounted at three
positions on each basic surface of the pay load facing the docking vehicle.
The reflectors (and the mating sensors on the mating vehicle) will be
mounted on three corners of a rectangle, the length of which will exceed
the width by a ratio of at least 1.2 to 1. It is desired that the minimum
distance between two sensors be no less than 4o".
b. Drogue lilmnel or Probe . A funnel or probe' to accept the mating docking
probe or funnel will be mounted centrally among a group of replaceable
modules on the pay load .
c. Rotational Positioning of the Probe /Drogue . The drogue funnel can be pro-
vided with integral guides which can slide against protruding vanes on the
docking probe and guide the pay load into a fixed rotational position.
d. Final Latching of Probe/Drogue . It is assumed that the mating vehicle will
include a mechanism for latching the probe/drogue. All active elements
will be located on the mating vehicle.
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7.^ .^ .3 Handling/Removal/ Installation of Other Pay load Equipment. The Tele-
operator or manipulator vill also be required, on a less frequent basis, to
remove and install other hardware of the pay load. Most typical of these are:
a. Access Doors . Because of the thermal control problems within each pay load,
the removable modules will in most cases not be directly exposed to ambient
space conditions. Rather, a door or doors, thermally insulated, will
cover the module area (there will be local penetrations for star trackers,
sun sensors, and other items requiring unrestricted viewing).
These doors will be supplied with simple latches which can be readily re-
leased by the Teleope rat or/Manipulator end effector and will be spring-
loaded along the door hinge to allow automatic opening of the door rather
than require the Tele ope rat or to move the door from closed to open position.
Upon completion of payload servicing, the Teleoperator will be required to
simply push the door to closed position where an automatic latch will
secure the door.
b. Solar Arrays . Solar arrays are a special type of replaceable module. Each
solar array "wing" will be attached to the payload spaceframe with a
specially-designed device which will allow removal of the complete solar
array assembly.
Removal and installation of a fixed -posit ion solar array will involve a
"two-hand" operation consisting of a depressing two pin releases and with-
drawing the assembly from two pin-sockets on the spaceframe.
7.^-5 Payload Crew Provisions and Payload Displays /Controls
The payload crew, functioning cooperatively with the Shuttle flight crew, offer
a considerable beneficial impact on overall payload/Shuttle space operations
and costs therefor.
The following paragraphs provide the results of IMSC evaluation of the crew
functions relevant to pay loads and the analysis of crew/pay load /Shuttle inter-
faces . .
7.^ .5.1 Cost Effects of Man-Participation. The payload crew aboard the Shuttle
offers a number of potential cost savings; a listing is shown in Fig. 7-25.
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Operation
• AUova Shuttle Autonomous Operation
Han, vlth Shuttle-based equipment, can
literally establish a "launch base in
orbit"
• Payload Checkout on Orbit
Man controls checkout and makes go-no-go
decisions In orbit
• Payload Docking and Retrieval
Man-In-loop control of remote devices
• Payload Repair/Refurbishment
Han performing backup for module replace-
ment, experiment adjustment
• Payload Readiness/Deployment
Han backup for automatic devices
• Hev Equipment Flipftt Testing
Man performing in-flight adjustments, minor
repairs, test re-programing
Cost Effect
Reduced dependency on ground stations,
particularly in sortie-mode operations
Reduced quantity/complexity of instrumentation
on payloads. Reduced need for payload-ground
link.
Elimination of a large quantity of acquisition,
proximity/position sensing equipment
Reduction In complexity of payload module
replacement equipment
Reduction in reliability/cost of payload and
Shuttle devices (designed for secondary-mode
actuation by man)
Reduction in overall test time and quantity of
Shuttle flights
Fig. 7-25 Cost Effects of Man Participation in Payload/Shuttle Operation
7.^ .5.2 Shuttle Flight/Payload Crew Functions for Fayload Handling. Figure
7-26 lists the Shuttle crew functions pertinent to payload operations.
7.i|-.5.3 EVA/IVA Activities. Payload crewman, either in a primary or backup
mode, can accomplish the following typical on-orbit functions:
Extension or retraction of payload mechanisms (solar arrays, etc.)
Inspection of payload
Payload Module replacement
Adjustment of experiments
Inspection of payload/Shuttle interfaces
Payload/Shuttle umbilical release/recoupling
The following modes for EVA/IVA are recommended :
(1) "Soft" Full Pressure Suit - reduces bulk
(2) Umbilical in Lieu of Back Pack - reduces bulk of crewmen working
in and around Shuttle payload bay:
• Crewman with umbilicals can work on sides of payloads
up to 8-9 ft dia
• Crewman with back pack can work on sides of payloads
up to 6-7 ft
(3) Hardline Communications via Umbilicals
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LAUNCH OPERATIONS
• Ground checkout of pay load
• Launch/Ascent monitoring of payload
DOCKING
t Docking to Space Station
• Docking to Nuclear Shuttle
• Docking to Space Tug
• Docking to Payload (with or without Space Tug)
PAYLOAD ORBIT DEPLOYMENT/TRANSFER
On-Orbit Checkout of Payloads
P re-Deployment Calibration, Minor Repair of Payloads
Payload Deployment
Transfer of Cargo Container to Space Station
Transfer of Cargo Container to Nuclear Shuttle
Transfer of Bulk Cargo
Transfer of Bulk Propellent
RETRIEVAL AND ORBIT MAINTENANCE OF PAYLOADS
t On-OrWt Maintenance - EVA
• Payload Retrieval - Without Space Tug
• Payload Retrieval - With Space Tug
• On-Orbit Maintenance -Shirtsleevein Shuttle
Fig. 7-26 Shuttle Payload Crew Functions
J.k.^ .k Payload Display/Control Installations. Layouts have been made of the
LMSC-proposed arrangements for versatile (multi-mission application) payload
display/control installations for payload monitoring and checkout and payload
V'
manipulation in the Shuttle pressurized crew compartment. Both mission-
peculiar and general-pur pose concepts have been considered :
• The mission-peculiar concept allows for portable payload display/
control panels to be inserted into a common console for particular
mission(s).
• The general-purpose concept would utilize the Shuttle basic display
technique and each payload carried would adapt to this technique.
A combination of these two concepts appears to "be a potential logical comprom-
ise. However, considerable cost tradeoffs, including impact on payload crew
training and in-flight Shuttle/payload operations, are still to be done before
final selections are made by NASA.
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An arrangement showing both approaches is illustrated in Fig. 7-27•
PAYLOAD CONSOLE
-MISSION PECULIAR MODULES
A. MODULE 5H x 8W x 200
B. MODULE 10H x 15W x 200
C. MODULE 10H x 25W x 200
0. MODULE 10H x 35W x 20D
E. MODULE IOH x 45W x 20D
PAYLOAD MONITORING 4 C/O CONSOLE
- GENERAL PURPOSE
1. MISSION 4 EVENT TIMERS 9.
2. GROWTH/MISSION PECULIAR 10.
3. MALFUNCTION ANNUNCIATOR 11.
4 STATUS DESCRIPTORS 12.
4. MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAY 13.
UNIT (CRT)-2 14.
5. REMOTE TV CAMERA CONTROLS 15.
4 VIDEO TAPE CONTROLS 16.
6. • MODE CONTROLLER
7. KICK SPACE
8. ABORT DISPLAY
TAPE/FILM UNIT
PAYLOAD SIU CONTROLS
GROWTH/MISSION PECULIAR
PRINTER
MULTI-FUNCTION KEYBOARD
NUMERIC INPUT CONTROL
POWER CONTROLS
GROWTty'MISSION PECULIAR
Fig. 7-27 Combined General-Purpose and Mission-Peculiar
Monitor/Checkout Console
An alternate layout of a mission-peculiar monitoring/checkout console is shown
in Fig. 7-28.
Module breakdown and size and weight estimates for a rather complete general-
purpose payload monitor/checkout console are shown in Fig. 7-29-
7.4.5.5 Payload Manipulation and Docking Station. Because of the intricate
Shuttle maneuvering required in approaching and docking to a payload or during
movement of payload out of or into the Shuttle cargo bay, it is desirable to
integrate Shuttle vernier-movement controls and payload controls into a single
console. This console should be located to give the operating crewman direct
visual access to the payload. Figure 7-30 shows the location of such a payload
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Fig. 7-28 Mission-Peculiar Monitor/Checkout Console
CONTROL AND DISPLAY MODULES
MISSION AND EVENT TIMERS
GROWTH OR MISSION PECULIAR
MALFUNCTION ANNUNCIATOR AND STATUS
DESCRIPTORS
MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAY UNIT (CRT) -2
R£,V.OTE TV CAMERA AND VIDEO TAPE
CONTROLS
MODE CONTROLLER
KICK SPACE
A3ORT DISPLAY
TAPE/FILM UN IT
PAYLOAD SIU CONTROLS
GROV/TH OR MISSION PECULIAR
PRINTER-
MULTI-FUNCTION KEYBOARD
NUMERIC INPUT CONTROL
POWER CONTROLS
GROWTH OR MISSION PECULIAR
SIZE (IN.)
W H O
4 1 5
15 10 X
20 10 8
15 10 18
30 2 3
7 8 3
60 4 4
5 5 5
5 10 .16
5 10 . 8
5 5 X
5 5 16
15 8 4
4 8 4
3 8 6
10 10 X
M1N DES
QUAN QUAN
l&l l&l
1 1
1 1
1 2
I 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 . 1
1 1
0 1
0 1
1 1
1 1
1 !
0 1
WEIGHT
(LB)
4J.4
(-)
11.2
126.0
8.9
7.3
-
3.2
16.8
6.7
(-)
12.2
18.4
2.9
1.3
(-)
219.3
Fig. 7-29 Payload General-Purpose Monitor/Checkout Console
- Weight/Size Breakdown
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crewman station just forward of the Shuttle cargo bay (crewman facing aft and
viewing payload through viewports in cargo bay forward bulkhead).
115°
PAYLOAD
MONITORING
CONSOUS
POSITION B - PILOTAGE
OPERATOR POSITION
SITION A -
MANIPULATOR OPERATOR
POSITION
Fig. 7-30 Auxiliary Shuttle Pilotage and Payload Manipulation Station
Figure 7-31 shows a layout of the payload crewman displays and controls at the
manipulator/pilotage station (view looking aft in the Shuttle).
7.4.5.6 Training of Shuttle Crew for Payloads. Because of close inter-
relationship of Shuttle flight crew and payload crew in performing payload-
related tasks, it is desirable that cross-training on Shuttle flight charac-
teristics and payload operations be established. Figure 7-32 lists a
recommended set of requirements and techniques for primary and cross-training
elements of a Shuttle crew training program.
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TELEOPCRATOR C/D PANEL
TV MONITOR SCREEN
TV MONITOR SCREEN
TV MONITOR SCREEN
RANGE DISPLAY
RANGE RATE DISPLAY
VEHICLE ANGLES
AFT VIEWING MECHANISM
PAYLOAD DOCKING SENSOR PANEL
UMBILICAL INTERFACE PANEL
PAYLOAD/CRADLE CAPTIVE MECH PANEL
DEPLOY/RETRIEVE MECH BOOM PANEL
MANIPULATOR C/D PANELATTITUDE CONTROLLER
WORK SHELF PANEL
MANIPULATOR CONTROL
MODE SELECT & TV SLEW CONTROL PANEL
MANIPULATOR CONTROL
TELEOPERATOR CONTROLLERS
TRANSLATION CONTROLLER
Fig. 7-31 Display/Control Layout at Manipulator/Pilotage Station
CREW COMPLEMENT
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS TRAINING TECHNIQUES
[A. FLIGHT CREW |L
| COMMANDER II f
1st OFFICER I] P
B. PAYLOAD CREW 11
PAYLOAD HANDLER _|l
PAYLOAD SPECIALIST {I
II
P
P
P
Cl
P
C1
P P
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P
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P
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P
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P
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P
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P
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P
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P
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P
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P
CT
CT
CT
P
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P
P
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P
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P
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P
P
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P
P
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P
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P
P
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P = PRIMARY
CT = CROSS TRAINING
Fig. 7-32 Training Requirements for Shuttle Crew - Payload Operations
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7.5 TYPICAL FUTURE PAYLQAD INSTALLATIONS
Space layouts have been made of various payload combinations in the Shuttle
cargo bay to provide a feel for volumetric constraints. Sketches and brief
descriptions of the principal installations are provided following.
7-5.1 Payload Support Elements
Volume and support must be provided for not only the payload to be launched
but for payload mission support equipment.
a. The principal element is a Storage, Checkout, and Transport Rack (SCAT-Rack)
which will'provide stowage and" electrical interconnection for afnumber
of spare spacecraft and/or experiment modules.
b. A second primary payload support element are auxiliary QMS tanks to pro-
vide the Shuttle with supplementary on-orbit maneuvering capability,
required for many of the proposed multiple-payload placements and multiple-
payload maintenance revisits.
c. The third primary element is the Payload Test Set (PTS), used for monitor-
ing/checkout of the payload(s).
7.5.2 Large Single-Mission Payload
Figure 7-33 shows a Space Tug, with an attached Syneq orbit Domestic Communi-
cations Satellite. The SCAT-Rack and PTS are shown. The umbilicals shown here
and on other sketches are symbolic only and do not denote a proposed actual
configuration.
A separate service panel for the Tug is required but not shown.
7.5.3 Combinedr-Mission Installations
7.5.3.1 Satellite launch Plus LEO Revisit. Figure 7-3^ shows an Agena Tug
with a nose-mounted Syneq-orbit satellite, combined with a SCAT-Rack and sup-
plemental CMS tankage. Tanks for non-cryogenic QMS (Shuttle ACPS system)
propellants are shown; however, the same cargo bay volume (but different tanks)
would accept LO?/LHp crv°gens for equal Shuttle maneuvering capability. The
SCAT-rack contains spare modules for:
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Fig. 7-33 IVpical Large-Payload Installation (Dedicated Mission)
(1) Pre-deployment repair of the payload carried (Satellite or Agena)
(2) Repair of other satellites already in IEO
7.5.3.2 Multi-Satellite Launch. A typical installation of equipment for a
multi-satellite launch is shown in Fig. 7-35- 'Bie pay loads are: (l) a Syneq-
orbit satellite mounted to an Agena and (2) a LEO satellite. Both are deployed
in LEO at different altitudes in essentially the same orbit plane.
The SCAT-rack carries spare modules for pre-deployment repair only of the two
satellites or the Agena Tug.
The modules are accessible by manipulator with either or both of the payloads
installed.
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Fig. T-31^ Topical Satellite and Revisit Kit Installation
7.5.3.3 Multi-Satellite Launch-Common Orbit. Figure 7-36 shows three Astronomy
Explorer satellites (to be deployed at a single altitude but dispersed circum-
ferentially) and an OSO. The QMS supplemental tankage is again required to
provide the orbit maneuvering capability for deploying the four satellites at
different points.
For this installation, the -satellites are stowed 90 from normal position (with
solar arrays on the upper and lower surfaces rather than on the L/R sides; the
low-cost AE and OSO payloads are 10 ft across the solar array modules and only
6 ft high).
Any satellite can be orbit-launched (or retrieved) without affecting the other
satellites -
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Fig. 7-35 Typical Multi-Payload Installation
7.5.3.^ Large-Observatory Revisit. With suitable QMS supplemental tankage,
the Shuttle can revisit four large observatories in a common LEO. Figure 7-37
shows the installation of four SCAT-racks, each, containing spacecraft modules
and experiment modules for periodic maintenance of a single observatory (1ST,
HEAO, LRO, LSO). The analysis supporting this operational mode is described
in the IMSC report on Task 1.5 of this study, EMSC-D154600 and in an IMSC en-
gineering memo, L5-02-02-05-M1-12. .
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Fig. 7-36 Four-Payload Installation
7.6 SHUTTIE/PAYLOAD COHSTEIAIM'S ANALYSIS
The analysis considered two basic areas :
• The constraints of the Shuttle design and capability upon future
payloads
• The special impacts of the future payloads (low-cost, refurbishable,
and/or standard) upon the Shuttle/Tug transportation system.
Subsection 7.6.1 provides a general comparison of baseline Shuttle capability
with the future payload requirements. Subsection J.6.2 discusses the special
effects of Shuttle operations on the payloads. Subsection 7-6.3 illustrates
the heavy impact of multi-payload placements and revisits. Subsection 7.6.k
summarizes the several constraints.
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Fig- 7-31 LEO Observatory Revisit Kits Installation
7.6.1 Shuttle Performance and Support Capability vs Payload Requirements
An assessment of the baseline Shuttle (essentially the MDAC MP-8A) support
capability and the corresponding requirements of -payloads in the NASA Mission
Model is presented. Low-cost designs, standard spacecraft applications, orbit
commonality and the concept of cluster spacecraft were considered in the anal-
ysis. ' •
7-6.1.1 Shuttle Performance. The Shuttle has capability for placing 65,000 Ib
into a 50 x 100 nm, 28.5° transfer orbit with 1500 fps AV. This AV permits
placing the full pay load to altitudes up to 375 nm and making a direct reentry.
a. Low-Inclination (0 to 35°) IEO Performance. The maximum single LEO payload
requirement is less than 30,000 Ib. The large Cluster Spacecraft weight is
larger but must be subdivided into two elements because of the volume limit
of the Shuttle cargo bay. The Shuttle capability is adequate for delivery
of the anticipated future payloads to low-inclination LEO.
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b. Sun-Synchronous Orbit Performance. The Shuttle with ABES out can deliver
40,000 Ib to 100 nm polar; or 26,000 Ib to 270 nm, 97.4° sun-synchronous.
The maximum weight of a single payload to a sun-synchronous orbit including
checkout equipment, is estimated by IMSC to be about 8,800 Ib. Cluster
Spacecraft of the EOS-type will weigh no more than 12,000 Ib. If it is de-
sired eventually to place large-observatory payloads into sun-synchronous
orbit (not now indicated on the NASA Mission Model), the single payload
weight might increase to a maximum of 30,000 Ib. In general, the baseline
Shuttle does not provide a constraint for anticipated future payloads to
sun-synchronous orbit for the payloads on the current Mission Model.
c. Syneq Orbit Performance. Syneq payloads are limited in weight by Tug per-
formance"!The LOp/LHp tug must be off-loaded to stay within the Shuttle
65,000 Ib structural load limit. Maximum Syneq payload delivery capability
(from the Tug Econometric Study) for a LOp/LHp tug with a gross weight of
64,596 Ib, is listed below for the Shuttle 65,000 Ib payload constraint.
Mode Fayload Mode Syneq Delivery Capability
1 Equal up and Back 2,827 Ib
2 Retrieval only 4,^71 Ib
3 Placement only 7,384 Ib
4 Placement, Tug Expendable 18,290 Ib
Inclusion of Cargo Crew and support, payload checkout equipment, spares, etc.,
in the total cargo weight will require further Tug propellant off-loading and
corresponding reductions in delivery capability.
Typical Syneq payloads, the future low-cost versions, are estimated to weigh
between 3,100 Ib and J fkOO Ib.
It is evident that the baseline LOp/LHp Tug (off-loaded to comply with the
65,000 Ib Shuttle capability) can not carry the largest future payloads to
Syneq orbit on a single Tug flight (7,384 Ib capability vs 8,000 to 10,00'o
.Tb payload requirement). However, Shuttle/Tug capability is adequate for a
placement-only flight for a COMSAT-type payload. Retrieval only of a COMSAT
payload, with a dry weight of 4,000 Ib, is possible with the Tug capability
of 4,^71 Ib. (This is based on assumptions that: (l) the residual hydrazine
attitude control prbpellants"in the payload are dumped prior to return trip,
and (2) the rendezvous/docking equipment on the Tug can be installed for
less than 4 71 Ib.
If the Mode 1 (equal up and back) capability of the Tug would be increased
to attain about 4,800 Ib up and 4,500 .Ib back, a single round trip to Syneq
could be used for delivery of a replacement satellite and retrieval of a
used/failed satellite. A savings of 50 percent in transportation could re-
sult if this increased capability could replace the current baseline Shuttle/
Tug capability.
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7.6.1.2 Cargo Bay Dimensions. A clear volume is provided for payloads up to
15 ft dia by 60 ft long. Structural limit is 65,000 Ib (for landing, 40,000
lb). Payload center of gravity location is restricted for the landing mode.
The largest payload combination identified in the Mission Model is a Domestic
COMSAT 12 ft long, with a Tug/docking ring 37 ft long, for a total length of
9^ ft; Tug diameter is 1^  ft.
Cluster Spacecraft element lengths range between 30 and 55 ft 'and will require
multiple flights and orbital assembly.
The maximum dimensions of Standard Spacecraft for LEO will be derived from the
large-observatory type, ranging in length from ko ft to 55 ft; all are lU ft
diameter.
In general, the Shuttle cargo bay size is adequate, but not oversize, for the
anticipated NASA payloads.
7.6.1.3 Payload Mounting in Cargo Bay. Structural mounting provisions for pay-
loads in the cargo bay and structural adapters have been investigated. Payloads
will vary in dimension, and even with adapters, will require a large, but poten-
tially standardized, matrix of bolt-down provisions in the Shuttle basic struc-
ture. This mounting matrix should include capability for accepting multiple as
well as single payloads. Also, attachment points will be required for deployment
gear, manipulators, teleoperators, module storage racks, and payload test sets.
The "movement" or structural deflection of the Shuttle cargo bay structure dur-
ing the various phases of operation (horizontal handling, erected on launch pad,
launch/ascent, orbit maneuvering, entry/landing, and ground-taxiing) has not
been estimated in the Shuttle baseline data. The torsional and bending deflec-
tions of the Shuttle structure may be large and provide a considerable impact
on payloads and interface equipment relevant to quantity, location, and type
of mounting provisions. Similarly, changes in fore-aft and lateral dimensions
in the cargo bay as a result of temperature changes in launch/ascent and in en-
try have not been defined; these also may have a considerable impact on design
of payload interface support adapters, cradles, etc.
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The aforementioned distortions resulting from mechanical load and thermal gra-
dients will have an effect upon the accuracy with which a payload can be mechan-
ically aligned with the Shuttle. Some of the payloads will require that a pay-
load reference axis be aligned with the Shuttle principle axis within ±0.5 •
Until structural dimensional variant estimates are available from Shuttle data,
an analysis of potential payload system constraints can not be completed.
7.6.1.4 Cargo Bay Environment.
a. Shuttle Wall Temperatures, -100°F to +200 P. Most payloads can be designed
for +l60°F, non-operating. Expendable Tug (Agena) propellant bulk tempera-
ture should not exceed 75 F maximum.
Shuttle cargo bay cooling ventilation probably is required on ground pre-
launch and post-landing. For the low-temperature condition, heaters can
be provided in the cargo bay or integral with the payload; a tradeoff is
required to determine the most cost-effective approach.
b. Shuttle Acoustic Level - 158.5 db OASPL external. Some payloads have been
historically qualified to lk-5 db; cost savings may result if max. is 130
db. Attenuation of about 15 db through walls and space between Shuttle
structure and payload seems attainable but should be analyzed using the
proposed Shuttle structure.
If specified Shuttle acoustic level does not increase, no major problem
anticipated.
2
c. Shuttle Vibration Level - 0.02 g per Hz above 50 Hz. Payloads histori-
cally qualified to this level; no special design required.
d. Shuttle Acceleration Level. Payloads can accept the normal flight accel-
eration of 3.3g max. However, payload local beef-up will be required to
•sustain landing loads without tear-out failure.
e. Venting. Cargo bay vented to atmosphere; max. rate of pressure change dur-
ing ascent is 0.22 psi per sec. No problems expected for payload.
f. Purge. In the baseline Shuttle description, ground conditioning and purging
with inert gas is provided during Shuttle propellant loading. All payloads
will require clean, dry, and cooled air to the cargo bay during ground oper-
ations (payload in cargo bay). LOp/LH^ Tugs will require inert gas purge
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g. Contamination Control. Not specified in baseline Shuttle. Many payloads
require protection against contamination of sensors, solar cells and
thermal surfaces. Cargo bay should be treated as "controlled" after pay-
load installation. Cargo bay door seals (doors closed), coupled with
positive-pressurization of cargo bay cavity with filtered air, vill aid
in contaminant control. Some consideration can be given to providing re-
movable protective covers over extra-critical payloads or portions thereof;
however, these covers are undesirable, adding complexity, particularly for
automated handling of payloads.
7.6.1.5 Electrical Power. Satellite payloads, including their Payload Test
Set for checkout operations, reouire 6 kwh mission total at a 1 kw average
power level.
The planned Shuttle capability of 50 kwh per flight mission and 3 kw average
is adequate for the NASA unmanned, free-flying payloads considered.
7-6.1.6 Communications/Data Processing.
a. RF Link to Free-Flying Payload. Shuttle has UHF and USB; NASA Level I re-
quirements specify compatibility with TORS. Two-way data link of unspecified
frequency provided between orbiter and detached spacecraft, is capable of
25K EPS average transmission rate.
Individual payload communications requirements to the Shuttle do not exceed
200 32-bit words per second (at a peak rate of 1.2 MBPS). (This does not
include relay of experiment data.) This is equivalent to an average of
about 7 KBPS for a single payload. The RF-link capability of the Shuttle
is adequate to support the payload requirements.
b. Shuttle Data Bus. The Shuttle data bus and data management system is capable
of providing memory for 2,000> 32-bit words; 10,000 computer operations per
second; 50 KBPS average rate data bus capacity; and 1 megabit bulk storage.
Multiple payloads such as a payload/Tug combination are estimated to require
safety monitoring of a maximum of 100 parameters at an average rate of 10
per second, 6 words per parameter; this provides an average rate of 192 KBPS,
. far in excess of the Shuttle allowance of 50 KBPS. It is therefore required
that a dedicated computer be provided for use with the Payload Test Set (al-"
located to payload weight).
c. Shuttle Hard-Line Safety Monitoring. Safety-monitoring of payloads is not
described specifically in the baseline data. Hardline safety monitoring of
propulsive payload stages, by-passing payload or shuttle data busses, is de-
sired. The payload umbilical can provide the data to a Shuttle junction box
in the cargo bay.
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7.6.1.7 GNSC.
a. Pointing. The Shuttle ACPS is capable of providing nadir pointing ± ^ 5°
with an accuracy of ± 1° and stability (rate) of 0.3°/sec- Payloads re-
quire pointing within ±0.5° and maximum angular rate of 0.5°/sec. The
Shuttle pointing accuracy can be improved to 0.3° without significant
penalty, thereby providing the required payload positioning for checkout
on orbit and deployment-release.
"b. Orbit Position Tolerance. The Shuttle GNSC must be capable of supplying
attitude, attitude-rate, and position information for payload orbit posi-
tioning. Shuttle accuracies are not specified in the baseline description.
For payload position update (prior to separation from Shuttle), Shuttle
position in orbit must actually be held to ± 1000 ft altitude and in-track
and cross-track to ± 10 nm.
c. Docking to Payloads. The baseline Shuttle uses 31 ACPS thrusters. The
Shuttle capability is not defined specifically.
However, a general analysis of the Shuttle capability indicates all of the
payload requirements can be accommodated by the Shuttle.
7.6.2 Effect of Shuttle Operations on Payloads
7.6.2.1 Ground Operations. The operations plans for the baseline Shuttle sys-
tem describe a small fleet of non-dedicated orbiters, with a rapid ground turn-
around cycle. Payload operations have been assumed decoupled from the Shuttle
in-line operational flow except for a short installation and checkout span
shortly before Shuttie-orbiter transfer and mating to the Shuttle-booster. The
unofficial NASA/KSC planning timeline does not show any exclusive payload acti-
vities on the launch pad. Cargo bay conditioning and purging until liftoff is
implied.
Payloads require checkout in the launch configuration, including verification
of mechanical and electrical interfaces with the Shuttle support systems and
mechanisms. Duplicates or simulators of these interfaces are required GSE for
the decoupled payload ground operations mode. Standardization of interfaces
and checkout equipment is desirable to provide reasonable costs for design,
documentation, hardware and operations for the fifty or more types of payloads.
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From an overall systems viewpoint, reusable and expendable Tugs, teleoperators.
and Shuttle-carried Pay load Itest Sets are also pay loads that must be integrated
with the Shuttle and the mission payloads. In this context most Shuttle flights
will be made with multiple payloads.
7.6.2.2 Flight Operations.
a. Orbit Maneuvering. The standard Shuttle flight plan is to inject the Shuttle-
Orbiter and its payload(s) into a 50 x 100 nm transfer orbit at the desired
inclination and time, using the main engines. All subsequent maneuvers use
the QMS or the ACTS.
At first apogee, the OMS is used to circularize the orbit at 100 nm. The
Shuttle stays in this orbit for several revolutions to permit checkout and
evaluation of the Shuttle and payloads. Some payloads may be deployed from
this orbit, while for other missions an OMS burn at the desired phasing
time will inject the Shuttle into a transfer orbit to a different altitude.
Because of the large AV required, plane changes will be limited to a few
degrees and will not usually be scheduled. Upon completion of the mission,
the standard reentry is made from a 100 nm circular orbit, with the orbiter
returning to the launch site. Some additional performance capability may
be obtained by making a direct reentry from altitudes of up to about 380 nm.
Payload capability and maneuvering time can be traded for maneuvering AV.
Most NASA mission operations involving single deployment of a payload or
payload/tug combination may be planned on the basis of the standard ascent
flight sequence. Missions involving multiple rendezvous and/or even small
plane changes require more AV than is provided by the baseline Shuttle.
The options then are to conserve AV by obtaining a higher inertial velocity
from the main engine burn or to provide supplemental tankage in the cargo
bay for QMS propeHants.
b. Contamination. Contamination control is required by most payloads. This
may require restriction of certain orbiter operations when cargo bay doors
are open or when the orbiter is in the vicinity of payloads or spacecraft.
Approaches to limit the problem can be applied; these include flight oper-
ation limits or constraints such as:
(l) Do not use Shuttle OMS or ACTS thrusters when gas plumes can impinge
upon payloads in the cargo bay or extended (on deployment mechanism)
from the cargo bay; portions of the thruster set can be deactivated
during payload orbit operations.
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(2) Require a Teleoperator to use cold gas thrusting or to selectively
restrict hot gas thrusting when in immediate vicinity of a pay load .
(This "preliminary requirement" has "been supplied by IM3C to MSA/
MSFC as a Teleoperator constraint relevant to pay load .)
(3) Effort should be applied very early to define the future payload ac-
ceptable contamination environment in depth and to assign specific
design and operation criteria to the Shuttle to obtain the minimum
feasible contamination level consistent with cost-effective Shuttle
hardware .
7.6.3 Multiple -Fay load Placement and Revisits
Because no detail on revisit cargo complements, weights, or orbit activities
existed, IMSC created estimates of these as a base for mission analysis.
7.6.3.1 Revisit Mission Scenario. The basic revisit mission is assumed to be
a combined revisit mission to the four large observatories, HEAO, 1ST, ISO and
LRO (NASA Mission Nos . 1^, l6, 18 and 20, respectively). The observatories
are assumed to be placed in a co-planar 326 nm circular orbit inclined 30 , with
a period of 96.53
LMSC has established a shuttle revisit plan or scenario in order to highlight
potential critical orbit operations, payload design requirements, or performance
demands on the Shuttle. For the case considered in the analysis, a single
Shuttle flight is proposed wherein revisit will be made to four separate obser-
vatory-type spacecraft in a single low-earth orbit; the basic objectives of each
revisit are (l) to adjust, repair, or update the experiment package aboard each
observatory and (2) to make repair to the spacecraft elements of the observatory
by replacement of certain equipment modules.
After each observatory is visited, the Shuttle burns into an elliptical phasing
orbit, coasts for the required integral number of revolutions, and circularizes
at apogee within line-of -sight maneuvering range of the next observatory on the
revisit program. Upon completing the checkout of the last spacecraft, Shuttle
retro maneuvers are made into a 23 x 325 nm transfer orbit, and the Shuttle re-
enters and lands, completing the mission in 7 days.
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7.6.3.2 Revisit Manifest. Replacement or updated/modified modules of mission/
experiment equipment will be carried for each of the four large observatories
to be visited by the Space Shuttle. In addition, expendables and failed or de-
graded spacecraft modules maybe replaced on a pre-scheduled "as required" basis.
Figure 7-38 summarizes the pay load or cargo weight for the major groups of re-
visit cargo and support equipment.
Replacement Mission Equipment
HEAO Items
1ST
ISO
LRO
Mission Support Equipment
Payload Test Set
SCAT-Rack
Manipulator/Teleoperator
Cargo Crew Equipment
3500 Ib
2000 "
2000 "
2000 "
660 "
1500 "
2500 "
Total
9500 Ib
466o "
1435 "
15595 IV
Fig. 7-38 Typical Manifest for 4-Payload Revisit Mission
Typical equipment lists or "consists" of items to be carried on revisit flights
were prepared for HEAO, 1ST, LRO, and LSO, respectively. A typical list is
shown in Fig. 7~39«
7.6.3.3 Flight Plan Tradeoffs. The scenario previously described is, of course,
just one of many alternate ways to perform the mission. In general, two basic
tradeoff considerations can be applied : (l) time can be traded for AV in the
phasing orbits; and (2) Shuttle Orbital maneuvering capability can be traded
against payload weight. . .
a. Relationship between Payload Weight and Shuttle AV. There is a direct re-
lationship between pay load weight (or gross Orbiter weight) and the Shuttle
orbital maneuver capability for a specific OMS/ACPS propellant capacity.
In these analyses, for simplicity, all the maneuvering AV was considered
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as applying to the QMS; for the multi-visit mission it may be necessary to
assign a small part of the supplemental AV propellant to the Shuttle ACTS
to take care of the multiple docking requirements.
Transfer of Supplemental Shuttle Propellant to QMS or ACTS. The ability of
the Shuttle to transfer propellants from supplemental tankage in the cargo
bay to both the QMS and the ACPS is implied, unless the ACPS has sufficient
reserve capacity to accommodate the additional maneuvers. The baseline
Shuttle employs cryogenic QMS/ACPS propellants and provides fluid services
to the cargo bay, thus making the use of supplemental tankage easy. Recent
alternative Shuttle systems have postulated using storable propellants and
IM Ascent engines for QMS vith no interconnections between QMS modules or
to the cargo bay, and with tankage sized for 1000 f'ps AV. Tradeoffs for
some of these variants to the baseline were also considered.
First Revisit Items to be Replaced (Typical) :
On-Axis Experiment Package
Imaging Field Camera Radial Package
Spacecraft Pneumatics Module
Total
Second Revisit Items (Typical) :
Photometer/Polarimeter Radial Package
Fourier IR Interferometer/
Spectrograph Rad . Package
Spacecraft Stabilization & Control
Module
Total
Third Revisit Items (Typical) :
Off -Set Tracker Electronics Radial Pkg.
Spacecraft Power Module
Spacecraft Communication &
Data Handling Module
Total
1000 Ib
310 "
660 "
1970 Ib
310 Ib
310 "
1^ 60 "
;2080 Ib
310 Ib
800 "
660 "
1770 Ib
Fig. 7-39 1ST Revisit Equipment Lists
Tradeoff of Baseline^Shuttle AV. The total revisit payload for the four
observatories is 15,b^ 0 Ib. However, the baseline Shuttle has a structurally-
limited payload capacity into the injection orbit (30° inclination) of 65,000
Ib. Figure f-^ 0 shows how this excess capability can be traded for additional
AV.
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Payload capability at 50 x 100 nm vith 1500 fps
CMS AV
Reduction in P/L for QMS capacity of 2000 fps
AV
Payload capability vith full CMS capacity
Less Payload weight
(Revisit four observatories)
Payload capacity available for QMS augmentation
Auxiliary CMS tanks, pumps and plumbing .
Additional cryogenic* CMS propellant
(equivalent to 2000 fps AV)
Full CMS AV capacity
Additional capacity in lieu of additional payload
Maximum available AV for Revisit Mission
Total Required AV for Revisit Mission
Excess or Reserve AV available
65,000 Ib
/9.900
55,100
15.620
- 3.430
36,050 lb
2,000 fps
+ 2.000
4,000
- 2.900
1,100 fps
. • * I = 444 seconds
sp
Fig. 7-4-0 Tradeoff of Excess Revisit Mission Payload for
Maneuver AV (Baseline Shuttle with Cryogenic OMS)
7.6.3A Results of Observatory Revisit vs CMS Analysis. Using the specified
1000 fps AV for the baseline Shuttle, multiple observatory revisits on one
Shuttle flight are not possible. It was concluded that provisions for supple-
menting OMS propeHants to provide up to 3000 fps total maneuvering AV should
be required.
7.6.4 Summary of Constraints
For the most part, the Shuttle environment levels (acoustic, vibration, acceler-
ation, pressure) and the support services (electrical, power, communications
and data handling, guidance accuracy, stability and maneuver rates) are com-
patible with payload requirements or necessitate only small payload design ac-
commodations .
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There are, however, a few cases.in which the payloads are specifically constrained
by the Shuttle; these are in eight areas:
• Orbiter Payload Capability
• Cargo Bay Dimensions
• Supplemental CMS Capability
• Cargo Crew Workload
• Cargo Bay Access
• Installation and Checkout Time
• Center of Gravity Limitations
• Contamination Control
7-6.4.1 Orbiter Payload Capability. The maximum payload limit of 65,000 Ib
(structural) is a distinct constraint for:
(a) Syneq "up-and-back" Missions with a reusable LO?/LHp Tug.
(b) Planetary and high energy missions requiring the large L09/LH9 Tug.
(c) Multiple revisit missions to the large LEO observatories.
(d) Liquid Oxygen tanker (not in the Mission Model)
Recommendation; Maintain 65,000 Ib as a minimum acceptable performance figure
and provide structural capability for a 15 percent increase.
7.6.4.2 Cargo Bay Dimensions. The 15 ft maximum payload diameter has been a
constraint in Tug design, resulting in a maximum Tug tank diameter of l4 ft;
this is acceptable as the reusable Tug is still weight-constrained. Currently-
defined payloads directly placed by the Shuttle fit within the 60 ft allowable
length, although some, like the LST, have small margins if spare payload mod-
ules and a Teleoperator are carried. Length becomes critical when multiple pay-
loads are carried, and could prevent making'full use of the Shuttle weight capa-
city. Cluster spacecraft will necessitate multiple flights and on-orbit assembly.
Recommendation; Do not reduce the already marginal specification for a 15 ft
dia by 60 ft long clear volume for payloads exclusive of deployment devices,
manipulators, ABES or other intrusions.
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7.6.4.3 Supplemental QMS Capability. The baseline Shuttle requires QMS tankage
for 2000 fps of AV for the space station resupply mission. Alternate Concept
Studies have considered providing capability for only 1000 fps of AV. Multiple
placement and revisit missions in LEO could easily utiliz'e 3000 fps or more,
and are impractical with only 1000 fps available. Full,, pay load injection is
limited to only 275 nm in this latter case. The alternative to providing ad-
ditional maneuvering AV is to use either expendable or reusable Tugs even for
the LEO missions. QMS engines should have rated life at least sufficient to
perform the multiple revisit mission in a single Shuttle flight.
Recommendation; Specify that the orbiter have the capability of carrying sup-
plemental QMS propeHants in the cargo bay, with the weight of the additional
tankage and propellants charged to payload.
7.6.4.4 Crew Workload. The tasks associated with checkout, handling, servicing,
deployment, docking, on-orbit repair, and retrieval of payloads require the full
capabilities of a trained two-man cargo crew. EVA is considered a backup mode
for the above types of operations, available on every flight. A 7-day revisit
mission to the large observatories reouires two men working 12 hours a day, in
addition.
Recommendation: Provide a 2-man cargo crew and provisions therefor in addition
to the pilot and co-pilot as part of the basic orbiter configuration.
7.6.4.5 Cargo Bay Access. An important "low-cost payload" approach is the
checkout and inspection of each payload in orbit to verify launch/ascent sur-
vival, and the ability to make modular repair/replacement from on-board spares
carried for that purpose. In some cases this activity could be best accom-
plished by suited IVA. Deployment, stowage, and use of Teleoperator may at
times require IVA or EVA assistance, either because of inaccessibility of Tele-
operator or manipulator to trouble area, need for delicate handling not possible
with mechanical end-effectors, malfunctions of automated devices, accidents or
emergencies. Both visual and physical access is required from the crew compart-
ment to the cargo bay. When large payloads are carried it would be highly de-
sirable to have a catwalk or access passage full length of the bay outside of
the payload clear volume, as an alternative to EVA with the cargo bay doors open.
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Recommendation; Specify an airlock between the Shuttle crew compartment and
the cargo bay. Provide visual access by windows and by closed circuit TV to:
(l) entire cargo bay, (2) to payloads on the extended deployment mechanisms,
and (3) to the docking hatch.
7.6.4.6 Installation and Checkout Time. The two-week turnaround goal for the
baseline Shuttle has compressed the allowable time for Shuttle-orbiter refur-
bishment and checkout, booster mating, transfer to launch pad, propellant load-
ing, countdown, and launch. Preliminary timelines have been prepared primarily
by people principally concerned with the launch vehicle. Allocation of time
for installation and checkout (l&C) of payload in the orbiter has varied from
l6 hours on early planning schedules to less than 8 hours on recent schedules.
While probably adequate for inert cargo or a single simple payload, I&C of
single or multiple payloads in such short spans would require very extensive
payload preparation facilities, including ground simulation of orbiter physical
and functional interfaces.
Recommendation: Allocate a minimum of l6 hours in the turnaround timeline for
payload I&C. Make tradeoff studies of cost of payload GSE cost for simulation
of Shuttle interfaces versus I&C activities required for the spectrum of un-
manned separable payloads versus a longer time allocation for payload functions
in the turnaround cycle.
7.6.4.7 Center of Gravity Limitations. Longitudinal and lateral locations on
payload eg location in the cargo bay are not unduly restrictive for a single
large payload; however, they can result in complicated payload support adaptors
for multiple payloads and small payloads having checkout requirements for view-
ing through the open cargo bay doors. Multiple-Payload retrievals and placements,
particularly when abort modes are considered, are particularly constrained by the
fore-aft or X-axis limitation.
Recommendation; Tolerances on payload eg should be enlarged, -particularly the
X and Z axis constraints. Orbiter should have adequate trim capability to com-
pensate for rather large cargo eg ranges.
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7-6.4.8 Contamination. Many payloads contain sensors, optical systems, solar
arrays and thermal control surfaces sensitive to chemical and particulate con-
tamination. The large cargo bay can get "dirty" during ground operations.
Operation of deployment devices and manipulators, use of ACPS thrusters, jet-
tisoning of wastes and other effluents, venting of propellants are potential
on-orbit sources of contamination. The approach of requiring each payload to
provide individual protection, by cover doors, bags, cans, etc., increases
complexity and cost; decreases reliability and limits flexibility of both the
payload systems and the Shuttle.
Recommendation: (l) Incorporate cleanliness requirements in the cargo bay de-
sign. (2) Locate ACFS thrusters to avoid impingement into open payload bay or
upon payloads extended therefrom, (3) Prohibit Shuttle venting and dumping when
the Shuttle is near orbiting payloads or vhen cargo bay doors are open.
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